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FOREWORD

The writing of this Foreword to this book presents me with a won-
derful opportunity to recall my visits to Miskolc and my meetings
with the distinguished scientists and the friends that I was lucky
enough to make there.

My friends from Miskolc, Professor Zeno Terplan and Dr Jozsef
Drobni, gave me the best present that I could have asked for - they
translated in 1972 the Russian edition of my book Theory of Gearing
into Hungarian.

I was delighted to find in my conversations with Drs Imre Levai,
Zeno Terplan and Illes Dudas a mutual interest in topics such as
non-circular gears, planetary trains and worm gear drives.

The greatest reward for a scientist is to have a following, and this
I found in Hungary.

My joy in this could perhaps best be expressed by citing the fa-
mous verse 'The Arrow and the Song' by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow:

I shot an arrow into the air,
It fell to earth, I knew not where;

And the song, from beginning to end,
I found again in the heart of a friend

I hope that this short introduction explains why I am grateful for
the opportunity to write a Foreword to this excellent book written
by Professor Dudas.

The generation and manufacture of worm gear drives and the
design of tools (hobs, grinding disks) for worm and worm gear
generation is an important area of research. The application of CNC
machines to the manufacture of worms and worm gears, their
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precision testing, and the computerized design of tools have
broadened the horizons of research and have required from the
researchers a good knowledge of the theory of gearing and
specialized topics in differential geometry.

In this book Dr Illes Dudas makes a significant contribution to
these topics of research; included are the author's summaries of the
results of research obtained by himself and other researchers. In
addition, Professor Dudas demonstrates the results of his great and
wide experience in the design and manufacture of worm gear drives
and in neighbouring subject areas.

The contents of the book cover the main topics of the design and
manufacture of gear drives. I am familiar with the research per-
formed by Professor Dudas whom I was able to meet at
International Conferences (in San Diego and Dresden) and at our
University, and by exchange of our publications.

There is little doubt that this book will be prove to be a most
useful work for researchers and engineers in the area of gears.

Faydor L. Litvin
University of Illinois at Chicago
Chicago, USA
1999



PREFACE

Automation is playing an ever-increasing role in the development
of both product and manufacturing technologies. Automation pro-
vides important means of improving quality and increasing
productivity as well as making production more flexible, in line with
changing needs. State of art computer control now has a role for
machine tools and in manufacturing technology. Design of the prod-
uct as well as of manufacturing equipment has been taken over by
computer-aided, and sometimes by completely automated, systems.
In the increase in efficiency of manufacturing processes and prod-
uct quality, the most important element has been computer-aided
engineering.

Helicoid surfaces are often used in mechanical structures like
worm gear drives, power screws, screw pumps and screw compres-
sors, machine tools, and generating gear teeth. Therefore many
research and manufacturing organizations are becoming involved
with their design, manufacture, quality control and application.

Theory and practice in this field are usually treated separately in
textbooks. There are significant differences between different ma-
chining technologies, and checking methods for helicoidal surfaces
are not always designed and manufactured precisely and optimally.

I have been particularly fortunate to have been able to work,
during the course of my career, in many fields of engineering. Dur-
ing my years as a professional engineer I always felt attached to
scientific investigation concerned with the correlation between con-
struction and manufacturing technology. Following a short period
in industrial practice I worked, for ten years, as a designer. My first
assignments were the design of service equipment (for example the
DKLM-450 type wire-rope bunch lifter), and later, wire pulling
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stages, wire-end sharpeners, etc. The need for an improved worm
gear drive arose in the course of this work.

The machine factory at Diosgyor (DIGEP, Hungary) was using
wire pulling stages and decided to modernize them, to reduce their
noise level, weight and cost along with developing an increase in the
efficiency and load-carrying capacity. The modernization was carried
out successfully so that the kinematically complicated drive systems
were simplified too.

The experience gained during tests showed that drive systems ful-
filling exacting requirements can only be solved by using special
worm gear drives. The technical development of worm gear drives at
DIGEP resulted in worm gear drives with different geometries such
as convolute helicoids with limited bearing capacity, worm drives with
rolling contact elements and helicoidal surfaces curved at their axial
section. Comparing them, it became clear that the development of
curved axial section type helicoidal surfaces was called for.

Research in the fields of manufacturing technology development,
as well as toothing geometry of mated pairs and the overall check-
ing and quality control of these drives, are summarized in some of
my published works (Dudas, 1973, 1980, 1988b).

Worm gear drives designed and manufactured by application of
this newly developed method have operated efficiently both in
Hungary and abroad in a range of different products.

In my present position as Head of Department of Production
Engineering at the University of Miskolc, it has been possible to
continue my previous research work in this field, to fill gaps in the
work and to search for a possible description of their generalized
geometry, starting from the common characteristics of the different
types of helicoidal surfaces.

This book basically aims to clear up geometrical problems aris-
ing during manufacture and provide theoretical equations necessary
to solve them, thus filling a gap existing in publications in the field.

In the nine chapters of the book, both theory and practice are
covered. The contents may be summarized as follows:

1. This introductory chapter provides the reader with a view of the
aim of the book and provides a short review of the history of
worm gear drives.

2. An analysis of the literature of the subject and a summary of
conclusions to be drawn from it concerning the field covered by
the book.
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3. The theory needed for the proper geometrical manufacture of
helicoidal surfaces of constant pitch is introduced here. Further,
a mathematical model is developed, suitable for the handling of
the production geometry of both cylindrical and conical helicoi-
dal surfaces.

4. Introduces a general mathematical kinematic model for both
cylindrical and conical worm gear drives, as well as the design
and manufacture of the necessary tools.

5. Newly patented truing equipment for grinding wheels is de-
scribed.

6. Checking methods for helicoidal surfaces are described.
7. Design methods and the procedures for manufacturing helicoi-

dal surfaces using intelligent CIM systems are introduced.
8. The basic theory, operational characteristics and the possible

applications for drives are summarized in this chapter.
9. Comprises a summary of results of research work.
10. A full bibliography of publications relevant to the subject of this

book is included in References and Further Reading.
11. Index.

In writing this book, it is the author's hope that it will prove useful
for those involved in both graduate and postgraduate work in re-
search and development and also practising engineers in industry.

Illes DUDAS
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

(mm) Coordinate displacements from origin
O2 in stationary coordinate system
fixed to tool K

o

Centre distance of grinding stone and
worm axes

(mm) Axial length of worm
(mm) Diameter of worm
(mm) Addendum cylinder diameter of the

worm
(mm) Pitch cylinder diameter of the worm
(mm) Root cylinder diameter of the worm
(mm) Diameter pitch cylinder of milling

cutter
(mm) Minimum addendum diameter of

conical worm (spiroid worm)
(mm) Maximum addendum tip diameter of

conical worm (spiroid worm)
(mm) Dedendum height of the worm tooth
(mm) Addendum height of the worm tooth

Gearing ratio [i2,1 = φ 2/φ1]
(mm) The distance of origin of profile radius

from worm centre line
Stationary coordinate system affixed to
machine tool
Rotating coordinate system affixed to
helicoidal surface
Coordinate system connected to linear
moving table
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Rotating coordinate system fixed to
tool
Stationary coordinate system fixed to
tool
Coordinate system of the generating
curve of a tool of surface of revolution
Auxiliary coordinate system
Tool coordinate system of generating
curve of helicoidal surface

(mm) Axial module
Coordinate transformation matrix
(transforms K2F to K1F)
Coordinate transformation matrix
(transforms K1F to K2F)
Coordinate transformation matrix
(transforms K20 to K2F)
Unit normal vector of tool surface

(mhr1) Number of revolutions of worm
(min"1) Number of revolutions of worm wheel

(spiroid gear)
Unit normal vector of helicoidal
surface in coordinate system KjF

Unit normal vector of tool surface in
coordinate system K^
Origins of coordinate systems related
to their subscripts
Screw parameter of the helix on worm
Tangential screw parameter
Axial screw parameter
Lead parameter of the face surface on
hob
Radial screw parameter
Kinematic projection matrix for direct
method (cylindrical, conical, general)
Kinematic projection matrix, for
inverse method (cylindrical, conical,
general)

(mm) Axial pitch of the worm
(mm) Lead of thread
(mm) Radius of root circle of worm

(convolute)



List of symbols

Position vector of the generating curve
of tool surface
Position vector of moving point of tool
surface
Position vector to contact point of
tangent sphere with thread surface

(mm) Radius of worm base circle
(mm) Radius of tool
(mm) Tooth thickness of the worm
(mm) Tooth thickness of dedendum of the

tooth of the worm
(mm) Tooth thickness of dedendum of the

tooth of the worm gear
Coefficient of profile displacement

(mm) Coordinates of centre of feeler sphere
(mm) Coordinates of a measured point
(mm) Coordinates (in three orthogonal

directions) of distances between con-
tact point and feeler's centre

(m min"1) Velocity vector of helicoid and tool
surfaces in the KjF coordinate system

(m min"1) Velocity vector of helicoid and tool
surfaces in the coordinate system K^

(m min"1) Peripheral speed of the worm
No of starts on the worm
No of teeth on worm wheel

(mm) Axial translation of helicoidal surface
to the manufacturing position
Forming, tilting angle (in degrees) of
tool into profile of helicoidal surface
in the characteristic section, eg grind-
ing of involute helicoidal surface using
plane face surface wheel
Forming angle (in degrees) in the form-
ing plane, which is the height of the
radius of base cylinder (spiroid worm)
Profile angle (in degrees) profiles on
the right and left sides of tooth conical
worm

(°) Lead angle (in degrees) on the worm's
references surface
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(°) Half-cone angle of the reference cone
of conical worm

(°) Tangential angle of the arched profile
of the worm on the pitch cylinder

(mm) Radius of grinding stone in the axial
direction

(mm) Radius of tooth profile of worm having
circular profile in axial section

Internal parameters of the helicoidal surface
(where r\= u cosß ) 

(°)

(°)
(°)

(s"1)
(s4)

Efficiency of the worm gear drive
Angular displacement of a helicoidal
surface
Angular displacement of a tool
Optimal displacement of a worm (place
configuration error is minimum)
Internal parameters of tool having
surface of revolution

Angular velocity of worm
Angular velocity of tool
Axes of the coordinate system (Ksz) of
the tool



INTRODUCTION

This book, using data both from the published literature as well as
that derived from results of my own research work, aims to discuss
general problems of manufacture, the theory of precise geometri-
cal design, the principles involved in inspection, and the problems
arising from the use of different types of helicoidal surfaces.

The aims of the book are:

• to develop and to solve generally valid formulae for precise geo-
metric truing of helicoids based on the established and latest
results developed in tooth geometry and in kinematic geometry;

• to determine the precise shape of the disc-type grinding stone
and to develop tools for shaping;

• to analyse edge tools having regular edge geometry;
• to formulate mathematical equations for the required geometri-

cal and contact conditions;
• to determine checking and inspection methods;
• to create systems for different types of helicoidal surfaces on the

basis of their common manufacturing geometry;
• to develop special tools needed in manufacturing, using up-to-

date manufacturing systems.

In Figure 1.1 the most frequently used helicoids having cylindrical
or conical pitch surfaces are tabulated. The main fields of use are
shown to be kinematic and power drives. At the same time it indi-
cates that a generally valid model for helicoidal surfaces with
cylindrical and conical pitch surfaces may find application in engi-
neering practice.

Referring to Figure 1.1, the basic fields of application are as
follows:

1



Figure 1.1 Most frequent applications of helicoidal surfaces (to find any particular subject see table in Figure 1.2)
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m Thread profiles serve basically as joining elements. From the point of
view of manufacturing geometry, these elements can be manu-
factured to inferior standards to meet the technical
requirements. These are outside the scope of this book.

• The active surfaces of cylindrical and conical worms (spiroid worms)
used as elements in a kinematic chain can be employed in ma-
terial handling equipment (cranes, belt conveyors, etc). It
should be mentioned that conical helicoids have not been stand-
ardized by ISO as yet but may be in the near future.

• Tool surfaces, the main and side surfaces of generating, disc-type
and shape milling cutters, for thread cutting tools and for sur-
faces of truing grinding stones.

To design and manufacture these surfaces with precision, it is useful
to formulate a generally valid mathematical model that can become
the basis for CAD/CAM/CAQ/CIM systems to be developed.

Application of CAD facilitates design of helicoidal surfaces and
their generating tools: use of CAM solves the fine truing of grind-
ing wheels using CNC programs; CAQ provides the possibility of
SD-type automatic checking to maintain high quality of product, all
within a computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) system.

Traditional machine tools (not controlled by programs) but em-
ploying additional automation can be adapted for the manufacture
of precise helicoidal surfaces and they can be connected into mod-
ern manufacturing systems. In this way, helicoidal surfaces created
in manufacturing cells can be manufactured with precise geometry
irrespective of the manufacturing scale required.

To apply CAD and CAM to the manufacture of helicoidal surfaces
as threads and their mated elements together with their generating
tools is especially important in individual manufacture where the
number of variants is high and consequently the variety of tools
required is high as well.

Applying the work of H. I. Gochman and F. L. Litvin to the field
of tooth geometry and theory of gear kinematics, further combin-
ing them with the matrix method to transfer coordinate systems into
each other, as well as using methods of differential geometry, the
problems of manufacturing helicoidal surfaces can be presented in
algorithmic form.

The systems developed for design, manufacture and checking
were tested in the course of the manufacture of drives and their
manufacturing tools.
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1.1 CLASSIFICATION OF WORM GEAR DRIVES

From a functional point of view:

(a) Kinematic drives can be characterized by adjustable centre dis-
tance - shaft angle may incline from 90°. Used in measuring
instruments and dividing mechanisms, generally to transfer low
power.

The usual ranges of basic dimensions are:

1 < m< 16

d2 up to 5000 mm

(b) Power drives characterized by fixed centre distance - shaft angle
is strict 90°.

The usual ranges of basic dimensions are:

1 < m < 30

d1 up to 400 mm, d2 up to 2000 mm

From a constructional point of view:

Depending on characteristic shapes of worm and wheel there are
three types (see Figure 1.2):

(a) Cylindrical (cylindrical worm). Figure 1.2(a). Great Britain, Ger-
many, the former Soviet Union, Hungary.

(b) Globoid (worm is globoid). Figures 1.2(b) and 1.2(c). USA, the
former Soviet Union.

(c) Special (either worm or worm gear has special shape, eg spiroid,
USA, Hungary, etc). Figure 1.2.(d).

Classification of cylindrical worms

Of the three types mentioned above, the cylindrical worm is the
most widely known and used. Worms manufactured using a straight-
edge cutting tool (straight-line contact line is situated on worm
tooth surface) are classified as follows:

Cylindrical worms with ruled surface

• Archimedian worm (ZA) having line axial section.
• Thread-convolute worm (ZN1) having lines normal to thread

surface.
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Figure 1.2 Classification of worm gear drives from constructional point
of view:

(a) cylindrical worm (cylindrical worm-globoid worm wheel);
(b) globoid worm (globoid worm-cylindrical worm wheel);
(c) globoid worm (globoid worm-globoid worm wheel);
(d) conical worm (spiroid worm-face wheel).

• 3D thread-convolute worm (ZN2) having lines normal to tooth
space;

• Involute worm (ZI) having lines fitted on plane tangential to
base cylinder;

• Duplex worm (ZD) having lines on different leads on different
sides of worm.

Non-ruled surface cylindrical worms

Worms are manufactured using a straight-edge cutting tool, but a
straight line on a worm surface can be fitted.

• Single cone worm: ZK1 end milling cutter or pin grinding
wheel;

• Double cone worm: disc milling cutter ZK2 or double pin
grinding wheel;
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Arched profile worms

• Worm profile in axial section arched: ZTA, the circular profile,
is in the axial section of worm;

• Thread worm with arched profile: ZTN1, the circular profile, is
in the plane normal to tooth surface;

• 3D thread worm with arched profile: ZTN2, the circular profile,
is in the plane normal to thread path along the middle of tooth
space;

• Worm having arched profile produced by double circular disc
milling cutter: ZT1, the worm profile, is determined by the disc
milling cutter with double circular profile inclined to tooth space
by 5 lead angle (in degrees) on the worm's reference surface.

Standardized types of worm are differentiated by the differences in
tooth surfaces. Table 1.1 summarizes worm types identifying the
principal section and the geometric shape of generator.

Table 1.1 Classification of worms depending on the mother tool - unit
normal vector of helicoidal surface

Important
section

Axial

Normal to tooth

Normal to tooth
space
Normal to
cylinder

Generator

Line
Arc
Line
Arc
Line
Arc
Line
Arc

Generating Tool (Mother Tool)

Plane

ZA
ZTA
ZN1

ZTN1
ZN2

ZTN2

Rack

ZI

Single
Cone

ZK1

Double
Cone

ZK2
ZTK



A SHORT HISTORY AND
REVIEW OF THE

LITERATURE

2.1 A SHORT HISTORY OF THE WORM GEAR DRIVE

Our short history begins with the First Punic Wars, which started in
264 BC and lasted 23 years.

During the first year of Punic War I, Hieron II ascended to the
throne of Syracuse and then concluded an alliance with Rome. But
Heiron, who never really trusted Rome, initiated a fleet-building
programme which included a warship of a size never seen before.

In The Ships, by H. W. Van Loon, it is mentioned that the then
average size of a ship was 20-30 tons, so it is very likely that Hieron's
giant warship could not have exceeded 40-50 tons.

Contemporary shipyards were not able to launch ships of such
weight, so Hieron enlisted the assistance of Archimedes, one of the
greatest scientific figures of the time.

Archimedes, at Hieron's request, developed a revolutionary crane
that made it possible, with the help of a few slaves, to launch the
giant ship.

It was at the launching that Archimedes is supposed to have ut-
tered his famous dictum 'Give me a fixed point and I will remove
the complete world from its corner points'.

Archimedes called his crane the 'barulkon', and there is little
doubt that in the course of its development in the years 232-31 BC
he was the first originator of the worm drive (see Figure 2.1).

In the following centuries, the use of the worm gear drive became
widespread throughout the then known world.

2
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Figure 2.1 The Archimedian barulkon (Reukaux)

Archimedes, as was then customary, lodged a description of his
invention in the Alexandrian Library. From this, the Alexandrian
Heron, the other leading technocrat of the ancient world, learned
about it, and in about AD 120, that is 350 years later, wrote a book
on the barulkon.

Later, during the third century AD, Pappus gave a detailed descrip-
tion of the barulkon in his summarizing work; this consisted of four
pairs of gear trains with a worm gear drive added. Pappus men-
tioned Archimedes as the original inventor, and Reuleaux, a
German engineer, used Heron's description to reconstruct and
make a drawing of the barulkon (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.2 History of the invention of the worm gear drive
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Figure 2.3 Vitrinius' taximeter (Diels)

The next author mentioning the worm gear drive was the Roman
architect Vitrinius. In his book De Architectura, published between the
years 30-16 BC, there is a description of the hodomate. The Romans'
rented passenger vehicles were equipped with a 'hodometer'. In this
device small balls were allowed to fall one-by-one into a drawer, each
denoting the fulfilment of a mile.

This invention provided the first recorded taximeter (see Figure
2.3).

The first technically significant worm gear drawings were made
by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). These drawings were found
among his sketches and notes. Surprisingly, not only drawings of
worms and worm gears but also of globoid type worms are to be
found among them (Figure 2.4a).

So Leonardo had known of an asymmetrical worm (Figure 2.4b)
that could be mated with a sprocket wheel and he was aware of the
crossed helical gears substituting the worm with more than one start
(Figure 2.4c). He designed control drives too, where the driving
element was the worm gear driving the worm (Figure 2.4d), but
these have not been used in practice.

Far more interestingly, from the sketches it is evident that the
principle of self-locking had already been known to Leonardo.

In the case of the small pitch worm (Figure 2.4e), he stated: This
is the best type of worm gear drive, as the worm gear would never
be able to drive the worm'. He also stated, referring to high-pitch
worms (Figure 2.4f): 'The simple high-pitch worm can be easily
driven, easier than any other type of drive'.
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Figure 2.4 Sketches of worm gear drives made by Leonardo da Vinci

He had come to the conclusion that in drives having skew axes,
among them worm gear drives, two different types of contact, the
sliding and the rolling ones, come into effect.

In the four centuries from Leonardo's age to ours, in all the tech-
nical books published, worm gear drives can be found everywhere
when a high gear ratio should be used.

From the time that the use of the steam engine had become wide-
spread and step-by-step machine tools had become increasingly
used, that is starting at the second half of the eighteenth century,
the worm gear drive became a popular machine element.

In an early application, the Boulton and Watt factory in England
manufactured for this purpose 15in diameter (380 mm) big worm
driving gears with wooden teeth, but eventually, as the mechanical
demands were increased, the wooden teeth were replaced by iron
ones.

In the two decades between 1880-1900 the electric motor became
widely used. Unfortunately, owing to its relatively high shaft speed,
the electric motor could not use systems in the technology of the
period. The available gears were not suitable. Worm gear drives,
because of their high gearing ratios, were not suitable for high-in-
put shaft speeds. These drives became significantly overheated, wear
was high and the technique of lubrication was poor for low-input
shaft speeds. Grease lubricant had to be used because there was no
housing to contain the oil. It is well known that dissimilar materi-
als operate more effectively in tribological pairs.

The development from slow worm gear drives to high shaft speed
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modern ones started with the introduction of closed housings to
facilitate oil lubrication.

It became clear that, to reduce frictional losses, worms and worm
gears should be manufactured from different engineering materi-
als, namely the worm from steel, and the worm gear from cast iron
or from bronze.

The history of tooth generation technologies shows a very inter-
esting relationship between theory and practice. The theory was in
place at least 200 years before the generation of teeth as spur gears.

It appears that there were very few theoreticians capable of deal-
ing with worm gear drives after Archimedes, and very few
technicians capable of applying the known theory.

The fact is that for the centuries after Archimedes the need did
not arise for such geared systems until the invention of the electric
motor.

The theoretical investigations needed to dimension worm gear
drives made rapid strides with the development of the electric mo-
tor. The most outstanding workers who dealt with the question were
Bach and Stribeck. At that time the dimensioning of spur gears was
treated as if the tooth was a loaded cantilever beam. This was sug-
gested first by Tredgold, an English engineer in 1882, who
formulated P = kbt, where k expresses the sum of practical experi-
ences, as a coefficient.

Work then commenced on the precise geometry of the worm, the
method developed being a purely theoretical one.

These geometrical investigations of the worm led to the concept
of the involute worm. Previously, all the worms manufactured using
a straight edge tool had been called involute worms. Thanks to the
precise work carried out the term now refers only to a worm manu-
factured under strictly circumscribed conditions and their results
served well the practice of worm grinding too.

The geometrical view held sway until recently, but is now being
replaced by the functional view, which is better suited to gear manu-
facture. The new concept, published by Szeniczei (1957) investigates
geometry of worm gear drives from a functional point of view in-
dependent of whether the worm has involute profile or not. The
Wildhaber theory (1926) was the ruling geometrical view, mainly
emanating from the German workers; they thought that the invo-
lute worm, having the equivalent geometry of helical cylindrical
teething, would automatically solve the problems of worm gear drive
completely. So completely did the 'cult of the involute' occupy for
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decades the German technologists, that all other branches of re-
search, eg the investigation of globoid drives, was completely
neglected.

The role of globoid worm tool is very interesting. As has already
been mentioned, although among Leonardo's notes and sketches
the globoid worm was noted, no further data surfaced. But later,
when the disadvantages of the cylindrical worm driven by electric
motor became clear, the globoid principle was immediately taken
up in the hope that the higher load-carrying capacity would provide
better conditions of engagement.

British and especially American workers developed the new tech-
nology step-by-step and found it good enough to use in practice,
obtaining even better results than with cylindrical worms. It is now
generally used throughout Great Britain and the USA.

Hindley manufactured the first globoid worm gear drive (Buck-
ingham, 1949) in 1765. The first globoid drives were manufactured
by Hughes and Philips in America in 1873 and by Crozef-
Fourneyron in France in 1884. Wildhaber used the globoid worm
mated with a cylindrical wheel having a ruled surface first in 1922
for precise adjustment of scales in gauges. Later, this type of drive
was developed for application in power drives.

Samuel Cone (The Michigan Tool Co) can be regarded as the
real master of globoid drives, reporting his first patent in 1932,
which was followed by several others. Previously, the so-called dou-
ble enveloped cone type, a globoid drive, was known from the year
1924.

The literature of worm gear drives has been sparse. Most authors
had little connection with manufacturing technologies and there-
fore applications and practical experience were not being given
sufficient consideration.

As a result of technological progress, the use of cylindrical worm
drives became widespread throughout Europe - in England, Ger-
many, Russia and in Hungary too.

The use of globoid worm gear drives became common first of all
in the USA and in the Soviet Union but their use was investigated
in Germany and in Hungary too. Spiroid worm gear drives, a cat-
egory of special drives, had been patented in the USA but also
achieved success in Russia, in Germany, in Bulgaria and in Hungary.

The literature relating to the meaningful development of worm
gear drives that happened at the end of the 19th and during the
20th century is reviewed in the following section.
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2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF TOOTH CUTTING THEORY FOR
SPATIAL DRIVES

The investigation of the tooth cutting theory for flank gears, and the
systematic collection of results, lasted for several decades. The first
papers were published in the mid-19th century and dealt basically
with two areas of tooth-generation theory, the conditions for teeth
meshing and the manufacture of them (Gochman, 1886; Olivier,
1842; Reuleaux, 1982). The Frenchman Olivier, whose investigations
were outstanding over a long period, in his book, published in 1842,
separated the theory of meshing from analytical and enveloping (geo-
metric) methods. He regarded the theory of meshing as purely a
question of 'descriptive geometry' while the Russian Gochman stated
that 'the theory of tooth-cutting is a special field of mathematics
where the investigator, in contrast with other fields of mathematics,
should progress step-by-step searching safe points at each step'.

Both views were too general and neither can claim exclusive right
to state a generalized spatial tooth-generation theory, the basis of
which was laid down in the works of Olivier (1842) and Gochman
(1886).

It was Gochman who first applied an analytical model for the in-
vestigation of meshing spatial surfaces and formulated the
mathematical description of wrapping surfaces.

The theory of tooth generation draws on many different areas
like differential geometry, manufacturing, design, metrology and
computer technology. The development of tooth generation using
computer techniques has transformed it into a modern theory and
it has now been expanded for direct use in industry. In our day it
can be regarded as a specialist area of technical science.

The work of Distelli (1904, 1908), Stubler (1911, 1922), Altmann
(1937) and Crain (1907), published in the first years of this century,
should also be mentioned. They all achieved significant results by
applying the methods of descriptive geometry to the development
of tooth-generation theory. The phenomenon of vector-twist was
first mentioned by R. Ball in 1900 and Distelli was one of the pio-
neers who applied, in his work published in 1904, general screw
motion to describe mated gears having skew axes. Formulation of
the driving-twist or screw-axoid made it possible to describe in a sim-
ple and clear way the process of manufacturing working surfaces of
teeth mating along a line attached to each other. His works (Distelli,
1904, 1908) dealt with ruled surfaces, the simplest ones.
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The names of Willis (1841), Buckingham (1963), Wildhaber and
Dudley (1943, 1954, 1961, 1962, 1984, 1991) are also to be noted.

It was Willis (1841) who suggested the law governing contact of
plane curves.

Generalizing Distelli's work (1904, 1908), Wildhaber (1926, 1948)
successfully mated theory and practice, and by applying the kin-
ematic method to the theory of gear drives achieved significant
results. His findings have been subsequently supported by Capelle
(1949).

Applying mathematical methods, several researchers investigated
the possibilities of determining mathematically the surface mated to
another for known centre lines and angular speed ratios. Difficul-
ties had often arisen in formulating and examining either
analytically or numerically these complicated equations.

Significant research was carried out by Hoschek (1965) on mated
elements having closed wrapping surfaces.

Based on Gruss' results (1951), Muller (1955, 1959) developed a
method of determining a wrapping curve for plane teeth. His math-
ematical equations could be applied to a few types of spatial drive
only. The analytical and geometrical methods developed then are
still used for investigating spatial teethed drives. It gradually became
apparent to researchers dealing with theoretical problems of gear
drives that application of the so-called kinematic method had the
effect of simplifying research.

Based on this method, Litvin and other outstanding representa-
tives of the Soviet school dealing with theory of gear drives, for
example Kolcsin (1949, 1968), Krivenko (1967), Litvin (1962, 1968,
1972), worked out suitable and efficient methods to determine
equations and criteria for mating and contact conditions, for char-
acteristics of curvature of contact surfaces and for the phenomena
of interference.

Further researchers worthy of mention are Bar (1977, 1996),
Ortleb (1971), Wittig (1966), Jauch (1960) (work on surfaces of
worms) as well as Dyson (1969) (general theory of teeth genera-
tion), Zalgaller (1975) (who developed the theory of wrapping
surfaces) and Buckingham (1960) (research in the field of involute
worm gear drives).

Research work on the geometry of teeth generation, ie the working
out, systematizing and analysis of machining processes, have found a
new impetus in the last decades. Weinhold (1963), Kienzle (1956) and
Perepelica (1981) have thrown new light on these problems.
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Outstanding Hungarian scientists in this field, producing valuable
results, were Szeniczei (1957, 1961), Tajnafoi (1965), Magyar (1960),
Drahos (1958, 1967, 1973, 1981, 1987), Levai 1965,1980), Bercsey
(1977, 1999) and Drobni (1967, 1968, 1969).

It was Szeniczei (1961) who first conceived the idea of conjugated
surfaces (mutually wrapping surfaces). Then it was Magyar (1960)
who first enlightened the problems of meshing with worm surfaces.
Tajnafoi (1969) determined and systematized the generally valid
theoretical bases of teething technology and the principles of the
movement-generating characteristics of machine tools. Drahos
(1958) investigated the geometry of several tools, helicoid surfaces
and especially hypoid bevel gears and, in his analyses in the field of
machining geometry, enriched the theory (Drahos, 1987). Then
Levai (1965, 1980) dealt with several problems associated with spa-
tial drives. He was investigating the theory of teething in drives
between skew axes with ruled surfaces transferring variable speed
to the movement. Later, he dealt with basic problems in the design
of hypoid drives.

Bercsey (1977) analysed the possibility of application of the
kinematical method and investigated partly the meshing conditions
of a globoid worm, manufactured with ruled surface, with a hyper-
bolic gear applying the kinematic method in practice, and partly the
toroid drives. He proved possible the application of this method to
these types of drives, making it possible to analyse, using similar
methods, the meshing conditions of other spatial drives.

As a version of worm gear drives using involute teething, Bilz
(1976) in Germany, developed an element of the cylindrical gear,
globoid worm gear drive family, the 'TU-ME' globoid drive. The
theoretical investigation of this drive was carried out by Drahos
(1981).

Drobni (1967) dealt with globoid worm gear drives and worked
out a globoid worm gear drive with ground surfaces. In this work
he verified that it is not necessary for a worm to be manufactured
with a trapezoidal cutting tool edge situated in the axial section of
the worm to which an undercutted gear belongs. But it can be
manufactured by generating it using a transferring generator sur-
face or by indirect movement generation (using the theory of
conjugated teeth) and so the worm becomes suitable for grinding
the worm wheel teeth, is axially not undercut and there is no need
for separate correction for the worm body. Siposs (1977) also con-
tributed to this work.
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2.3 CYLINDRICAL WORM SURFACES

The cylindrical worm surface can take the form of a ruled surface
(with line generator) or non-ruled surface (no line generator).

The ruled worm surface can be Archimedian, having a line edge
in axial section or a convolute one having line intersection in sec-
tion with a plane parallel to the worm axis. So the involute worm
surface is a special case of convolute worm surface having a line
edge section in a plane parallel to the worm axis and tangential to
the base cylinder of the involute. A class of non-ruled worm surfaces
is the ZK type worms characterized by a line as the meridian curve
of the generating tool (Litvin, 1968, 1972; Maros, Killmann and
Rohonyi, 1970; Niemann and Winter, 1965, 1983). The position of
the line edge tool relative to the helicoidal surface will determine
the direct sub-class within ZK type worms ZKl, ZK2, ZK3 and ZK4
(ISO701 (1976) and ISO1122/1 (1983) MSZ (Hungarian Stand-
ard)). Kinematic relations between the generating tool and the
machined surface determine the profile of the helicoid surface.

2.3.1 Helicoidal surfaces having arched profile

One the most modern types of cylindrical helicoidal surfaces is the
worm generated using a circular profile tool. Depending on the
kinematical conditions between worm and tool, the circular profile
can appear directly on the worm active surface (in axial or normal
section (Krivenko, 1967), perhaps in a plane section parallel to the
worm axis) but in certain cases (for example, manufacturing with
a disc-like tool having circular axial section) (Flender and Bocholt,
0000; Patentschrift, Deutsches Patentamt, Nos 905444 47h 3/855527
27h) it does not necessarily happen.

Contact surfaces between worms having ruled surfaces
(Archimedian, convolute, involute types) and mated worm wheels
do not allow the formation of a continuous, high pressure-bearing
oil film. It is best to build up an oil film between mated surfaces so
that the direction of the relative velocity of the drive faces into the
direction normal to the common contact curve or very close to it.
More advantageous conditions exist for circular profile worms. The
David Brown Company first manufactured a worm-worm wheel
drive with this profile. The axial section of their worm was convex
arched while the profile of the mated worm wheel had a concave
shape in axial section.
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Niemann determined, after detailed investigation of lubricating
conditions, that circular profile worms are the best from this point
of view (Niemann, 1956, 1965; Niemann and Heyer, 1953; Niemann
and Weber, 1942, 1954; Niemann and Winter, 1983).

To clarify the conditions, based on the literature (Niemann,
1965), the momentary contact curves are presented in Figure 2.5
for ruled surface involute and curved profile (CAVEX) cylindrical
worms. The vector of the sliding velocity (relative velocity) of worm
is nearly parallel to these contact curves (see lines 1, 2, 3 in Figure
2.5a). More precisely, the vector component parallel to tangents of
these curves Vk is significant. Worms having a curved profile meet
these conditions far better.

Based on Niemann's tests and patent, the German company
Flender produced the CAVEX type worm gear drive (Niemann and
Weber, 1942; Patentschrift, Deutsches Patentamt, Nos 905444 47h 3/
855527 27h), for which the contact curves and relative positions of
velocity components are shown in Figure 2.5b. From the figure it
can be seen that at the oblique chosen contact point the tangent of
momentary contact curve is nearly perpendicular to the relative
velocity vector.

Thanks to the wedge shape clearance between the teeth, facing
into the direction of relative velocity, a continuous oil film with load
carrying capacity is formed, providing pure hydrodynamic lubrica-
tion between the teeth of the driving and driven elements.

In Figure 2.5 Vk denotes the peripheral velocity of the worm,
which for the point of contact fits into the plane of the drawing and
is the component of the relative velocity as well. The velocity V,
being perpendicular to the contact line, is the entrainment veloc-
ity of the momentary contact line. To obtain advantageous
conditions at contact with reasonably high hydrodynamic pressure,
this velocity should be as high as possible .

As the figure shows, it is usual for two or three teeth of the worm
gear to be simultaneously engaged. The contact curve at a given
tooth is wandering axially through lines marked 1, 2, 3 from step
into engagement to leave the contact zone while it revolves along
acting active surfaces.

A further advantage of mated elements having curved profile is
that the radii of mating flank surfaces are situated on the same side
of the contact point common tangent, that is, concave and convex
surfaces are in contact, generating a relatively small Hertz stress.
This is why the load-carrying capacity of a worm gear drive having
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Figure 2.5 Teeth connection and contact lines of tooth flanks Contact line
in axial section is E; a involute worm gear drive; b curved profile (CAVEX) worm
gear drive; basic parameters of drive are equal (Niemann, 1965)

curved profile is significantly higher than a cylindrical worm gear
drive with ruled surface and of equal basic size.

As a consequence of smaller contact pressure, the load-carrying
oil film can form easier.

This type of drive, in the case of a non-localized contact area, is
extremely sensitive to heat expansion, to mechanical elastic defor-
mation and precision of assembly.

As a result of arched profile teething the tooth shape and the
suitable positioning of the centre of curvature of tooth flank (the
position of engagement line), the dedendum tooth thicknesses,
both on the worm S1F and worm gear S2F , are significantly wider.
Dedendum tooth thicknesses both of worms and worm wheels
manufactured with ruled surfaces are smaller.

Summarizing the principle of tooth shaping as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.6, the teeth of worms have concave profiles instead of line
edge or convex; and the pitch line (dg1) of worms is situated in the
vicinity of the addendum cylinder or the mean of tooth height is
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Figure 2.6 Principle of tooth shape, position of pitch line

outside the reference cylinder (d01) owing to the fact that the value
of the profile displacement coefficient (x2) is in the range

As quoted in Muller (1955) the efficiency of worm gear drives (in
case of slow-down drives) is given by:

Where yo is the lead angle of worm on reference cylinder, and p
is half cone angle of friction (u = tanp).

The correlation is valid in the case of an arbitrary type of worm.
The efficiency as calculated increases sharply with an increase in

lead angle yo of up to 15°, but above yo > 15° the increase slows down
(see Figure 2.7) especially when u = tanp is small.
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Figure 2.7 Efficiency of worm gear drive as a function of lead angle yo and
friction coefficient u

Based on equation (2.1) it seems that the efficiency of a worm
gear drive is independent of power transmitted, as neither the slid-
ing velocity nor the contact pressure on the mated teeth are
involved in the equation. But the friction coefficient is in practice
influenced by the surface roughness of the mated surfaces, the tem-
perature and pressure of lubricant and the value of sliding velocity.

The efficiency of worm gear drives, as stated in Muller (1955),
can be increased by increasing the sliding velocity (increasing shaft
speed of worm), using a higher lead angle for the worm (reducing
gear ratio), and increasing the geometric sizes of the drive (char-
acteristic value is the centre distance).

Judging from the current author's personal experience, efficiency
owing to constructional factors can be further increased, or perhaps
decreased, by use of precision manufacturing technology. These fac-
tors in manufacturing technology determine the surface roughness
and the precision of the geometrical surfaces of the elements. From
the point of view of efficiency and of the expected service life of
worm gear drives, the tooth shape and the quality of flank surfaces
play extremely important roles.

2.3.1.1 Development in manufacturing worms having arched profile

When preparing manufacturing process plans, the principles of pre-
cision assurance should always be taken into account. According to
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this principle all technologies should be able to correct errors cre-
ated in the earlier stages of the manufacturing process, depending
on the system of machine tool (Balint, 1961). Consequently in
manufacturing processes as a whole it is important that precision
can be obtained (in size, geometric shape, and relative positioning)
in the rough and semi-finishing processes prior to fine finishing
(Molnar, 1969).

These days, worms used in high power-transmitting drives by
manufacturers applying up-to-date technologies are always finally
machined by grinding.

As a consequence of the technology now being applied, the pre-
cision of the lead or the pitch is increasing with improvement in
surface roughness. Owing to the limited precision in tool shape and
the method of manufacture, manufacturing faults occur with con-
tinual use, the profile becoming deformed (the precision of tooth
shape getting worse) and consequently both the kinematic and load-
carrying capacities of the drive are reduced.

The first method worthy of mention was worked out and patented
by Niemann in Germany for circular profile worm gear drives
(Olivier, 1842). The essence of this method is the toroidal shape
disc-like grinding wheel. The grinding wheel used in its axial section
has an arc profile, which corresponds to the profile worm in nor-
mal section.

The grinding wheel in its axial section is prepared with a circu-
lar profile of radius (pk), which is nearly equal to the reference
cylinder radius of the worm (pk = dol/2). The axes of grinding wheel
and workpiece are skew lines with angle of inclination equal to the
lead angle of worm yo. The normal transversal line of axes is just
situated in the symmetry line of the tooth space in its normal sec-
tion (Drobni, 1968).

The precise setting of a normal transversal plane for grinding is
possible on a machine tool where the grinding wheel can be shifted
along its own axis (eg Klingelnberg).

Previously, reduced precision in the shape of the manufactured
surface required adjustment of the grinding wheel but nowadays it
can be corrected using microprocessor-controlled equipment to
meet practical requirements (Predki, 1986).

The centre distance of tool and worm centre lines ASZ, accord-
ing to Figure 2.8 is:
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Figure 2.8 Grinding wheel setting for Niemann grinding (Patentschrift,
Deutsches Patentamt, Nos 905444 47h 3/8555 27 27h)

where:
K is the shortest distance between skew lines centre-line of worm
and the line fitted on centre line of the rounding circle of grind-
ing wheel profile and parallel to centre line of grinding wheel,
rsz is the external radius of tool (grinding wheel),
hsz is the distance K - ral between the centre of the rounding circle
of the grinding wheel and the addendum cylinder of worm,
pk is the radius of the tooth arch in the projected plane of the grind-
ing wheel where pk« p pn.

The dimension b that determines the position of the grinding
wheel, based on Figure 2.9, can be written:

where:
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Figure 2.9 Determination of the position of grinding wheel

Snl is the worm tooth thickness, and Tsl is the allowable deviation
of tooth chord size.

Substituting (2.4) and (2.5) into (2.3) we obtain:

The disadvantage of this grinding method is that the periodic re-
profiling of the grinding wheel causes profile changes. These
changes during manufacture ensue, because contact between tool
and worm surfaces is a spatial curve, having a character which itself
changes owing to wear. The necessary re-profiling of grinding wheel
therefore causes changes in its diameter (Niemann and Weber,
1954). As a result of this the precision of shape suffers loss.

The second type of grinding method was worked out and pat-
ented by Litvin (Litvin, 1968). In this method, a positioned grinding
wheel is used in a special way (Litvin, 1968; Russian Patent No.
139.531). The contact curve between surfaces of grinding wheel and
worm is in this case a plane curve equivalent to an axial section
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profile of the grinding wheel. This method of grinding is based on
the fact that two contact axes exist during machining with disc-type
tool helicoidal surfaces. The contact axes are lines intersected by the
series of normals belonging to different points of the worm contact
line. One of these contact axes is the centre line of the grinding
wheel, the other one is situated at a certain distance from the cen-
tre line of the worm and it intersects the normal transversal line of
the axes of worm and tool (Litvin, 1972). The result is an
Archimedian hollow surface (Drahos, 1966).

and

where:
yo is inclination of axes of tool and worm,
ASZ is centre distance of tool and worm,
m is module in normal section,
Z1 is teeth number of worm (number of starting).

The tool for grinding the worm should be adjusted so that the
centre A for profiles labelled 1-2 should fit on axis II-II as in Fig-
ure 2.10. This fit occurs if the parameters of the grinding wheel, K
and 8, fulfil the requirements of equations (2.7) and (2.8). Naturally,
when centre A fits on contact axis II-II then the contact line of tool
and worm is itself the profile 1-2 because the normal lines belong-
ing to these surfaces intersect axis II-II (at point A), as well as axis
I—I, the axis of the tool.

The verification of this method can be found in Litvin (1972), but
the following factors should be treated with care during manufacture.

When re-sharpening the worm tool, the grinding wheel meets the
requirement of lead angle yo, in the projected plane. The transla-
tion of the dressing diamond is brought into conjunction with the
grinding wheel to define its profile. This process causes a change in
distance and this is why the displacement of the equipment towards
the grinding wheel requires the same displacement of wheel axis
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Figure 2.10 Principle of Litvin grinding method (Litvin, 1968)

towards the workpiece. It can be stated that precise grinding can
only be achieved using a machine tool suitable for adjusting the
grinding wheel axially to a significant extent.

There are references in the literature to a number of workers
concerned with circular profile worms, including Krivenko in the
Soviet Union (Krivenko, 1967) and Kornberger in Poland
(Kornberger, 1962).

The number of publications concerning circular profile worm
gear drives is small, especially in Hungary. It is easy to understand
authors' reticence with several patents protecting manufacturing
processes.

In Hungary there were Drobni (1968) and Drahos (1966), who
dealt with the construction of Litvin-type contact surfaces, and re-
garding the checking of this type of drive, Banyai (1977) is worthy
of mention. Standardization in Hungary has also showed progress
in this field.

The author of this book has taken an active part in the creation
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of formation standards (KGSZ 07-5501-75, KGSZ 07-5502-75,
KGSZ 07-5503-76, MSZ 7490/4-82).

2.3.2 Cylindrical worm gear drives with ruled surfaces

Prior to the 20th century, several researchers, beginning with, for
example, Distelli (1904, 1908) and Stubler (1911), dealt with worm
drives having ruled surfaces. In recent decades, research workers
from Europe, USA and Asia dealt with and obtained results in the
field of geometrical shape, production, and checking of these drives
(Bar, 1977; Kienzle, 1956; Grain, 1907; Csibi, 1990; Drobni and
Szarka, 1969; Dudas, 1976; Hohn, 1966; Kacalak and Lewkowitz,
1984; Litvin, 1968; Maros and Killmann, 1970; Munro, 1991a;
Niemann and Weber, 1954; Niemann and Winter, 1983; Ortleb,
1971; Predki, 1986; Umezawa et al, 1991; Varga, 1961; Winter and
Wilkesmann, 1975; Wittig, 1966).

Previously, helicoids having ruled surfaces were developed in
Hungary following World War II when the need for intensive devel-
opment in this field led to the work initiated by Szeniczei. His book
Worm Gear Drives, published in 1957, can be regarded as a pioneer-
ing work and persuaded several young scientists to work in this field,
resulting in a series of interesting publications. Erney (1983) has
summarized the results of the Hungarian research work. It was
Magyar (1960) who solved the theory and problems of manufactur-
ing involute and convolute helicoids .

At the Diosgyor Machinery Works, Varga dealt with convolute
helicoids and produced significant results in this field (Varga, 1961).
Series of publications by Tajnafoi (1965), Drahos (1967, 1973, 1981,
1987), Drobni and Szarka (1969) illuminated the different areas of
the subject. Tajnafoi's dissertation (1965), first in this field and in
Hungary, made clear the basic principles of movement projections
as being closely related to gear teeth generation, and he also
pointed out the technological reasons for undercutting. He deter-
mined all the necessary and sufficient conditions needed to avoid
any kind of undercutting.

2.4 CONICAL HELICOID SURFACES

Conical helicoid surfaces are most frequently used as operating sur-
faces of conical worms.
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Figure 2.11 Types of drives classified by relative position of axes

Energy losses can be significantly reduced in drive systems using
modern driving elements of high load-carrying capacity owing to
their advantageous hydrodynamic conditions. From the point of
view of power loss, the use of tooth shapes having good contact
conditions is advantageous. This statement is valid for all types of
drives (Hegyhati, 1985, 1988).

One of the less known types of toothed drives suitable for torque
transfer between orthogonal skew axes, and having significant load
carrying capacity, is the spiroid drive. Bohle, at the Illinois Tool
Works (USA), in the first publication concerning spiroid drives
(Bohle, 1956), stated that it is advantageous for gearing ratios to be
at about the limit for bevel gear drives and worm gear drives. This
fact is presented in Figure 2.11. The mating elements are a flank
gear and, in the general case, a conical worm. When the half cone
angle on the worm (8) is zero, then a cylindrical worm mated with
flank wheel is created. Generally, this drive is termed in the
literature an helicon drive, but the Soviet Standard GOSZT 22850-77
terms it a spiroid drive. Bohle (1956) did not refer to numerical data
but discussed instead problems of manufacturing technology, the
field of its application and operational experience. Characteristic
gearing ratios in one step for spiroid drives is i = 10-110, but with
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specifically chosen characteristics, drives for kinematic tasks with
small modules i = 359 has already been realized.

The analysis of the characteristics of spiroid drives in several coun-
tries followed the publication of Bohle (1956).

Beside its analysis of contact conditions, it was important in solv-
ing problems of manufacture because only reliable, efficient
teeth-generating technologies can guarantee the advantageous ba-
sic parameters of the geometry determined by theoretical
investigation, and produce proper geometric contact.

Along with development of manufacturing technology, Saari
(1956) analysed kinematic conditions for spiroid drives.

Results of the research on and operational data for spiroid drives
manufactured at the Illinois Tool Works were published in Dudley
(1962). The tabulations provided make it possible for designers to
compare load-carrying capacity, efficiency, range of gearing ratio,
volume required etc with other drives. This handbook is regarded
as the basic source concerning spiroid drives. From it we may con-
clude that load-carrying capacity and possible gearing ratios of
spiroid drives are similar to those of hypoid and high power-trans--
mitting worm gear drives while the specific volume required to
transmit power is less (Figure 2.11)(Hegyhati, 1985).

Development of spiroid drives in the Soviet Union started in
about 1960. In 1977 a standard (GOSZT 22850-77) determining
terminology and definitions was prepared. The initial research work
dealt with Archimedian (Golubkow, 1959; Nelson, 1961) and then
involute worms having ruled spiroid surfaces (Dudley, 1962; Gansin,
1970, 1972; Georgiew and Goldfarb, 1972) as well as their kinematic
problems together with their manufacturing technology and oper-
ating conditions (Dudley, 1962; Georgiew and Goldfarb, 1972, 1974;
Goldfarb and Spiridonov, 1996).

The Bulgarians Abadziew and Minkow (Abadziew and Minkow,
1981; Minkow, 1986) investigated the tooth geometry of spiroid
drives. Their work analyses the details of kinematic and geometric
problems of spiroid drives with ruled surface. Several researchers
(Lange, 1967; Schwagerl, 1967) have tried to compare spiroid and
other types of drive (Kolchin, 1968). There are numerous questions
to answer in this field, especially the quantitative analysis of contact
conditions. The research studies mentioned make it possible to
determine the main sizes of drive together with geometric data for
teething, but to evaluate conditions of contact further investigations
are required. Research activities carried out on spiroid drives in
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Hungary by Hegyhati (1985, 1988) from TUB (Technical University
of Budapest) Levai (1980), and Dudas, Cser and Berta (1998), and
the manufacturing geometry and tools required were investigated
by the author of this book (Dudas, 1986a, 1986b, 1986d). All these
workers were from Miskolc University. Their efforts and results make
it possible to compare spiroid drives with cylindrical worm gear
drives. (Excellent cooperation is becoming established between the
Institute of Machine Structures at TUB and Department of Manu-
facturing Technologies at the Miskolc University.)

It was in 1983 at the Gear Conference in Dresden that during
the discussion following Hegyhati's lecture (Hegyhati, 1988), the
question of precise grinding technology of conical worms arose.
The author of this book was taking part in this debate and, partly
because of his particular interest and partly at the request of the
Institute of Machine Structures at TUB, he had begun intensive
research in this field. As a partial result of his activity at the ses-
sion of the Mechanical Committee of the Hungarian Academy
convened by its Drive Technique subcommittee (Budapest, 26 May
1986), the author gave a summary (Dudas, 1986d) of his research,
where he mentioned the possibility of a generally valid algorithm
making possible the derivation of different types of helicoids from
a common root.

2.5 SURFACE OF TOOLS

The analysis of helicoid surfaces is generally applicable to all tools
having helicoidal surfaces. The aim is to create a model suitable to
investigate such tools.

The side, back and complementary surfaces of tools used for
machining (grinding wheels, worm milling cutters, circular module
milling cutters, thread cutters, and other tools having helicoidal
surfaces) are those investigated.

Books dealing with the problem of teeth generation (Erney, 1983;
Litvin, 1972, Maros, Killmann and Rohonyi, 1970; Niemann and
Winter, 1983; Rohonyi, 1980) generally treat the design and manu-
facture of tools, with correct geometry, which are indispensable to
manufacturing processes, in a tangential way only.

Teeth-manufacturing tools are served very poorly in the literature
- only a few publications, like Bakondi's (1974) and Drahos (1967,
1973, 1981, 1987) are available from Hungarian authors.
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Currently, the role of the superhard grinding wheel and coated
or hard-metal inserted tools is increasing (Bilz, 1976; Lierath and
Popke, 1985; Dudas, 1987).

While helicoidal surfaces can generally be prepared using univer-
sal tools, special profile tools can only manufacture their mated
elements. The geometric shape of these tools is basically determined
by the helicoidal surface to be machined (Winter and Wilkesmann,
1975) so individually shaped surfaces require special tooth-generat-
ing milling cutters (Boecker and Rochel, 1965; Hermann, 1976).

The basic tool for machining helicoidal surfaces is the milling
cutter or grinding wheel manufactured to the required precision
((Bluzat, 1986; Juchem, 1987; Jauch, 1960; Litvin, 1994; Niemann,
1942).

To manufacture these tools with correct geometry, the opera-
tional conditions should be mathematically investigated; that is, a
thorough knowledge of machining geometry and the manufactur-
ing process are necessary.

2.6 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS BASED ON THE
LITERATURE

In general, in the publications mentioned above, the theory and
practice of helicoidal surfaces are treated separately. Few theoreti-
cal experts deal with the practical problems of manufacturing and
there are few practising engineers who investigate the theoretical
background of practical problems. This is why problems of theory
and practice common to both are handled in only a few instances.

It was in the theoretical treatment that the consideration origi-
nated, for example, of cylindrical helicoidal surfaces with constant
lead thread movement of a line as a ruled surface or surfaces hav-
ing been formed by generating a curve thread movement. The
profile of a manufacturing tool is determined using a similar prin-
ciple, repeating the process the opposite way.

Publications discuss practical problems, describing them and pro-
viding practical means for their solution. But explanations of
empirically-solved problems are never evaluated.

Because theoretical and practical investigations are treated sepa-
rately, not only in publications but in practice too, the results
achieved in one field hardly impact on others.

This is why the author of this book strives to find correlation
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between theoretical discussion, deductions from kinematics and the
set of tools that equip machine tools that are used to generate
helicoids.

In checking the geometry of helicoidal surfaces, similar problems
arise, as the relevant publications show. Helicoids, the most charac-
teristic spatial surfaces, when checked, are generally handled as
plane geometric problems (Boecker and Rochel, 1964;
Klingelnberg, 1972) (for example, pitch and profile are checked in
axial section or in the plane of the generator line). So the plan se-
lected for checking on a helicoidal surface can only be based on a
sampling process and the conclusion derived for the variations in
the complete surface does not seem to be theoretically satisfactory
(Klingelnberg, 1972).

In this book we discuss how the spatial checking of the helicoid
geometry increases the reliability of assessing them to a significant
measure. This stresses the need to formulate, on the basis of manu-
facturing geometry and technology for helicoids, a general model
appropriate to the many-sided investigation problems of manufac-
turing technology for helicoids. This type of investigation would
arrive at closely related theoretical and practical results suitable for
the design, manufacture and checking of helicoids as summed up
in this book.

The author has applied his results achieved in the field of manu-
facturing geometry both at Miskolc University and at the DIGEP
company.

Now, at the beginning of the 21st century, it can be expected that
CNC-controlled teething machines and 3D-controlled coordinate-
measuring devices will lead to the present tooth geometry and the
techniques of tooth generation being changed drastically.
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MANUFACTURING
GEOMETRY FOR

CONSTANT PITCH
HELICOIDAL SURFACES

3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF MANUFACTURE OF
CYLINDRICAL WORM GEAR DRIVES HAVING ARCHED
PROFILE

Previous investigations (Drobni, 1968; Dudas, 1973) unambiguously
showed that the technical possibilities and characteristics of worm
gear drives point to the cylindrical worm with arched profile
(Dudas, 1976) as capable of development and manufacture, for
example in wire-drawing machines.

In this chapter the manufacturing technology of circular arch
profile in axial section worm drives is summarized; the exact manu-
facturing details were discussed in the author's previously published
works (Dudas, 1973, 1980, 1988a).

The manufacture was carried out based on a Matrix licence us-
ing a KM-250 type machine produced by the CSEPEL Machine Tool
Factory. Because of the given correction method for the grinding
wheel as well as to simplify the worm checking, the circular arched
profile situated originally in normal section was transerred into
worm axial section (Dudas, 1973).

The possibility of transferring a circular arched profile into axial
section was raised by Krivenko (1967). According to him, the worm-
operating conditions would be optimal in this case. Because the
problems related to precision manufacturing had not been solved,

3
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instead of making this type of worm, he manufactured a so-called
'equivalent' worm. (His personal opinion is that this type of worm
can only be machined by lathe turning.)

By this way of manufacture the teething of elements is prepared
with an inclined shape approximately equal to the worm described
above.

The geometric dimensions in the axial section and the profile of
the worm to be manufactured are given in Figure 3.1 using a x1y1z1

constant coordinate system. The profile suggested to be manufac-
tured as a circular arched worm profile is determined by the sizes
ρax and k in axial section, where ρax is the radius of rounding the

' O

tooth, and K is the distance between centre line of worm and cen-
tre of circular profile.

By using a circular arched profile in an axial section worm it ap-
pears that all the equations giving the characteristic of engagement
(equations of the helicoids on the worm), the description of teeth
surfaces, the contact spatial curves, the generator of worm profile,
and the similar equations of the worm gear teeth etc are far simpler.
Tests (Krivenko, 1967) showed that the best results both for load-
carrying capacity and for operational quality could be obtained

Figure 3.1 Geometric sizes and profile of worm having circular profile in
axial section
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when the generator is an ellipse or a circle. At the same time, a cir-
cular profile provides the possibility of further advantages. During
manufacture, the checking both of worm and of generating milling
cutter are simpler and tool profiles can be produced easier. It
should be mentioned that the equations describing other types of
arched profile worm gear drive are far more complicated.

3.1.1 Analysis and equation of helicoidal surface having
circular profile in axial section

The cylindrical helicoidal surface is generated by a circle with radius
ρax situated in axial section. The arc is rotated round axis zl paral-
lel to it; an axial displacement is realized in accordance with
parameter p (see Figure 3.2) .

Displacement (z1), angular displacement 9 and parameter p cor-
relate to each other as:

The parameter p is the axial displacement belonging to unit angular
displacement (9 = 1 rad) . The points of the generating circle during
one complete revolution follow different thread lines, having equal
leads pz, which is the lead of the helicoidal surface as well.

The value of parameter p is:

where pz = px x Zj = m x p x zl - lead, yo is lead angle on worm ref-
erence cylinder, zl is number of teeth on worm.

The helicoidal surface, having a circular generator in axial sec-
tion, can be manufactured by lathe turning. The parameters
required for generation and the geometry can be seen in Figure 3.2.

The face of the tool fits on plane T|O3£, its cutting edge being de-
termined by the circle of radius p . One side of the worm surface is/ "ax

prepared using the 1-2 edge of the moving tool. As the generator of
the helicoid, the cutting edge 1-2 follows a worm path relative to the
workpiece; this is why the origin (OlF) of coordinate system K1F (X1F,
y1F, Z1F) performs a translational motion along the centre line of the
workpiece within the coordinate system Ksz (ξ, η, ζ).
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Figure 3.2 Profile of worm having circular profile in axial section
(sketch of its generation)

The sign of parameter p can be positive or negative depending
on whether a right- or left-hand worm path is followed, ie whether
it is a right- or left-hand lead helicoid. Applying coordinate trans-
formation, the correlations between systems K1F (X1F, ylF. z1F) and KsZ

(ξ, η, ζ ) based on Figures 3.2 and 3.3 can be derived.

Figure 3.3 Correlation between the coordinate systems K1F (x1F , y1F, z1 F)
rotating, and Ksz (ξ, η, ζ) joined to tool
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To investigate teeth surfaces the kinematic method is applied. For
the coordinate transformation needed for use in the kinematic
method, homogeneous coordinates should be used (Litvin, 1972).
This is necessary because the origins of the coordinate systems are
at different points. That is, the transformation consists of two par-
allel movements, rotational and translational (thread motion).

According to the above, the matrix of transformation from sys-
tem Ksz (ξ, η, ζ) to system K1F (x1F, y1F, z1F) is:

where the angular displacement (&) of the workpiece during ma-
chining determines the relative position of the cutting edge η, O3,
ζ and the plane x1F y1F, z1F (the measure of shift).

As the generator of the profile fits the plane η, O3, ζ (it is the
axial section) the equation of the profile generator can be written

Figure 3.4 Determination of generator in axial section
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using Figure 3.4. The coordinates of an oblique point of the pro-
file generator can be expressed as:

Transformation into the coordinate system joined to the worm
can be written as:

where rsz is the equation of the tool edge or generating curve in
the tool coordinate system KSZ (in the case of circular profile worm,
it is determined by (3.5)).

After accomplishing the assigned operation, the equation of the
worm surface obtained is:

The right-hand side surface of the worm helicoid is obtained in
the rotating coordinate system. Taking into consideration the direc-
tion of rotation 9 in Figure 3.3, in this case it is negative, and the
following equations are obtained:

profile on the right-hand side

profile on the left-hand side
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Figure 3.5 Connection between coordinate systems, stationary K1 and
rotating Ksz

From the coordinate system K1F, connected to the worm, it is
transferred into the stationary coordinate system K1 using a trans-
formation matrix according to Figure 3.5:

The transformation is:

After substituting it is:
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where φ1 denotes the value of angular displacement between the co-
ordinate systems K1F and K1, and (p x φ1) = z1 is the axial translation
of helicoid surface along the axis owing to angular displacement φ1.

Having accomplished the operations, the equation system of the
right-side surface of the worm in the stationary coordinate system is:

When shifting the stationary coordinate system on the worm body
so that plane x1O1y1 is the symmetry plane of the tooth, the chang-
ing value of zax should be added to the value of the z coordinate

O ax

modifying equation (3.12).
Introducing the symbol 9 + φ1 = 0 (see Figure 3.6)

Figure 3.6 Contact area of worm and worm gear, correlation between
parameters η and θ
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It is sufficient to investigate the helicoidal surface of the worm on
the worm gear side, situated below plane X1O1z1 and within the con-
tact area (see Figure 3.6).

The locus of points on this part of the worm should fulfil the
inequalities:

where ral is the radius of the worm addendum cylinder and rfl is the
radius of the worm dedendum cylinder.
_ The value of zax can be obtained by substituting 0 = 180°, z1 =
Sax/2 and the value ζ, from Figure 3.4 into the third equation of the
equation system (3.13):

—— - p . - π - ρax • cosδax right-hand profile

5
— - p • π + pax. • cos8M left-hand profile

where Sax is the tooth thickness of the reference cylinder in its axial
section, and δax is the profile angle of the reference cylinder in its
axial section.

The right- and left-hand profiles of the thread are determined by
equations (3.13) and (3.14) in the stationary coordinate system K1

(x1, y1, z1). The curve of the left-hand profile is situated symmetri-

cally with respect to axis O1y1. Therefore, by rolling it over by 180°
(between supports), the other side can be machined within the
same kinematic conditions.

The equations above can be used for calculation of tool profile (eg
milling cutter etc), for manufacturing go and no go gauges, and for
investigation of conditions of tooth-mating processes etc. The use of a
circular profile in the axial section of the worm, shown in Figure 3.2,
is justified: the equations determine contact area (equations of helicoids
on worm), equations of helicoids of worm gear, contact lines, profile

generator for the worm. The corresponding equations referring to the
teeth of the worm gear as well as the equation expressing tooth thick-
ness are simpler, making for easier calculations of geometric sizes and
strength dimensioning. Profile gauges necessary for machining of the
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worm, and suitable for the checking of milling cutters, and profiles of
other types of worm-generating tools can be determined, using simple
equations. Also, they are easy to machine. It should be mentioned that
previously derived equations valid for other types of arched profile
threads are far more complicated and extensive.

3.1.2 Analysis of worm manufacturing finishing; an exact
solution

An exact helicoidal surface for worms can be created by lathe cut-
ting of the threads. When the thread surface is ground using a
disc-like tool, especially with high lead worms on a ready-made heli-
coidal surface, because of the nature of the grinding wheel, new
notches are created. The worms manufactured by this method can-
not possess true geometry.

The aim is to determine the profile of the grinding wheel so that
the profile of the worm surface in its axial section is always the re-
quired and prescribed one. To attain this, the edges of the grinding
wheel, which remove the missing parts from the whole thread pro-
file, should be cleared away. If a diamond profile worm was made
available, similar to the one to be manufactured, profiling of the
grinding wheel would be simple. This hypothetical tool would re-
move the parts creating the missing profile.

As of now, this tool does not exist and this diamond worm would
be too expensive to make and, therefore, not suitable for production
purposes. A grinding wheel profile controller (generator) device de-
signed by the author could, it is suggested, replace that hypothetical
method mentioned before. The essence of the device is that the gen-
erator circle radius (ρax) of the worm to be ground is adjustable in
different, given positions and rolled down before the grinding wheel.

Let the grinding wheel axes be inclined by lead angle γo, and the
device controlling the wheel (generating device) be situated in line
with the worm (see Figures 3.7 and 3.8).

To avoid undercutting, especially at high leads, it is likely that the
condition γ > γo deviation should be applied.

The distance between axes of the grinding wheels I-I and of
worm Ill-Ill using the known data (see Figure 3.8) can be calcu-
lated as in equation (2.2) as:
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Figure 3.7 Inclination of grinding wheel with γo lead angle on reference

cylinder (see Dudas, 1976)

Figure 3.8 Positioning of wheel profile controller in the main plane (section

A-A in Figure 3.7) (as suggested by Dudas, 1976)
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3.1.3 Problems of manufacturing geometry during final
machining of worm - determination of grinding wheel profile

3.1.3.1 Equation system describing surface of grinding wheel

The shaping of a helicoidal surface using a grinding wheel can be
regarded as the equivalent of a worm and worm wheel drive when
the crossing angle between axes of elements is equal to the angle
of inclination of the grinding wheel (γo).

To determine the equation of a grinding wheel as an enveloping
surface under the conditions mentioned above, the side surface of
the transfer load should be in continuous contact during the opera-
tion. As these surfaces are described by an independent parameter,
a method to determine the wrapping surface of the series of a sin-
gle parameter surface should be investigated. As with the
investigation of the tooth surface, homogeneous coordinates have
to be used for the necessary coordinate transformations.

The two parameters (η, 9) (equation (3.7)) of the worm surface
are known in the rotating coordinate system K1F (X1F, y1F, Z1F) as well
as the relative displacement for worm and grinding wheel in the
stationary coordinate system K1 (x1, y1, z1).

The worm surface in rotating coordinate system K1F (x1F, ylp, z1F)
should be transferred into the grinding wheel coordinate system K2F

(x2F, y2F, z2F) to obtain equations for the series of worm surfaces in
terms of a parameter φ1, the angular displacement coefficient.

Then the equation expressing conditions for the contact of teeth
surfaces (worm to grinding wheel) should be determined.

The equation expressing contact conditions and equations for the
series of surfaces have a common solution, in other words, the equa-
tions of the wrapping wheel. The tooth profile for element No2
should be determined as the wrapping curve of the tooth profile for
element Nol, developed by their relative motions.

Rotating the characteristics around axis z2, the surface of the
grinding wheel is obtained. Knowing that the surface of element
Nol (3.7) is the worm, it can be determined which surface should
be shaped on element No2 by applying motion projection so that
surfaces Al and A2 are in continuous line contact so as to transfer
the motion following the rule:
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Figure 3.9 Connection between coordinate systems to investigate process
grinding

To investigate drive between skew axes, at least three coordinate
systems are needed (Figure 3.9). In this case, four coordinate sys-
tems are used.

The coordinate systems applied are (they all are right direction
systems):
• K1F - coordinate system fix connected to worm body. The two-

parameter (η, 9) equation of the helicoid is formulated here;
• K1 - stationary coordinate system connected with stand with

centre line zl coinciding with axis of worm body z1F;
• K2 - stationary coordinate system connected with stand with

centre line z2 coinciding with axis of wheel z2F;
• K2F - coordinate system connected to grinding wheel with cen-

tre line z2F inclining to axis of worm body Z1F with angle γ o.
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The origin of the coordinate system joined to element Nol, ie
when t = 0, coincides with the origin of the stationary coordinate
system K1. The stationary coordinate system K2 joined to element
No2 is placed by comparison with the stationary system K1, the vec-
tor being defined by:

These axes of elements are zl and z2; the elements rotate round
them with angular speeds:

and at t = to = 0 they occupy angular positions φ1 = 0 and φ2 = 0.

As the wrapped worm surface Nol is described by:

the two-parameter vector-scalar function in the coordinate system

K1F, introducing homogeneous coordinates of the position vectors

at the same point in the different coordinate systems, can be writ-
ten, using suitable transformation matrices, as:

where the transformation matrices are:

M1, 1F, the transformation matrix between rotating coordinate
system K1F and stationary system K1;
M2, 1F = M2,1 XM1, 1F, the transformation matrix between rotating
coordinate system K1F and stationary system K2 joined to the
grinding wheel;
M2F,1F

= M2F,2XM2,1 XM1,1F, the transformation matrix between rotat-
ing systems K1F and K2F;
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• r1 , r2 , r3 , position vectors of the same point in coordinate systems
K1, k2 and K3.

Transformation matrices, as they denote symbolic connections, are
identified as:

 :

The connection between coordinate systems K1F —> K1 is shown in
Figure 3.10.

Connection between coordinate systems K1 and K2 is determined by
Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.10 Connection between coordinate systems K1F and Kt
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Figure 3.11 Connection between coordinate systems K1 and K2

For the purposes of simplification, the mathematics formula let
γ be used instead of γ o (γ o = γ):

The connection between coordinate systems K2 and K2
in Figure 3.12.

can be seen
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Figure 3.12 Connection between coordinate systems K2 and K2F,

To derive equation (3.24), matrix M2F,1F and matrix M2F,2 will be used:

Substituting known matrices we obtain:

Accomplishing the assigned operations for M2F,1F, equation (3.33) is
obtained:
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Figure 3.13 Connection between coordinate systems K1F and K2

The two-parameter vector-scalar function r1F1F= r1F (η,
describing the given helicoidal surface can be transferred from

system K1F into system K2F, using already known elements:
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On teeth surfaces of mated elements, the common contact curve of
mutually enveloping surfaces fulfilling the first law of connection
can be written:

which can be determined by the common solution of equations of
contact and vector-scalar function determining teeth surfaces
(3.21). To formulate the equation of contact, first knowledge of
relative velocities between elements is required.

The grinding worm associated with the grinding wheel realizes a
thread motion. The equation of the thread surface taking into ac-
count the boundary conditions at starting is:

To determine the relative velocity of system K1F to system K2, first by
differentiating function (3.34) with respect to time, the relative ve-
locity of system K1F to system K2F is:

-

The position vector r1F, according to equation (3.7), is time- inde-
pendent. Taking into consideration the correlation between velocity
vectors and expressing relative motion between systems K1F and K2F:

the relative velocity vector in system K1F can be obtained:

Differentiating elements of transformation matrix M2F,1F (3.33) with
respect to time and introducing φ1 = (ω1

(1))t, and choosing ω1

(1) = 1
for φ1 = t and φ2= i 21t, (3.42) is obtained.
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This matrix (3.42) is transformed into the K1F system using equation
(3.39). The result is the product of matrices, calculated as:

The P1 matrix is the 'kinematic transformer' matrix. First, the prod-
uct of matrices has to be determined, ie:

Knowing matrix P1, the relative velocity vector can be calculated us-
ing (3.39). After substitution:

At the contact point of the mutual enveloping teeth profiles, the
vector of relative velocity should be perpendicular to the common
normal vector.

Knowing the relative velocity conditions between worm and grind-
ing wheel, the equation of contact can be written:

where n1F is the normal vector of surface A1.
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where the position vector r1F scalar components are x1F, y1F, z1F.
The normal vector n1F can be calculated by development of de-

terminant (3.50):

Determining coordinates of normal vector n1
equation (3.51), the result is:

and substituting into

After substituting :
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Substituting equations (3.58), (3.46), (3.47) and (3.48) into equa-
tion (3.49), the condition of contact can be expressed as:

Equation (3.59) determines the correlation between parameters
(η, v ) of the contact point for worm and grinding wheel and the
value of angular displacement

To determine the contact curve in the system KIF the following
equations should be used:

Keeping the movement parameter φ1 constant in the equation
(3.59), it is possible to express one of the other parameters to ob-
tain a one-parameter vector-scalar function to express the contact
curve for the given value φ1.

When the explicit function among the surface parameters from
the equation for contact conditions of constant φcannot be derived
in explicit form then, by choosing a series of discrete values for one
of the surface parameters, within the domain of variability belong-
ing to a real tooth surface, the value of the other parameter can be
calculated from equation (3.60).

Using the chosen and calculated pairs of parameters, the coordi-
nates of contact curve points (using the equation (3.60)) can be
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determined point by point on the helicoid of the worm ( r1F )
on the surface of the tool ( r2F ) :

and

Rotating the points of the characteristic into plane z2, x2 the axial
section of the wheel is obtained (see Figure 3.16).

The element No2 (grinding wheel) is shaped up as the envelop-
ing surface for the series of element Nol (the worm). The equation
of element No2 in the K2F system can be determined as:

The locus of contact curves in the system joined to the grinding
wheel is determined by the scalar equations equivalent to vector
equation (3.61):

A numerical example has been worked out to demonstrate the use
of the method to determine the points of the characteristics (Fig-
ures 3.14 and 3.15) and the axial section of the grinding wheel
(Figure 3.17). The data for the numerical example are:

The block diagram prepared for the computer control of the steps
of the calculation can be seen in Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3.14 Curve of characteristic and scale of η and 9 coordinates valid
for this example

Figure 3.15 Points of characteristic curve in K1 coordinate system valid for

this example
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Figure 3.16 Profile of grinding wheel in axial section using a = 223 mm
centre distance for grinding

Figure 3.17 provides the basis for preparation of the computer
program which will not be presented here for reasons of length.

3.2 INVESTIGATION OF GEOMETRIC PROBLEMS IN
MANUFACTURING CYLINDRICAL HELICOIDAL
SURFACES HAVING CONSTANT LEAD; GENERAL
MATHEMATICAL - KINEMATIC MODEL

The author's investigations were carried out using a kinematic, geo-
metric model based on the research works of Gochman (1886),
Litvin (1972), Krivenko (1967) and Perepelica (1981). In this chap-
ter the model presented is suitable for the analysis of problems of
manufacture of both cylindrical and conical worms of constant lead.
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Input: geometric data of worm

Read centre distance in: a

Determine two-parameter function of worm surface in the

coordinate system K sz(ξηζ) of tool (lathe turning tool)

I
Generation of vector-scalar function describing worm

surface in coordinate system K 1F(xlF, y1F> ZIF)

Generation of vector-scalar function describing worm
surface in coordinate system K 1(x1, y1, z1)

I
Generation of vector-scalar function describing worm

surface in coordinate system K 2(x2, y2, z2)

I
Generation of vector-scalar function describing worm

surface in coordinate system K 2F(x2F, y2F, z2F)

Determination of relative velocity.

between worm and grinding wheel

Teeth number of worm z1

Module in axial section m
Lead angle on reference
cylinder γ0

Direction of tooth inclination left
Radius of tooth profile in axial
section ρax

Chordal thickness of tooth Snl

Addendum height adjust at
measurement of tooth chordal
thickness fnl

- Centre distance a
- Reference cylinder diameter d01

- Lead H
- Profile angle in axial section δax

- Teeth number of worm wheel z2

- Tolerance of eccentricity for
teething on worm frl

- Tolerance for axial pitch of the
worm fpl

- Tolerance for lead of the thread fγr
- Tolerance for tooth profile of worm ff
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Generation of relative velocity in
coordinate system K1 (x1, y1, z1)

Function of tooth meshing in coordinate systeml KFl

Determination of value of parameters at points
of tooth meshing. Fixing value Φ1

Using parameters valid at point of meshing to determine points
of contact curve in coordinate system K 1 K1F and K2, K2F

Fixing value Φ1.

NO
I

Is the number of determined points of contact curve
sufficient to determine profile of grinding wheel ?

Determination of grinding wheel profile using
the previously determined points

YES

YES

Print of the parameters determine the
grinding wheel profile

1
Is it necessary to investigate

another centre distance

NO

Figure 3.17 Block diagram representing the process of determination of the
equations valid for worm and worm gear having circular profile in axial
section
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3.2.1 INVESTIGATION OF GEOMETRIC PROBLEMS
WHEN MANUFACTURING CYLINDRICAL HELICOID
SURFACES USING GENERAL MATHEMATICAL -
KINEMATIC MODEL

The investigation of geometric problems related to the manufacture
of cylindrical helicoid surfaces is best carried out in a general sys-
tem. This general system makes it possible to discuss cylindrical
worm surfaces (see Figures 3.1 and 4.4), their different manufactur-
ing methods and generating tools.

First, Plh, the general transformation matrix, should be deter-
mined, thus solving the connection between the coordinate systems
belonging to the generating tool and the generated surface, includ-
ing the kinematics of generation. Coordinate systems used in this
investigation and their relationships are shown in Figure 3.18

where:
a,b,c are the coordinates of the origin (O2), the tool coordinate
system in the K0 coordinate system,
Φ1 is the angular displacement of the helicoid (parameter for
angular displacement, for meshing and for movement),
φ2 is the angular displacement of the tool (milling cutter or
grinding wheel),
i21 = φ2 / φ1 gearing ratio,
y is the inclination of the tool equal to the lead angle on the
reference cylinder of the helicoid,
a is the inclination of the tool to the profile of the helicoid
measured in characteristic section (eg grinding of involute worm
using plane flank surface tool),
p is the lead parameter.

The coordinate systems are as follows:

, y0, ZQ) stationary coordinate system joined to manufactur-
ing machine tool;
K1F(XIF, y1F, ZIF) coordinate system following a thread path, joined
to worm surface;

, y2, z2) stationary coordinate system of tool;
x2F, y2F, z2F) rotating coordinate system of tool;

yk, zk) secondary coordinate system;
ξ, η, ζ) coordinate system of generator curve motion (when

lathe turning it is stationary) .
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Conditions of movement are interpreted on the right-hand
thread surfaces and on the right side of thread profiles. The state-
ments are valid for left-hand thread surfaces.

During the author's investigations, the kinematics of generation
was handled so that the helicoid surface followed a thread path and
the tool surface performed a rotary motion on the left side of the
thread profiles; the lead of thread and generator curve together
with signs should be taken into consideration (equations (3.5), (3.8)
and (3.15)).

It is necessary to determine generally valid rules for generation
of the cylindrical thread surface when discussing geometric prob-
lems of manufacturing in general.

The position vector γg of the generating curve in the coordinate
system ks(ξ, η,ζ) is given as a function (see Figure 3.5). This gen-
erating curve can be the edge of tool (eg in lathe turning) or the

Figure 3.18 Theory of manufacturing processes during general
investigation: relative positions of cylindrical helicoid surfaces
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contact curve (eg in grinding). To formulate the equation of the
generating curve, from the practical point of view let the parameter
η be chosen as an independent variable.

In this way the parametric vector function of the generating curve
is found to be:

The generating curve parametric equation rg is carried by the gen-
erating curve parametric equation Ks(ξ, n, ζ), the coordinate system
is forced on the thread path along axis z with parameter p, so the
generating curve will describe a thread surface in coordinate system

KlF(x,lF, y1F, Z l F) which, before this movement was performed, coin-
cided with the Ks coordinate system (see Figure 3.19).

The thread surface described by the generating curve γg can be
determined in KlF(x1F, y1F, Z l F) coordinate system as:

where:
γlF is the position vector of an oblique point fitted on thread sur-

face,
Mlf.s is the transformation matrix between coordinate system Ks and

1F,S''

(using homogeneous coordinates):

Therefore, the general equation of the cylindrical worm surface

It can be seen from the structure of transformation matrix M1EC and
1F,S

the general equation of the worm surface (3.67) that the generat-
ing curve rg and worm parameter p determine basically the worm
surface. The generator curve rg has a decisive role in the case of
tool surface generation too. During generation of the tool surface,
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Figure 3.19 The rg generating curve of the thread surface in K1F coordinate
system

the generator curve can be the meridian curve or the contact curve.
In this case the rgsz curve is interpreted in the K20(x20, y20, z20) co-
ordinate system using y20 as a parameter, so its form is:

Rotating rgsz generating curve with the K20(x20' y20, z20) coordinate
system round the z20 axis, the rgsz curve will describe the tool sur-
face in the K2F(x2F' y2F, z2F) coordinate system (see Figure 3.20).

The tool surface determined this way could be written as:

where:
r2F is the position vector of an oblique point fitted on tool sur-

face,
M2F.20 is the transformation matrix between coordinate systems K2F
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This matrix can be written:

Therefore, the equation of the circular symmetrical tool surface is:

It should be clear from previously discussed facts that to determine
any surface, be it either a worm surface or a tool surface, knowledge
of its generating curve is necessary. To determine the generating
curve, it is enough to know some of the meshings for the other sur-
faces, either the worm or the tool surface. When the generating
curve is known in the coordinate system of the surface sought (eg
the case of a turned worm surface) then the surface can directly be
determined using either equation (3.67) or (3.71), then by trans-
forming into the proper coordinate system, any surface can be
determined.

3.2.1.1 Possible uses of the model described

This model is suitable for design of manufactured helicoidal sur-
faces with single or multiple edge tools of determined or
undetermined edge geometry, as well as for the design of the manu-
facturing tools needed. After proper choice of parameters a, b, c,
y, a (shown in Figure 3.18), it is an appropriate method to deter-
mine worm surface of any special profile, even of non-standardized
shape.

The worm surface is the relative kinematic wrapping surface of
the manufacturing tool surface.

During their relative displacement the two surfaces remain in
contact along a spatial curve. The general law for contact of ele-
ments is valid for any arbitrary point of this contact curve. It can be
written as:
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Figure 3.20 The surface wrapped by tool generating curve (r g s z ) in the
coordinate system K2F

1. surface described by generation curve,
2. basic situation,
3. situation after angular displacement ψ .

where:

n(l) is normal vector of worm surface,
n(2)) is normal vector of tool surface,
v(1,2) is vector of relative speed between surfaces worm and tool.

Knowledge of the contact curve makes possible the determination of
the tool surface (direct case) as well as of the worm surface (indirect case).

Designing the tool needed to manufacture a given worm surface (direct
case)

Given data is rlF = rlF ( η , v ) , the two-parametric vector-scalar func-
tion in the coordinate system KlF (X l f , y1F, Z l F) for the surface to be

generated.
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Let normal vector ulF be determined:

The relative velocities of the two surfaces can be determined in
coordinate system K2F using the transformation between coordinate
systems KlF for worm and K2F for tool:

r, 02)The vector v2F should be transformed into coordinate system
KlF'(xlF, ylp, Z l F) to determine the necessary tool surface, so:

where the matrix for kinematic generation:

Solving the equation (3.77) for one of its internal parameters (eg η):

Applying solution:

the equation of contact curve between surfaces is obtained in the
form:

which is suitable for transformation of:
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into the tool generating system which is the generating curve of the
tool. M2F,lF and M1F,2F are the transformation matrices between co-
ordinate systems KlF and K2F.

Determination of worm surface that can be manufactured using a given
tool surface (indirect case)
The procedure is similar to the steps carried out in the direct case,
but the direction of transformation is the opposite.

Known data:

where the matrix for kinematic generation for inverse operation is:

Solving the following system of equations:

Solving these equations enables the optimum tool profile geometry
to be determined.

The position vectors r2F or rlF describe the searched surfaces in
the direct case or the indirect case; these surfaces can be generated
using modern CNC machine tools or traditional machine tools sup-
plied with additional equipment. Software for surface design (CAD)
produce commands to operate CNC systems generating worm or
tool surfaces using CAM systems. For example, see Figure 3.21.

While not including all the steps in the calculation, the effect of
the manufacturing parameters shown in Figure 3.18 on the trans-
formation is expressed by the matrices (3.33) and (3.43) while the
kinematical conditions are shown by matrices (3.86) and (3.87).
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The designed helicoidal surface, in this case the worm in its axial
section with circular arched profile, or the wrapping worm of the
generating milling cutter is shown in Figure 3.2la.

Machining using the disc-like tool shown in Figure 3.2la, the
characteristic is shaped up in polar coordinates as can be seen in
Figure 3.21b. Using this characteristic the axial section of tool (see
Figure 3.21c) can be determined.

The results of the calculations can be directly utilized when de-
signing a grinding wheel or circular milling cutter or with given
manufacturing kinematics to determine an arbitrary tool profile for
use as input data for manufacturing on a CNC machine tool.

An example of such applications can be seen in Figures 4.7, 4.8,
4.12 and in Figures 4.36 and 4.37.

Figure 3.21 The designed worm surface, a, the contact characteristics, b,
and the axial section of the generating tool (grinding wheel or circular
milling cutter), c
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3.2.2 Analysis of manufacturing geometry for conical
helicoid surfaces

Conical helicoid surfaces can be frequently used in practice, but the
most frequent use is as the active surface of the conical worm.

The spiroid drive, consisting of a conical worm mated with a face
gear, can be used with advantage as a drive for robotic mechanisms,
for machine tool drives having no clearance etc. Clearance-free
operation can be achieved by simple axial displacement of the worm
(Bohle, 1956).

It should be mentioned that when manufacturing spiroid drives,
the grinding, the last step, is not widely carried out because to de-
termine the grinding wheel profile needed to produce conical worm
surfaces with the required precision is not an easy task (Boecker and
Rochel, 1965; Bohle and Saari, 1995). That is why the majority of
textbooks mention this drive but no detailed analysis concerning
manufacturing geometry can be found.

The aim of this chapter is to make clear the correct manufactur-
ing geometry of conical worm surfaces and to provide a method for
the design of grinding, being the finishing process of machining,
with the precision needed to fulfil practical requirements.

Two problems arise when finishing conical worm surfaces with a
grinding wheel, which make it practically impossible to produce a
profile having precise geometry:

1. During grinding, owing to the wear of the grinding wheel, both
diameter and profile of the tool change. This is why the gener-
ated surface is a deformed one compared with the theoretical
profile and to the profile generated in the machining process.

2. The conical worm surface diameter is changing axially, which
itself creates a continuous change in worm profile (for constant
profile of the grinding wheel).

Case 1. occurs during the grinding of cylindrical worm surfaces also,
as in the case of a constant wheel profile, the profile is a function
of the distance between the centre lines of the helicoidal surface
and the grinding wheel and the ratio of diameters of the worm and
the grinding wheel. This problem can only be solved by using a
superhard grinding wheel having nearly no wear or by applying a
regulating process and checking the helicoid surface often to con-
trol it, usually when grinding using an alundum wheel. In this
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second case, owing to time-consuming regulations, the machining
process is less efficient and because of the ever-changing position
of the workpiece the possibility of mistakes accumulates.

In case 2. this problem, owing to the nature of conical worm sur-
face geometry, can only be solved by continuous regulation of the
wheel profile to produce a correct worm surface at any arbitrary
diameter along its axis.

To realize this theoretical possibility, NC- or CNC-controlled
wheel-regulating devices should be connected to the grinding wheel.
From an economic point of view, this solution is not suitable be-
cause of the high measure of wear of the grinding wheel. Using the
circular milling cutter is not a solution.

The problems mentioned before, in manufacturing a hob for
machining face gear, the other element of spiroid drive, remain.

Instead of the theoretically exact continuous wheel regulation it
would be useful to choose another regulation method fulfilling the
practical requirement. This way can only be accepted if, when us-
ing constant wheel profile, it is possible to keep the values of the
characteristics of worm profile in both the sections, at minor and
at major diameters of the worm, within allowable limits.

When manufacturing either a spiroid worm or a spiroid genera-
tor milling cutter, a basic problem is to determine the position of
generation of the grinding wheel. The author's suggestion to solve
this problem is that the advantageous position along the axis of
conical worm surface to generate the grinding wheel profile is cho-
sen according to the optimal value of kinematical parameter φ1

.

This chapter aims to present a mathematical model for general
use in manufacturing spiroid drives for design of tool and machin-
ing geometry. To justify the efficacy of this method in practice, a
number of drives were manufactured and tested (see Figures 4.43,
5.13 and 5.14).

3.2.2.1 Types of conical helicoid surfaces

The tooth surface of a conical worm, as an element of a spiroid
drive, can be similarly generated as with cylindrical worms, but
linked to axial displacement of the tool (pa), depending on the
measure of conical shape of the worm, a tangential displacement
(pt) of the tool is necessary as well. All this can be seen in Figures
3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 which show the types of helicoids and their equa-
tions too. Similarly to cylindrical worms with ruled surfaces, on the
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surfaces of spiroid worms several types of helicoids - involute,
Archimedian or convolute - can be differentiated. But non-ruled
conical worm surfaces can be envisaged too (see Figure 1.1 and
Leroy et al, 1986).

The teething of face gear is generated, according to present prac-
tice, using a worm hob having a surface equivalent to a worm
wrapping surface of a conical worm. This method is called direct gen-
eration in the literature. The involute worm gear drive with ground
ruled surface (Bluzat, 1986; Gransin, 1972) has a great advantage,
namely the identity of surfaces can be realized by simple machin-
ing technology. When the thread surface of the worm or worm gear
milling cutter is machined using a conical or ring shape grinding
wheel, the precision of the profile surfaces cannot be easily guaran-
teed (Bluzat, 1986).

Figure 3.22 Generator of conical Archimedian helicoid in oblique
position

The equation of conical Archimedian helicoid surface is:
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Figure 3.23 Generator of conical involute helicoidal surface in oblique

position

The equation of conical involute helicoidal surface is:

Regarding Figures 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24, it is possible to write:

where δ1 is the characteristic of conical shape.
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Figure 3.24 Generator of conical convolute helicoidal surface in oblique
position

Equation of conical convolute helicoidal surface is:

General ruled surface on conical worm
Using a suitable equation to define any oblique point fitted on
any type of conical worm surface, such a formula for the position
vector is obtained as can be suitable to describe the generally
valid form for all the three types of conical worm surfaces (Fig-
ure 3.25):
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Figure 3.25 Summary of generation of ruled conical worm surfaces

The above generally valid formula defines:

in case of r = 0 Archimedian

r = ra = pa x ctg ß - pt > 0 involute

- ra < r = r0 < convolute helicoid surface

For a helicoidal surface, by substituting δj = 0 in all three cases, the
corresponding cylindrical worm is obtained.
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3.2.2.2 Kinematic analysis of machining, using axisymmetrical tool, of
contact surfaces situated over conical surface

The kinematic conditions for machining can be described by
the relative position of coordinate systems as shown in Figure
3.26.

Figure 3.26 Coordinate systems describing machining of worm surfaces
having conical addendum and dedendum acting surfaces
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To analyse kinematic conditions, first interpret the movements of
coordinate systems themselves. The coordinate system K1F rotates
with angular speed:

in coordinate system K1.
The coordinate system K1 performs translational movement in

coordinate system Ko. The distance between origins O1 and Oo is:

It is linearly proportional to the angular displacement φ1of worm
surfaces in coordinate system K1, and

where:
pa = axial displacement of tool,
Pt = constant, equal to the tangential displacement that has already

been applied in equation (3.93) describing the worm surface.
It is characteristic of conical shape (see Figure 3.25).

The coordinate system K2 is joined to a suitable point of the pitch-
cone surface round axis y2, the point is optimal to φ1, and is inclined
with angle γo to the lead angle belonging to that assigned point. φ1opt.

is the angle that guarantees the minimum inclination of shape, the
value of the meshing parameter.

The coordinate system K2F rotates in coordinate system K2 with
constant angular speed:

The transformation matrices between the coordinate systems are as
follows:
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Figure 3.27 Connection between coordinates (x1, y1, z1) joined to the
machine tool and coordinates (x1F, y1F, z1F) joined to the rotating worm
systems
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Figure 3.28 Connection between stationary coordinate systems Ko (xo,
zo) and K1 (x1, y1, z1) joined to table of machine tool

Figure 3.29 Connection of coordinate systems Ko (xo, yo, zo) and K2 (x2,

y2, z2)
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Knowing the transformation matrices, to determine the position
vector of any oblique point in any coordinate system, the position
vector in two-parameter form is given as:

The position vectors of the same point in other systems are:

Later on, transformation matrices between rotating systems will
be determined as M1F,2F and M2F,1F. The matrix M1F,2F is given by equa-
tion (3.111) while M2F,1F by equation (3.112).

When seeking a surface in coordinate system K2F suitable to mate
with the surface characterized by position vector r1F = r1F (u, 9) in
coordinate system K1F, the fact that surfaces mated and enveloping
each other during their common movement fulfil the requirement:

and the nature of the enveloping can be expressed by movement
parameter (φ1). Being the surface No2, ie the meshing surface of
machining tool, it is in practice a block of rotation. So further in-
vestigation should be limited to determination of the momentary
contact curve or in other words the contact characteristics of ele-
ments Nol and No2, the practical geometric shape of element No2
being unambiguously determined by the characteristics.
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According to the law of contact:

The internal parameters (u, 9) satisfying the equation should be
substituted into the vector-scalar function equation of the surface
Nol, valid in the coordinate system K1F.

Differentiating with respect to time, the relative velocity and rela-
tive position of the two blocks:

Figure 3.30 Connection of coordinate systems K2 (x2, y2, z2) and
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we obtain:

as r1F is constant in time. The surface Nol is given primarily in the
coordinate system K1F, so to determine equation (3.39) the relative
velocity vector should first be transformed from system K^ into sys-
tem K1F using the equation:

Finally, the relative velocity vector can be expressed in system K1F as:

Find for the two given coordinate systems the matrices:

and

To simplify the mathematical formulae we shall introduce symbol i
for i21 as in equations (3.113) and (3.114). Note finally that the
matrices of kinematical generation are Phl for cylindrical and p1k for
conical worm surfaces (3.113).

3.2.2.3 Generation of ruled conical helicoid surface: manufacture of
cutting tool profile

Investigation of the kinematic problems relating to machining was
carried out within given geometric conditions. The driving element
was the worm (Nol), which was determined by the two-parameter
vector-scalar function:

In the kinematic model, for the manufacturing geometry of the r1F

surface, the basic characteristics of thread, the lead and cone angle,
are relatively strictly determined, but the characteristics of the
thread axial section can vary within a wide range in practice. Later
on, the investigation for a general conical helicoid determined with
a well-defined surface will be described (see equation (3.93)).
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Introducing simplified, symbolic signs for elements of matrix P1

For use in computer-aided calculations, these conditions should
be kept in mind.

The points of contact curve belong to the (φ1 = const movement
parameter or, in other words, the internal parameters u, 9 deter-
mine these points for computer calculations. It is useful to
determine the C. (i = 1, ..., 6) matrix elements and treat them as
constants to calculate further points on the contact curve. This
method shortens the computational time and makes it possible to
follow computations using quick graphs.

Now determine the relative velocity vector using equation (3.110).
After completing the operations, we obtain:

The normal vector of the surface Nol (worm) can be determined
according to equation:

known from differential geometry.
The scalar coordinates of the normal vector are:
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After substitutions and completing the operations, the scalar com-
ponents are:

Substituting into equation n1F • v1F

(12) = 0 expressing the contact con-
ditions (3.117) and (3.120), the equation determining u can express
in explicit form the value of internal parameters using the formula
for solving the algebraic equation:

To solve it numerically the constants (A2, A1, A0) should be deter-
mined. The constants after completing the operations and
simplifying the expressions are as follows:

Using these values, u can be determined numerically as:
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To obtain the numerical values for u, 9 belonging to a given 
point of the contact curve, use 9 = constant to select from the two 
roots the possible one to meet practical requirements. 

Out of the possible values of u, those which determine the value 
of y2 within the contact domain of worm and grinding wheel (rfl - 
ra,) should be chosen. 

Using the equations: 

the points belonging to the given cpl and cp values can be determined 
in the coordinate system joined to element No2. The points of the 
contact curve can be determined arbitrarily by giving values within 
the operational domain. 

To review the steps of generation profile of tool in general form, 
the equation system describing the contact curve when ‘pl = const 
movement parameter is: 

Solving the system of equations, the contact curve determined for 
the cp internal parameter is: 

Utilizing the equation of transformation: 

the & = RJzqF) function of the tool profile can be obtained by s u b  
stituting 9 into the first equation: 
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This procedure can be applied when the surface No2 is a block of
rotation with axis Z2F.

3.2.2.4 Optimization of cutting tool profile

In this section we investigate the generation of the optimized tool
profile in the case of a general conical helicoid.

In machining practice the tool surface on element No2 uses its
surface of revolution or, with regular edge geometry, the envelop-
ing surface of its machining edges (eg circular milling cutter). The
function of the tool profile in such cases was considered in the pre-
vious chapter.

To consider the surface element No2 generated as the contact
surface of the general conical helicoid described in the previous
chapter, after substituting the A2, A1, Ao, Ci (i = 1, ..., 6) coefficients
into the formulae to calculate the internal parameter u, it can be
seen that its value depends on gearing ratio i21. This means that the
surface of element No2 is not a surface of revolution because it
cannot be rotated itself, so it cannot be a tool surface in practice.
Dividing by i21, both numerator and denominator i21 remains only
in the numerator.

The fractions, being in the numerator, contain the gearing ratio
i21 only in their own denominator. This means that by increasing
gearing ratio i21, the effect on changes in the contact line is decreas-
ing. So in practice with the gearing ratio used for grinding, the
effects of elements causing changes can be neglected, as is verified
by the calculations. As a result, the points of tool profile function
that can be obtained by rotating the points of contact line into the
oblique plane fits on axis z2F.

The task is more complicated; the exact solution of it requires
continuous control as the tool-profile function shape is a function
of the movement parameter (φ1: the acting thread profile, situated
between the conical dedendum and addendum surfaces, is chang-
ing along its length of the tool profile. This change of general
conical thread surfaces is brought about by two factors:

• We have already noted that when machining Archimedian coni-
cal thread surfaces at points belonging to the same value of the
internal parameter u, the curvatures characterizing the surface
are changing owing to the change of radius with the value of
ptx9.
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• Besides this, another effect causes changes in tool profile dur-
ing the machining of involute and convolute conical surfaces.
The origin of this effect is that points belonging to the same
value of internal parameter u depart from each other in accord-
ance with a hyperbolic function instead of the linear function
determined by kinematic relations. This hyperbolic function
approaches the linear path realized by kinematic relations. In-
creasing the diameter of either the base or the dedendum
cylinder, the difference between the paths increases.

In spite of all of these factors, the machining of conical helicoid
surfaces can be carried out within allowable technical limits, using
a previously controlled profile grinding wheel. When the realized
surfaces deviation differs from the theoretical one, it is useful to
determine the optimal value of the movement parameter φlopt., de-
fined as the value that guarantees the minimum value of inclination.
This optimal value, in practice φlop, gives the average tool profile

Figure 3.31 Determination of the optimal place (φlopl.) of
grinding wheel adjustment
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between the maximum and minimum diameters of the conical heli-
coid surface. As the change in tool profile as a function of φ1 is not
linear, the optimal value does not belong to the mean diameter of
the helicoid surface (see Figure 3.31).

The optimization can be carried out using a graphical method,
fulfilling the requirements of precision in practice. Presented in the
diagram are the calculated values as a function of φ1 (see Figure
3.31). Another way of optimization uses an iterative method using
the software described in Figure 3.32, and its results are shown in
Figure 4.17.

The grinding wheel profile for machining a conical worm is
shown for several diameters of the worm in Figure 3.33. The figure
represents the correlation between the optimized tool profile and
worm profile in axial section.

Geometrically optimum manufacture of conical helicoid surfaces
using continuous dressing of the grinding wheel

The investigations carried out have made it clear that the exact
machining of conical helicoid surfaces using existing methods pro-
vide approximately precise results only.

It is clear that geometrically precise machining can only be real-
ized by changing the profile of the tool during the machining. This
seemingly impossible condition can be realized using a CNC-control-
led grinding wheel regulator to change the wheel profile, as its
momentary position requires (Dudas, 1988a) (Figures 5.20 and
7.14). This regulating movement can be built up from frequently
alternating, profile-regulating movements, producing on the wheel
surface 'steps' within the range surface roughness of the helicoid
surface. Using this method the default of the previously used
optimizing method can be reduced in stages by increasing the
number of controlled movements.

Investigating the change of grinding wheel profile, the following
conclusions may be drawn:

• The changes of profile along the length of worm are unequal,
that is, if its profile defined by the mean diameter of the worm
when machining is applied to a grinding wheel, the value of
profile deviation will differ at the two ends of the worm;

• The remaining geometric deviation can be reduced even when
finishing with a grinding wheel having a profile determined by
the mean diameter of worm, giving an additional (or secondary)
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START
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(continued from page 98)
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Draw calculated tool profile
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Figure 3.32 Determination of optimal tool profile
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Figure 3.33 Profile in axial section of grinding wheel for spiroid worm-
generating optimal geometry on conical helicoid surface
(a = 100 mm, m = 5 mm, i = 41, z11, Bj = 100, B6 = 30°)

motion to the grinding wheel, producing changes in deviation
between the axes of the tool and worm during machining. Gen-
eralizing this consequence, a machine tool for grinding is
required that it is possible to regulate by rotating the direction
of the grinding wheel shaft round two axes parallel to the ma-
chining. In this way, the relative position of the grinding wheel
and worm is continually changing so that the deviation between
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the contact curves forms at a given time. At the same time it is
possible to ensure that the grinding wheel profile remains con-
stant during machining so that, applying the wheel movements
mentioned above, the deviation in geometric shape is minimal
compared to wheel shape as well;

• The third conclusion concerning the grinding of thread surfaces
is that the geometric errors mentioned before would not occur
when the profile of the grinding wheel changes during machin-
ing. The fulfilment of this condition seems impossible at first,
but a traditional wheel reprofiled using diamond, and
reprofiling parallel to the grinding, should be applied coordi-
nated with displacement of the grinding wheel along the thread
surface. When the allowable step formed on the wheel is 0.001
mm in thickness then a velocity of about 500 mm/minute for
regulating the diamond is required.

The pre-finishing grinding can be carried out with a wheel pro-
file of the minor diameter of the worm, profiling it before grinding.
If the profile difference between the two ends of the worm is small
or the profiling can be carried out in parallel with the grinding,
then the wheel should be prepared as a major diameter of the
workpiece required left on oversize because, owing to the possible
profile error, this can only be removed using multiple grinding cy-
cles that always start at the major diameter of worm. The last,
finishing sparkling circle of grinding parallel to profiling should be
started at the major diameter of the profile and completed at the
profile belonging to the minor diameter of worm. A ground coni-
cal spiroid worm can be seen in Figure 8.23.

The problem is soluble if, during grinding, the wheel profile re-
quires additional material that had been removed by regulating it
(eg globoid threads). This time an additional feed of tool should be
added comparable with workpiece displacement.

This is a brand new machining technology with the tool chang-
ing its profile during the manufacturing procedure.

Summarizing, the innovation discussed in this chapter is the new
technology, with the tool changing its profile during machining
because, in the theory of manufacturing technology up to now, the
rigid tool was regarded as the foundation stone.

Research work carried out by the author's team has proved that
the exact solution of problems during machining or more precisely
machining problems involving a special circle of workpiece requires
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a new technology that can be realized with the help of NC- control-
led machine tools. In this way the unified thread grinding machine
and wheel profiling device coordinated with parallel co-working is
guaranteed, while the grinding wheel performs parallel roles of the
thread surface generating tool and the reprofiling diamond while
manufacturing the perfect shape of the element.

The advantage of this method is that the profile difference be-
tween the limiting positions is small. The device and procedure
suitable for the realization of this principle will be discussed in
Chapter 5.

3.3 GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF HOBS FOR
MANUFACTURING WORM GEARS AND FACE-GEARS
MATED CYLINDRICAL OR CONICAL WORMS

From the point of view of machining technology, the fly cutter can
be regarded as one tooth of a worm hob tool so the surfaces to be
manufactured can be considered to be equivalent. When manufac-
turing fly cutters and worm hobs the difference is only in their
domains of movement and their realization in practice. The border
surfaces and cutting edge of a single tooth of the tool are illustrated
in Figure 3.34.

Figure 3.34 Surfaces of worm hob
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The most important surfaces, borders of the tool, in Figure 3.34
are:

• H - face surface;
• RB, RJ - back surfaces (left and right);
• Fh - back surface of head ribbon;
• B, J - side surfaces of basic hob worm.

The cutting edges are:

• VB left side edge as intersection of B tooth and H face
surfaces;

• VJ right side edge as intersection of J tooth and H face
surfaces;

• VF addendum edge as intersection of F head ribbon and
H face surfaces.

The author's investigations are first concerned with edges VB and VJ

as basic influencing factors in the precision of a worm gear as well
as back surfaces RB and RJ and face surface H, because these sur-

B J

faces determine the edges investigated.
Let rg (E, n, C) be the curve of the B helicoidal surface having

parameters pa (axial) and pr (radial thread ) in the form:

To face surface H is a ruled (closed and flat) helicoidal surface
with a generator line perpendicular to the axis of surface B show-
ing a lead direction perpendicular to the lead direction measured
on the pitch cone of helicoid B. This surface can be defined as:

The suffix 1F referred to as the hob tool in the author's investigations
is regarded as the workpiece to be manufactured and in accordance
with the symbols used for machining geometry the surfaces are de-
fined in the K1F coordinate system rotating with the workpiece.

The obtain the parametric equation of the cutting edge VB, eliminate
either parameter H or 9 from equations (3.128) or (3.129); that is:

While the characteristics of side edges VB, VJ have a role in shap-
ing up the machined surface, the face surface H has a significant
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Figure 3.35 Generation of conical helicoid surface

Figure 3.36 Cutting edge VB generation
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effect on the service life of the tool and on chip generation. The
shapes of the back surfaces RB,RJ influence the process of machin-
ing and the possibilities for resharpening the tool. As
surface-generating hobs are expensive tools having a complicated
geometric shape it is important to make resharpening possible sev-
eral times, something to be taken into consideration when designing
them.

Resharpening also generates a new tooth surface. That is, this
process can be considered to be the choosing of a suitable tooth
surface H, realized in the kinematic conditions of the resharpening
device, and moving it so that a series is generated while the edge
VB (or VJ), depending on the path followed by back surface RB (or
RJ), will be generated (see Figure 4.42).

To keep the shape of the VB (VJ) with the cutting edge unchanged
during several resharpenings, the technology of resharpening, shap-
ing the new H' face surface, should be chosen by taking into
consideration the generation of the back surface RB (RJ) too.

It should be mentioned that keeping the original shapes of cut-
ting edges VB,VJ while resharpening is not satisfactory in itself to
guarantee that the generated teething on the workpiece be pre-
served as unchanged.

Now we shall investigate practical ways to generate back surfaces
(see Figure 3.37). Out of these, possible ways will be to choose the
minimum value of back angle that results in optimal conditions
during machining consistent with simple manufacture.

The mathematical description of the tool back surface is analo-
gous to the formulation of a conical helicoidal surface. The role of
the generator curve rg is taken over by the side edge VB cited as a
vector-scalar function for the intersection of the worm B and face
surfaces H. The movement made by the relief machine tool is de-
termined by the transformation matrix differing from the helicoidal
surface generating matrix in the numerical values of thread param-
eters pa and/or p.

• Relief is described as axial when the axial thread parameter pa
R

of the hob back surface differs from the axial thread parameter
pa of the helicoid surface, but radial thread parameter pR

a is
equal to pr, the radial thread parameter of the helicoid surface.

• Relief is described as radial when the radial thread parameter pR
a

of back surface RB differs from radial thread parameter pr of
helicoid surface B but values pR

a and pa are equal.
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Figure 3.37 Axial and radial relief

• Diagonal relief occurs when thread parameters are equal, that is
pR

a =pa and pa
R =pr It goes without saying that should it be chosen

out of smaller or bigger relations (pR
a =pa and pR

a =pr), the value
results in the back surface facing into the block.

We shall now consider the effect of tooth shape of the generating
hob on the geometric precision of the teething generated, in rela-
tion to its resharpening.

The factors to be considered are:

• number of edges;
• axial thread parameter of back surface pR

a ;
• radial thread parameter of back surface pR

a .

The effects of the above three parameters will be investigated sepa-
rately for:

• cylindrical meshing surface B (pr=0);
• conical meshing surface B (pr>0).

Case of cylindrical meshing surface B; pr = 0
• Number of edges: The number of edges has no effect on the geo-

metric precision of the worm gear (neglecting wear of cutting
edge) so, in practice, the single cutting edge tool, the fly cutter,
can be used for tangential machining. In the case of radial ma-
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chining, precision of the worm gear can be increased by increas-
ing the number of cutting edges (Litvin and Feng, 1996).

• Axial thread parameter of back surface pR
r : The edge obtained by

resharpening (VB or V.) with axial relief by axial readjustment
of the tool parallel to its rotation around its axis can be fitted
in the position of the original cutting edge. That is why it is suit-
able for generating a geometrically precise tooth surface on the
worm gear. As a consequence of resharpening, the distance be-
tween cutting edges VB and VJ decreases. This can be prevented
using the method, developed by the Klingelnbergy company,
who adjusted axially their two-piece hob by distance ring fixing.
The number of possible resharpenings is limited by the tooth
height reduction apparent in a decrease in head clearance be-
tween mated elements. For guaranteed suitable head clearance
the total length of the cutting tooth can be utilized for
resharpening. Naturally, the minimum length required from the
point of view of required strength should be taken into consid-
eration.

• Radial thread parameter of back surface pR
r : The edge obtained by

resharpening (VB or VJ) in the case of radial relief (pR
r=0) ap-

proaches the axis of the tool while the distance between left and
right edges remains constant. A wrapping helicoid surface over
the new cutting edges can be obtained from the original heli-
coid surface B by decreasing it radially, so a new surface is
shaped up, but the worm gear manufactured by the new cutting
edges will be a defective one. Increasing the thread parameter
causes dimensional deviation. The differences in dimensions can
within limits be reduced by reducing the distance between the
axes of the tooth-cutting tool and the worm gear as well as by
readjusting the lead angle difference. However, taking into ac-
count the narrow tolerances of worm gear the number of
possible resharpenings is small (Gruss, 1951). When radial 're-
lief turning' is mated with axial 'relief turning', that is, when
diagonal 'relief turning' is applied, it can be supported by highly
curved edges, and the geometric deviations are curtailed.

Case of conical wrapping surface pr>0
• Number of edges: Before considering the number of edges, it

should be noted that enveloping surface B, having a uniform
lead on a conical base, is itself non-movable. At the same time
the elements having conical active surfaces can in practice be
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twisted from their own position (the axial profile has no part
inclining backwards ( Figure 3.38)).

Because of this, the conical generating hob can, by axial displace-
ment, reach into contact position with the worm without harm to
the active surface on the teethed worm gear.

This still does not guarantee that the edges of the tool moved into
the worm and rotated there mesh with the worm gear surface equiva-
lent to enveloping surface B or that the mated worm would result.

This results in the fact that a limited number of cutting edges
only can be shaped over the conical hob. It is easy to understand
that by decreasing the number of cutting edges, the precision of the
toothed surface is made worse. In an extreme case, when leaving a
single cutting edge at the minor diameter, as in a blade cutter, the
fault becomes evident. The geometric deviations of a toothed wheel
can be reduced by increasing the number of teeth on the generat-
ing hob (in cylindrical worms it is known as a hulling worm) or by
applying a series of generating hobs having several teeth with dif-
ferent starting positions over the generating hob surface B.

The precision of the wheel can be increased by increasing the
number of teeth on the hob when machining with radial displacement.

• Axial thread parameter of back surface pR
a : If the cutting edges are

spaced apart by equal angular displacement 9 and radial relief
pR

a=pr applied to the edges of the resharpened hob, they can be
fitted on the original conical helicoid surface B. This is illus-
trated in Figure 3.38.

As the relative position of edges VB and VJ in axial direction remains
unchanged on resharpening, owing to the radial relief, the best di-
rection for relief hobs with conical wrapping surface B is the radial
one.

During design, the length of the generating hobs should be taken
into consideration with the axial displacement 0.pa belonging to
central angle 0 representing the maximal angle for resharpening.
At the same time, the axial position of the tool should be readjusted
by the value calculated using the central angle 0' belonging to the
actual resharpening of the tool.

Machining axial direction of back surfaces
In the machining of axially 'relieved' back surfaces, with the perio-
dicity of hob teeth and the repeated machining of each blade
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Figure 3.38 Rotation of new edge point P' on conical helicoid surface B

surface, new problems arise concerning machining geometry. The
kinematics of machining and the geometry of the generating tool
can be determined as discussed in section 3.1. The head ribbon
should be relieved in the radial direction.

Machining radial direction of back surface
Using the kinematic model and tool surface-determining algorithm
for finishing conical helicoid surfaces, as reviewed in sections 3.2.2.3
and 3.2.2.4, the machining of back surfaces and surfaces for grind-
ing tools can be determined. To avoid collision between the tools
(grinding wheel during the relief and the worked tooth surface) a
pinned or hollow cylindrical shape grinding wheel can be used
where the coordinate system will be chosen as the tool adjustment
requires it (Figure 4.40).

For machining of a back surface generated by radial relief, the
best solution is the CNC machine tool mated with a continuous
wheel control device. When no continuous control is applied, the
wheel can be optimized in the domain of conical surfaces as partial
surfaces of the back surface for all the teeth on the milling cutter
using one of the procedures described in section 3.2.5.
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3.3.1 Investigation of cutting tool for manufacturing worm
gear mated with worm having arched profile

The shape of a worm-generating tool and its position during ma-
chining determine the geometry of the worm teething, and vice
versa, the geometry of the worm determines the tool used for ma-
chining the worm gear. The consequence of this is that the teething
of a tool-generating worm can be a generally used one, while the
teething of worm gear should be machined using individual, special
tools.

The working surfaces of worm and of worm gear mutually mesh
with each other; for this reason, when finishing worm gear, a tool
should be used having the equivalent geometry of the worm.

For individual and small-scale manufacture, the fly cutter is used
while for mass production the generating worm hob is used when
machining worm gear.

When the teeth ratio z2/z1 is not a whole number, the machin-
ing of worm gear by flyblades is easier and reduces greatly the effect
of pitch errors on smooth operation.

Figure 3.39 Defining the normal plane
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When the teeth ratio z2/z1 is a whole number, this makes possi-
ble the running in of all the flanks of the teeth with pitch errors of
the worm; but, for manufacturing, the use of the generator milling
cutter for worm gear is inevitable.

Because the worm is ground, the tool used for worm gear ma-
chining (fly cutter or worm milling cutter) can be prepared in a
direct way, that is the machined worm equivalent (see Figures 3.45
and 3.46).

In this way the profile of the fly cutter is equivalent to the pro-
file of the worm in normal section and the generated tooth surfaces
will be the conjugates of each other. Keep in mind that grinding of
worm and fly cutter (machining of land) can be done by axial dis-
placement (applying from side).

3.3.1.1 Equation of hob profile for manufacturing worm gear

The tooth face plane of the fly cutter or milling cutter is equivalent
to the normal section of the worm. That is, the equation of its pro-
file can be obtained by intersecting the worm parametric equation
with the normal plane. The normal plane is defined in stationary
coordinate systems ( Figure 3.39).

Equation of the normal sectioning plane is:

and the parametric equation system of the worm:

The simultaneous solution determines the equation of the tool edge
as:

The variable n|n can be obtained by solving equations (3.131) and
(3.132).

Using equation (3.132/2) we obtain:
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and from equations (3.131) and (3.132/1):

Substituting z1 and hn into equation (3.132/3)

After reorganizing and completing the assigned operations the re-
sult is:

Substituting nn = y1/cosO the equation can be obtained as:cos©

Solving for variable nn

where

When calculating zax, the tooth clearance jn necessary for continu-
ous operation of the worm gear drive should be taken into
consideration. As the coordinate axis y1 is situated in the symmetry
plane of the tooth:
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Carrying out direct numerical calculations with the derived equa-
tions, it can be concluded that values obtained are equal to the
values measured on the profile of the manufactured fly cutter.

The coordinates of the tool edge obtained from the solution of
(3.135) and (3.137) can be used both for machining and checking
(preparing 'go' or 'no go' gauges).

3.3.1.2 Shape of the conventional fly cutter

The fly cutter is ground on the same machine as the worm so that
the pre-manufactured fly cutter is fitted in place of the worm to
grind the side surface of the previously hardened and pre-finished
edge ribbon fly cutter. After the grinding of the side surfaces a few
tenths of 1 mm of land should be kept on. Resharpening of the
blade is carried out on its face without removing it from the case
(see Figure 3.47). The blade after resharpening forms the same
tooth profile up to the total using up of the land.

Applying straight relief, this is applied most frequently in practice;
that is, no land is left. Then a theoretically precise worm gear pro-
file can be obtained only until first resharpening.

Figure 3.40 Traditional shape of fly cutter
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The traditional fly cutter is presented in Figure 3.40. Its clamp-
ing arrangement is shown in Figure 3.45.

3.3.1.3 Geometry and calculation of hob for cylindrical worm gear or
flyblade with helicoidal face surface

The teething of a worm gear is determined by the teething of the
worm with contact surfaces mutually meshing with each other. At
the finishing, ie the teething of the worm, such a tool should be
applied so that its cutting edges are situated on the surface of a
substituting worm.

This substituting worm is similar to the real worm gear with which
it will be mated. They have common geometric axes, reference cyl-
inders are equal and a single side of their teeth coincides when
applying a suitable axial displacement. The addendum diameter and
tooth thickness of the substituting worm is larger than the real one
( Figure 3.41).

During machining, when the substituting worm and worm gear
are mated, the centre distance is that required by the ready-made
worm gear and its own conjugated worm.

At the beginning of section 3.3 it was mentioned that the cutting
edges of a hob for finishing worm gear should be situated on the
surface of the substituting worm, the equivalent of the real worm,
which will be mated with the ready-made worm gear (see Figure
3.41).

Figure 3.41a Edges of hob and surfaces of substituting worm
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Figure 3.41b Base profiles of worm, worm gear and generating milling
cutter

The thickness of the threads on the worm substituting the hob
and the diameters of the addendum and dedendum cylinders dif-
fer from the corresponding sizes of the real worm. The reference
cylinder diameter da of the finishing worm gear hob is equal to the
reference cylinder diameter of the worm.

As the side cutting edge is the intersection (V) of the relieved side
surface (Rb, Rj) and face surface (H), both the relief and the ma-
chining of face surfaces should be carried out so that the generated
edge fits tooth surface au of the substituting worm (J, B), the equiva-
lent of the tooth surface of the real worm.

The cutting edge V can be obtained as an intersection of the
three surfaces:

• the relief side surface R, and/or Rb;
• the face surface H;
• tooth surface of substituting worm J and/or B.

The cutting edge V should remain on the surface of the same
worm after resharpening; axial displacement is allowed. In this way
the tool, after its resharpening, generates a deformation-free tooth
surface, the only difference in tooth thickness that can occur being
on the machined worm gear.

To fulfil previously discussed requirements both the relieved side
surface and the face surface should be constant lead cylindrical
helicoid surfaces.
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This is the only case in which the relative positions of intersection
line and worm shaft remain constant if one of the tooth surfaces is
subjected to angular displacement, for example, if owing to
resharpening, the H face surface rotates into the H surface. As a
consequence, for a face surface a helicoidal surface is chosen; in this
case it is a (closed, flat) helicoid surface. The angle between the
thread line on the reference cylinder of this surface and its centre
line on the reference cylinder of the surface and its centre line
equals r0, the lead angle of the thread line on the reference cylin-
der. In some cases this surface can be a plane parallel to the axis
or placed on the axis. It is appropriate to place a plane on the worm
axis only if ro < 3-5° because in the case of higher lead angles, the
machining conditions are not satisfactory.

As the relief surface is generated by the intersection of the tooth
side surface of the substituting worm and the face surface of the
gash, this must first be determined.

Determination of thread-face surface on the hob
The face surface of the hob is an appropriate closed Archimedian
thread surface along which the resharpening of the tool may be
carried out.

Figure 3.42 Generation of thread face and its relation with back surface
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Generation of this surface: a half-line perpendicular to the cen-
tre line of the helicoid is drawn in accordance with face thread
parameter ph following a translational motion parallel to its rotation,
too.

On a right-hand thread-milling cutter, its face surface follows a
left-hand thread, where the equation of the face surface based on
Figure 3.42 is:

and the lead parameter of the face surface is:

The intersection of the surface (3.12) and the face surface (3.139)
is determined by the condition zh= z1.

Out of this equation:

which after substituting it into (3.139) can be written:
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By substitution, the equation of the cutting edge becomes

Equations of the relief side surfaces

Let the parameter of the relief thread surface be p'; then the equa-
tion of the back surface using the equation of the worm surface
(3.12) is:

where:

hr value of relief;
(φhr as determined by Figure 3.42.

The intersection of the relief side surface (3.139) can be deter-
mined when zhr = zh by equation:

In this equation:

As this line of intersection should coincide with the cutting edge
determined by (3.142) it is necessary that φon as given in (3.140)
fulfils equation (3.144). That is:
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After simplifying the equation:

The equation of the relieved surface after substituting (3.146) into
(3.143) is obtained as:

When φ1 = 0 and x = 0, the axial section of the back surface is
obtained, and this can be used for simple checking calculations
for controlling the milling cutter:

From equation (3.146) it can be seen that when p' = p, rhr = rl

(worm). Applying the wheel-generating method worked out in this
book, switching off the relief and applying the kinematic relation
determined by the p' parameter, the vertex of the diamond gener-
ates the 'relief side surface of the worm generator cutter.

The surface of the grinding wheel shaped up this way is a surface
of rotation and it is the conjugate surface of the relieved surface.

Determination of the new thread-face surface on fly cutter tool
The range of application of fly cutters is significantly increased when
instead of using lands, the total face width of the blade side surface
is relieved, following precise geometry. By resharpening the relieved
blade along the thread face surface (closed, flat) it can be guaran-
teed that this tool will generate a correct profile until it is completely
used up. The limit for resharpening is determined by strength con-
siderations and the clearances needed at the addendum and at the
sides.
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Figure 3.43 Shape of fly cutter with thread face surface

Figure 3.44 Generating worm milling cutter worm gears with curved
profile
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Figure 3.45 Grinding of worm gear generating tool (fly cutter)

Figure 3.46 Relieving a fly cutter or a milling cutter
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The dimensions of the fly cutter profile should be determined as
with the milling cutter.

The relief of the tool, for both fly and milling cutters, can be
carried out using an end or disc type grinding wheel. In the case
of a disc type tool, the diameter of the wheel can be determined
only by knowing the geometric shape and the value of the relief
(Maros, Killmann and Rohonyi, 1970).

The face angle of the designed tool is r=0 so no deformed pro-
file can occur owing to the geometric shape of the milling cutter
(Bakondi, 1974).

Investigating the manufactured tool profiles in axial section, it
can be stated that from the point of view of precision of shape they
are satisfactory. The achieved values of shape precision are less than
the allowable values f f r= 0.03 mm < 0.05 mm (Dudas, 1998e). The
method of assessment is discussed in Chapter 6.

Naturally if applying radial relief after resharpening, the radial
sizes will have changed (owing to cutting edge displacement). This
effect was investigated in the range 0 = 0°-20° (Dudas, 1998e). The
sizes of tool calculated in axial section showed very good correla-
tion with values measured by profile measurements. To guarantee
the reserve module for resharpening (usual range 0.04-01) no sig-
nificant profile deviation occurred owing to changes in radial size;
the value of it remained less than the allowable profile deviation
(Figure 4.42).

The clamping of the manufactured flyblade is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.45. In this construction, the face plane of the tool is
perpendicular to the machined surface; because of the equal angles
of inclination of the side surfaces, an equilibrium of forces comes
into effect which itself is beneficial from the point of view of ma-
chining. The geometry of this new fly cutter is shown in Figure 3.43,
its relief in Figure 3.46 and its face plane sharpening in Figure 3.47.
(A Klingelnberg GW A type machine was used.)

Serious technological difficulties arise in producing a theoretically
precise worm-generator milling cutter. This is why approximate so-
lutions are generally chosen to keep errors within tolerance range.

The tools and worm-worm gear pairs manufactured for the pur-
pose of investigation were:

a = 125 mm; m = 7.5 mm z1 = 1 and
a = 280 mm; m = 12.5 mm; zl = 3 and
a = 280 mm m = 16 mm; z1 = 5
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Figure 3.47 Resharpening at face plane of a relieved fly cutter

The generator milling cutter can be created by multiplying the
thread-face profile fly cutter as a tooth of the hob. The geometric
shape of this hob can be seen in Figure 3.44. Its basic data are i =
11.67, m = 12.5 mm.



GENERAL
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
FOR INVESTIGATION OF

HOBS SUITABLE FOR
GENERATING

CYLINDRICAL AND
CONICAL WORMS, WORM
GEARS AND FACE GEAR

GENERATORS

By bringing together the model created to investigate cylindrical
helicoidal surfaces and their tools and that prepared for investiga-
tion of conical helicoidal surfaces, a general kinematic model can
be obtained (see Figure 4.1), suitable for treatment by a single math-
ematical model.

The applied coordinate systems and symbols used are equivalent
to the ones previously mentioned (pr the radial thread parameter,
c the value of tool displacement).

The transformation matrices are: M1 1F; M1F,1 as (3.99), M0,1; M1,0

as (3.100) and M2F,2; M2,2F as determined in (3.102).
According to Figure 4.1:

4
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Figure 4.1 Correlation between coordinate systems for general investigation
of machining theory of cylindrical and conical helicoidal surfaces
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The direct transformation matrices between rotating coordinate
systems are:

The solution of the direct task (surface of workpiece is known)
when knowing r1F, the surface No2 and point of contact line is
sought using equations (3.72), (3.74), (3.75), (3.76), (3.77), (3.78)
and (3.79). Further, the matrices depending only on a kinematic
relation can be determined as:

and:

After completing the operations, the matrix (4.13) is obtained. Pla

is the matrix for the kinematic generation of the general model. In
solving the inverse problem, only the direction of transformation
changes into the opposite one.

Known:

The surface Nol according to the theory of enveloping surfaces can
be derived by differentiating with respect to the movement param-
eter the series of surfaces generated by r2F during its movement,
while contact curve can be obtained by the simultaneous solution
of equations:
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in the K1F coordinate system, where:

To obtain the solution of this problem the P2a matrix should be
determined as:

The matrices are defined in the M1F,2F equation (4.11), and M2F,1F in
(4.12)

The derived matrix [d/dtM1F,2F] is derived to use for generating the
v J

general kinematic conditions for the coordinate systems given in
Figure 4.1 similarly to (3.80-3.85). The kinematic generation ma-
trices Pla and P2a are given by equations (4.13) and (4.14).

The model may be used to investigate conditions of meshing for
both conical and cylindrical helicoidal surfaces with the tool having
its body as the block of rotation.

Using this model it is possible to determine the contact curve
starting from a known R1F (Nol workpiece) (the so-called direct
problem solution) as well as starting from known r2F (No2 tool). We
shall see further on in the text that it is also possible to start from
a given contact curve as a generating curve to determine the tool
surface No2 according to equation (3.79) and the surface of
workpiece Nol as equation (3.85) describes it.

The surface of workpiece Nol is a cylindrical or conical basic
surface having a thread curve fitted with an arbitrary generator
curve (the axial section of thread).

For surface of tool No2 it is useful to define a surface of rotation,
but it can be any other surface too, for example a single cutting
edge tool with a cutting edge determined by φ2 = const. The fre-
quently used types of workpiece and tool are shown in Figure 4.2
in a tabular form giving the value of kinematic parameters which
in some cases can be equal to 0.

In section 3.3, while analysing the machining geometry of gen-
erator milling cutters, several types of possible back surfaces were
determined, and it was concluded that the axial back surface can
be regarded as cylindrical while radial and diagonal types of back
surfaces can be handled as conical helicoid surfaces.
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* With tapered grinding wheel
** Manufacturing with straight grinding wheel in a lifted out position

Figure 4.2 The most frequently used types of workpiece and tool surfaces
characterized by general model parameters
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Later in this chapter the determination of the edge curve as the
generator curve of the back surface (in the case of a cylindrical
worm, having an axial section circular profile), is discussed and
there is also shown the generation of radial back surface determin-
ing the equation of the contact curve between the radial back
surface and the finishing grinding tool.

For the purpose of comparison with the conical model during
machining, the disc-like wheel was used.

Figure 4.3c presents a typical example of the machining positions
shown in Figure 4.2. The determination of the parameters in these
two cases (Figure 4.3a, b.) and the presentation in the figure are
found by applying the general model. A great number of variants
could be envisaged, but within the framework of this book it is im-
possible to review them all, and the following is one example that
can be calculated.

For many of the technological and kinematic positions illustrated
in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 it can be shown that the transformation
(M1F2F, M2F,1F) and the kinematic generation matrices (P1a, P2a) cre-
ated for the general model contain all possible situations.

So, by substitution of suitable parameters, matrices can be ob-
tained both for cylindrical and for conical worm gear drives (see
Chapter 3). Naturally, matrices valid for other positions can also be
generated as well.

For example, let us consider the generation of a few matrix ele-
ments using the general model.

• Grinding of cylindrical worm:

δ = 0, pr = 0, c = 0, a = 0

Substituting them into the appropriate element of (4.11) the
element No2 in the first row of the matrix can be obtained as:

sin 5 = 0, cos 8 = 1
sin a = 0, cos a = 1

This is the element equivalent to the appropriate element of ma-
trix (3.33).

• Grinding of conical worm:

δ > 0, pr > 0, c = 0, a = 0
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a) Model of cylindrical worm gearing

b) Model of spiroid worm gearing

c) Grinding model of cylindrical worm

Figure 4.3 Main areas of application of general model
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Substituting them into an appropriate element of matrix (4.11)
element No2 in the first row of the matrix can be obtained as:

sin a = 0, cos a = 1

This is the element equivalent to the appropriate element of ma-
trix (3.112).

Investigating in the same case one-one element of matrices
and P1k (for example P(2,3)

1a it should be:

This is the element equal to the appropriate element matrix P1k

(3.114).

4.1 APPLICATION OF GENERAL MATHEMATICAL -
KINEMATIC MODEL TO DETERMINE SURFACE OF
HELICOIDAL SURFACE-GENERATING TOOL FOR
CYLINDRICAL THREAD SURFACES

In this section results will be presented for cylindrical worm types
obtained by applying the general model described above. The tabu-
lation given in Figure 4.4, in its first column, lists the types of worm
investigated. The second column contains the parameters substi-
tuted into the kinematic sketch presented in Figure 4.1 to obtain the
necessary position for generating the given type of worm, shown in
column 3.

Because the equations for thread surfaces generated in this way
have already been given for tools having line or circular profile, they
were repeated. The aim was that, by using the general direct model
for all the types given in tabulation of Figure 4.4, to determine the
profile of the grinding wheel, depending on the given helicoidal
surface for the grinding position ZK1.

Using the formulae of matrices P1a (4.12) and P2a (4.13) obtained
from the general model, and using parameters referring to the
method of manufacture and the equations of the known helicoidal
surface, the wheel and/or tool profiles given in figures belonging
to helicoidal surfaces listed in the tabulation of Figure 4.4 were
determined.
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The equations obtained by mutual application of the general
conical helicoidal surface and the general mathematical-kinematic
model obtained after substituting appropriate parameters - the di-
rect geometric sizes - position of generator line, parameters of
lead etc, and the points of wheel profile, can be calculated. Simi-
larly, the parameters for the profile function of the wheel for
further types of thread listed in the tabulation given in Figure 4.4
as well as for helicoid surfaces having circular profile in axial sec-
tion can be substituted. When cases differ from these, as is very
rare in practice, there is a way of applying the general kinematic
matrix P1a, using appropriate parameters, and the equation of
helicoidal surface to produce quickly the profile of the wheel (eg
tools for machining worm-compressor elements, boring tools with
spiral grooves, milling cutters, thread cutters, ball-spindles, guid-
ing-spindles, etc).

In section 4.2 all the above mentioned things are presented as
examples of circular profile in an axial section helicoidal surface.
In section 4.3 several examples illustrate the determination of a
machining wheel profile for ruled conical helicoid surfaces.

Naturally, by applying the inverse method to the helicoidal sur-
face, determination is also possible knowing the tool profile and the
relative kinematic position (for example as shown in Figures 4.4a,
4.4e and 4.4f) and their solution is shown in Figs. 4.45 and 4.46.

4.2 MACHINING GEOMETRY OF CYLINDRICAL WORM
GEAR DRIVE HAVING CIRCULAR PROFILE IN AXIAL
SECTION

The shaping of a helicoidal surface using a grinding wheel can be
regarded as the meshing of worm and worm wheel when the angle
crossing the angle between their axes is equal to the angle of incli-
nation of the wheel (Krivenko, 1967).

Equations or the characteristic describing the grinding wheel as
an enveloping surface can be determined as previously discussed.
To transfer motion, the meshing side surfaces should remain in con-
tinuous contact. Because such surfaces when in relative motion are
determined by the same independent parameter, the method to
determine the enveloping surface of a single parameter series of
surfaces has to be investigated.

At least three different coordinate systems have to be chosen to
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Type Parameters Connection of coordinate systems; origination of surfaces

Figure 4.4a

Figure 4.4b
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Type Parameters Connection of coordinate systems; origination of surface

Figure 4.4c

Figure 4.4d
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Type Parameters Connection of coordinate systems; origination of surface

Figure 4.4e

Figure 4.4f
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Type Parameters Connection of coordinate systems; origination of surface

Figure 4.4g

Figure 4.4 Parameters used for generation of cylindrical worm gear drives
in accordance with general mathematical-kinematic model

Figure 4.5 Investigation of grinding; correlation between coordinate
systems
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investigate the drive between skew axes (Figure 4.5). In this case
four coordinate systems are used for the general model (Figure 4.1).

All the applied coordinate systems are right-hand systems. They
are defined as shown in Figure 4.1.

Substituting δ = 0; α = 0, the values obtained from Figures 4.5 and
4.1, into the general matrix Plh (equation (3.86)), the matrix (3.45)
can be obtained. This verifies that it is possible to deduce this spe-
cific case from the general mathematical model.

Knowing matrix Plh (which is equal to matrix (3.45)) the vector
of relative velocity using equation (3.39) can be calculated:

Knowing the conditions of relative velocity between worm and
grinding wheel, the equation of contact can be written as:

where n1F is the normal vector of surface No 1.

Its components are:

Substituting (4.15) and (4.17) into equation (4.16) the contact con-
ditions can be obtained as:
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Equation (4.18) formulates the correlation between parameters η,
& of the contact point between the worm and grinding wheel and
the angular displacement φ1 of the worm (element No 1).

To determine the contact curve in coordinate system S1F the fol-
lowing equation is used:

When movement parameter is kept constant, equation (4.18)
makes it possible to express one of the parameters and a vector-
scalar function, belonging to the value φ1, is obtained to formulate
the equation of the contact curve.

The correlation between the parameters in explicit form cannot
be determined for the equation of the contact curve when φ1 = con-
stant, as is the situation in this case. By choosing discrete values for
one of the parameters within the domain of validity belonging to
the real tooth surface from equation (4.19), the coordinates of the
contact curve can be calculated:

At the point of the characteristics rotated into the plane x2, z2 the
axial section of the wheel is obtained (as in Figure 4.8).
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The equation of the grinding wheel surface, shaped up as an
enveloping surface of the series of worm surfaces, can be obtained
in the S2F system as:

The scalar equations equivalent to vector equation (4.21), express-
ing the loci of contact curves in the coordinate system fixed to the
grinding wheel, are:

A numerical example has been run with input data: i = 12.5, a = 280
mm, m = 12 mm, ax = 50 mm for grinding of the worm. The re-
sults of the calculations provided the points of the characteristics
(equation (4.7) and Figure 4.12) and the axial section of the grind-
ing wheels. The correlation between parameters in explicit form
cannot be determined.

The coordinates of the grinding wheel profile calculated by the
computer show very good correlation with the profile drawn by the
profile projector from the profile manufactured by generation in
practice.

The block diagram (Figure 3.17) describes the computer pro-
gram of the calculations.
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The input data were as shown in Figure 4.6.

Nomination

Number of teeth worm

Module in axial section

Lead angle at reference
cylinder

Direction of tooth inclination

Radius of tooth arch in axial
section

Addendum height to adjust at
measurement of tooth chord
thickness

Value of worm chord thickness

Centre distance

Diameter of reference cylinder

Lead

Profile angle in axial section

Number of teeth on worm gear

Tolerance of radial knock of
worm teething

Tolerance of axial pitch
deviation of worm

Tolerance of lead of thread

Tolerance of worm profile
inclination

Symbol

Z1

m

γo

left

ρp

snl

fn l

a

doi

H

Pax

Z2

Frl

fp l

fγ

f f

Data

2

2

12°5'45"

left

36.6

9

10 +0.0

-0.125

280

84

56.5486

22°28'30"

51

3

12.5

21°2'15"

Left

50

10

13 +0.0

-0.125

280

97.5

117.809722

24°31'10"

35

5

16

27°45'30"

left

58.5

15

13.44 +0.0

-0.125

280

152

251.327408

23°9'

24

±0.017

±0.016

±0.018

0.08

Figure 4.6 Calculated and manufactured basic data of worms (wire-
drawing machines) having curved profile
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Figure 4.7 Contact curves for a 0100 mm (relieved milling cutter) with
grinding wheels having Ø290 mm, Ø 350 mm, Ø 100 mm diameters for
manufacturing curved profile worm
(Data of worm-worm gear are: i = 12; a = 280 mm; P1 = 40 kW; zl =
3; m = 12.5 mm; ρax =50 mm; K = 69.5 mm)

-15

Figure 4.8 Grinding wheel profiles belonging to contact curves shown in
Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.9 Grinding of ZTA type worm having circular profile in axial
section; contact curves

Figure 4.10 Contact curves obtained during grinding of ZTA type worm,
in polar coordinate system
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Geometrical data of worm
Number of starting on worm

Modules
Dedendum cylinder

Reference cylinder diameter
Addendum cylinder diameter
Diameter of the generating

cylinder
Radius of curvature on profile
Tooth thickness on reference

cylinder
Lead angle

Profile angle
Direction of lead

Diameter of grinding wheel
Value of angular step

Allowable tolerance of root
determination

/mm/
/mm/
/mm/
/mm/
/mm/

/mm/
/mm/

/fok/
/fok/
/j-b/

/mm/
/0.2-3/

/0.001-2/

3.00
12.00
76.00
96.00
116.00
69.00

50.00
13.00

20.56
24.83

j
290.00

1.00
0.001

t

Contact curve of worm and grinding wheel in
polar coordinate system

angular position/deg/
-12.00
-11.00
-10.00
-9.00
-8.00
-7.00
-6.00
-5.00
-4.00
-3.00
-2.00
-1.00
0.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

radius /mm/
57.951
57.675
57.355
56.987
56.563
56.078
55.521
54.383
54.154
53.321
52.369
51.282
50.042
48.630
47.025
45.200
43.125
40.753

Dimensions of grinding wheel profile

Z2F

Face width /mm/
14.035
14.048
14.050
14.038
14.010
13.961
13.886
13.779
13.632
13.434
13.173

y2F(Rk)
radius /mm/

127.610
127.526
127.512
127.574
127.720
127.956
128.291
128.736
129.301
130.000 J
130.845

12.834 | 131.852
12.397
11.835
11.116
10.197
9.016

r 133.039
134.423
136.025
137.868
139.980

7.482 142.406

Figure 4.11 Input-output data for the computer program determining
machining grinding wheel profile ofhelicoidal surface having circular profile
in axial section
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Figure 4.12 Enlarged detail of Figure 4.10

4.3 MACHINING GEOMETRY OF SPIROID DRIVES

In this section we review the results achieved by the use of GAD for
tools for spiroid drives and their manufacture. The results obtained
in the manufacture of conical helicoidal surfaces, especially in the
machining of spiroid drives, have a double importance:

• the possibility to use conical surfaces as worm surfaces;
• the possibility to use conical surfaces as back surfaces for mill-

ing cutter teething (these can be radial or diagonal back
surfaces).

The computer program, based on theoretical considerations and
discussed in Section 3.2, provides the possibility to plot conical heli-
coid surfaces, to determine the contact curve between the conical
helicoidal surface and the grinding wheel as well as to determine
the grinding wheel profile. When determining the wheel profile, the
possibility is open to optimize it, producing a mean profile variation
of the grinding wheel using the algorithm displayed in Section
3.2.2.4. This result can only be utilized when regulating the wheel
using a CNC-controlled wheel regulator but the knowledge of the
position for optimal wheel generation can be utilized for mechani-
cal wheel regulators too.
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Figure 4.13 KA type conical Archimedian helicoidal surface

(m=5 mm; d1 = 64 mm; βj = 100; βb = 300)

Figure 4.14 Contact curve; grinding of KA type conical Archimedian worm,
in polar coordinate system (minor diameter of worm da min)
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Figure 4.15 Contact curve; grinding of KA type conical Archimedian worm,
in polar coordinate system (major diameter of worm da max)

Figure 4.16 Contact curve; grinding of KA type conical Archimedian worm,
in polar coordinate system (mean diameter of worm da med)
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Figure 4.17 Optimal tool profile required for grinding of KA type conical
Archimedian worm
1 Wheel profile for da min 2 Wheel profile for da max 3 Wheel profile for opi
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Figure 4.18 KI type conical involute helicoidal surface
(m=5 mm; d1 = 64 mm; zl = 1; βJ = 10°; β b = 300; γD = 6.869 mm)

Figure 4.19 Contact curve; grinding of KI type conical involute worm in
polar coordinate system (minor diameter of worm da min)
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Figure 4.20 Contact curve; grinding of KI type conical involute worm in
polar coordinate system (major diameter of worm da max)

Figure 4.21 Contact curve; grinding of KI type conical involute worm in
polar coordinate system (mean diameter of worm da med)
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Figure 4.22 Optimal tool profile required for grinding of KI type conical
involute worm
1 Wheel profile for d amin 2 Wheel profile for damax 3 Wheel profile for .r J J a nun
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Figure 4.23 KN2 type grooved convolute helicoidal surface
(m=5 mm; dl = 64 mm; z1 = 1; βi = 100; βb = 300; γD = 1.172 mm)

Figure 4.24 Contact curve for grinding of KN2 type grooved convolute
conical worm in polar coordinate system (minor diameter of worm da min)
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Figure 4.25 Contact curve for grinding of KN2 type grooved convolute
conical worm in polar coordinate system (major diameter of worm da max)
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Figure 4.26 Optimal tool profile required for grinding of KN2 type grooved
conical convolute worm
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Figure 4.27 KNl type conical crawling convolute helicoidal surface
(m = 5 mm; dl = 64 mm; z1 = 1; = 10°; βb = 300; γD = 0.664 mm)

Figure 4.28 Contact curve; grinding of KNl type conical crawling
convolute worm (minor diameter of worm d amin )^
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Figure 4.29 Contact curve; grinding of KNl type conical crawling
convolute worm (major diameter of worm da max)

Figure 4.30 Contact curve; grinding of KNl type conical crawling
convolute worm (mean diameter of worm d )v J a mean'
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Figure 4.31 Optimal tool profile required for grinding of KNl type conical
crawling convolute worm
1 Wheel profile for da min 2 Wheel profile for da max 3 Wheel profile for opi
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GEOMETRIC DATA OF WORM
Type of worm k (KA)
N° of starting on worm /mm/ 1.00
Major diameter of worm /mm/ 74.00
Length of worm /mm/ 73.00
Tooth thickness on addendum cylinder /mm/ 4.00
in axial direction
Tooth addendum height /mm/ 5.00
Tooth height /mm/ 11.00
Angle of side surface inclination on the /degree/ 10.00
left
Angle of side surface inclination on the /degree/ 30.00
right
Half cone angle of worm /degree/ 5.00
Diameter of grinding wheel /mm/ 150.00
Radius of base cylinder /mm/ 0.00
Direction of tooth inclination /r-e/ r

GEOMETRIC SIZES OF GRINDING WHEEL PROFILE

Figure 4.32 Results of running program to determine grinding wheel profile
in contact with sbiroid worm coordinates obtained for damax and damax . ;JT J a max a min'

optimized profile can be obtained with φlopl. (see Figure 4.33)
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Figure 4.33 Changes in the position, in direction z2, for point on addendum

cylinder of grinding wheel, as a function of movement parameter φ1. The

value of optimal movement parameter φ1opi corresponds to a halved variation

in dimensions

4.4 INTERSECTION OF CYLINDRICAL HELICOIDAL
SURFACE HAVING CIRCULAR PROFILE IN AXIAL
SECTION (ZTA) AND THE ARCHIMEDIAN THREAD
FACE SURFACE AS GENERATING CURVE OF BACK
SURFACE

An helicoid surface in axial section, having a circular profile repre-
senting the enveloping surface of a worm gear-generating milling
cutter, can be described using a two-parameter equation system in
the Kif rotating coordinate system joined to the generating milling
cutter. The equation system, using Figure 4.34, is:
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Figure 4.34 Generation of cylindrical helicoid surface having circular profile
in axial section

where:
are the internal parameters of helicoidal surface,
is the radius of circular profile,

are coordinates of circular profile centre point for 9 = 0 in in
KiF coordinate system,

 is the reference cylinder of milling cutter,
 is the axial thread parameter.

The equation of the Archimedian helicoidal surface in the KiF co-
ordinate system characterized by the perpendicular to the thread
line on the reference cylinder of the wrapping surface is:

The solution of the simultaneous equations for the two surfaces is
mathematically the single parametric equation system of the edge
curve
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where:

Only the negative sign can be interpreted in practice.

Figure 4.35 Generation of the back surface on a generating milling cutter

4.4.1 Generation of radial back surface with generator curve

The intersection curve re(v) created by generation of the back sur-
face by radial relief is the generator (see Figure 4.35).

The parametric equations for coordinates of this curve can be
obtained so that when the back surface parameter 91= 0, the coor-
dinate systems Kif and Ke (xe, ye, ze) coincide.

The equations are:

As in Figure 4.35, let the coordinate system Ke move, in the
coordinate system KiF, with a thread motion. Let the thread motion be
determined by the parameters pa (axial), pr (radial) and 9l (angular).
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During the relative displacement the curve, re, determined by
equations (4.27), remains in contact with the back surface rif(v,v1).

The correlation between coordinate systems Klf and Ke is deter-
mined by the matrix:

Using the matrix M1F,e the equation of the back surface is:

4.4.2 Contact curve of the back surface and the grinding
wheel

As the back surface is a conical helicoidal surface, the kinematic
arrangement for machining is the same as shown in Figure 3.27.

This model derived from the general model (Figure 4.1), as re-
viewed in (4.3), can be derived by substituting a = 0° and c = 0.
Using the same method, the relative velocity vector between the two
bodies can be determined by deriving the matrix Pls from the gen-
eral matrix Plk by applying equations (3.78) and (3.86), ie:

For the sake of simplicity let η be written instead of η (9) only
for the components that can be obtained from the following
equations:
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The normal vector of the back surface is:

After completing partial differentiation and calculating the vec-
tor products for the components of the normal vector:
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where:

From equations (4.31) and (4.33) the equation for contact be-
tween the points of the back surface and grinding wheel can be
written as:
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where 9 = φ1+9.

From the point of view of the machining geometry, a back surface,
shaped by radial relief, can be inserted into conical helicoid sur-
faces. In other words, using the general kinematic model, the mated
tool profile necessary for its meshing can be determined as has been
seen in this chapter. Cylindrical or conical helicoidal surfaces and
back surfaces machined by axial, radial or diagonal relief can all be
handled using this model.

The tools manufactured will be discussed in Section 4.5.

4.5 MANUFACTURED TOOLS FOR WORM GEAR
GENERATION AND OTHER TOOLS HAVING
HELICOIDAL SURFACES

4.5.1 Design and manufacture of worm gear milling cutters

The practical realization of a theoretically precise worm milling
cutter creates serious technological difficulties and, consequently,
approximate solutions are chosen to keep the deviations within the
tolerance range.

Objectives:

• to increase the service life of the tool, the possibility for
resharpening should be increased (Figure 4.42a, b);

• to develop a method of relief suitable for the precise shaping of
generator milling cutters using traditional devices, the tools ful-
filling practical requirements.

V.

Because back surfaces can be shaped up either as cylindrical or
conical helicoidal surfaces, no new theoretical approach is necessary
to machine them. Determining the equation of the back surface
using the method presented in Section 3.3, then using this equation,
a mated grinding wheel profile can be derived that has practically
the same wheel profiling as the profile calculated for the task to be
solved. To carry out this task there are several possibilities:

• to cut out a master template, according to the calculated pro-
file, using a CNC-controlled electric-sparking machine having
wire electrodes, to copy precisely the wheel-profile;
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applying a CNC-controlled wheel-regulator device. The author
has developed such a device, licensing it as an invention of duty,
to solve this problem (Dudas, 1988a).

The profile corrections carried out using the device gave good re-
sults regarding the precision of the grinding wheel profile.

Relief both of the flyblade and the milling cutter can be carried
out using finger-shaped, disc-shaped or a hollow cylindrical-shaped
grinding wheel (see Figures 4.40 and 4.41). The diameter of the
grinding wheel in the case of the disc-shaped or hollow cylindrical-
shaped tool can be determined knowing the value of the relief and
the geometry of the milling cutter.

Investigating the axial profiles of tools manufactured in this way,
it was found that they fulfilled the requirements of precision in
shape (Figure 4.42).

Naturally, in the case of radial relief after resharpening of the
tool, a deviation in radial size occurs (transfer of cutting edge, cor-
rections a, Ay are necessary as Figure 4.38b shows). The effect of
this phenomenon was investigated in the context of possible
resharpening (Dudas, 1998e). The calculated sizes measured by pro-
file gauge in the axial sections of the tool show good correlation.
Significant defaults in profile, owing to changes in radial size, have
not been detected. Regarding the normal resharpening reserve
[(0.05 ÷ 0.1) x module], the value of default remained less than the
allowable profile distortion (Figure 4.42) for this new manufactur-
ing method. The contact area given in Figure 8.4 testifies to this fact.
Figure 8.9 was obtained during manufacture of the worm gear af-
ter removing the complete resharpening reserve.
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Figure 4.36 Wheel profiles necessary to grind arched profile worm, as a
function of diameter (for power transmission OL-3 type metal sheet cutter)

30°

Figure 4.37 Profile of circular milling cutter for worm having circular profile
in axial section
Data of worm: M = 6.25 mm; K = 40 mm; pax 25 mm (Duddas, 1986e)e)
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Zi N° of startings

di diameter of the
reference cylinder

profile angle

li dedendum height of
worm

12 dedendum height of
worm gear

α1 backing angle of the
tool (radial type)

u N° of teeth

φ cone angle for
starting cone

ds diameter of reference
cylinder

dmax maximum diameter

tax axial pitch

γs lead angle

Ay difference in lead
angles of the worm
and of the tool

hs total tooth height

h value of relief

Hh lead of chip-groove

Li length of the tool

α b profile angle on the
left side

a. profile angle on the
right side

Figure 4.38 Block diagram to determine geometric data of the tool, generator
milling cutter for worm gear
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Design of ZA type worm milling cutter
Basic data
Modules
N° of starts
Diameter of the reference cylinder
Lead angle of the worm
Angle of the tooth side
Dedendum height of the worm tooth
Dedendum height of the worm gear
Angle of the back surface on the tool
Chosen angle of the back surface
Angle of the starting cone
Direction of worm lead

/mm/:
/mm/:
/mm/:

/grade/:
/grade/:

/mm/:
/mm/:

8- 10 /grade/:
/pcs/:

/grade/:

Designed tool data
Modules
N° of starts
Diameter of the reference cylinder
Max. diameter
Axial pitch
Lead
Lead angle on the tool
Difference of lead angles
Total tooth height
Value of backing-off
Lead of chip-groove
Length of the starting cone
Total length of the tool
Profile angle on the left side
Profile angle on the right side

/mm/:
/mm/:
/mm/:
/mm/
/mm/

/mm/:
/grade/
/grade/

/mm/
/mm/
/mm/
/mm/
/mm/

/grade/
/grade/

4.5000
1.0000

72.6000
3.5469 3°32'48"

20.0000
5.4000
5.4000
8.0000

10.0000
20.0000

j

4.5000
1.0000

74.0500
84.8500
14.1372
14.1372
3.4776
0.0693

10.8000
3.7463

3828.1340
26.7055
70.5154
19.9346
20.0658

3°28'39"
0°4'9"

19°56'4"
20°3'56"

Max. size of grinding wheel
The required value of relief
Allowable max. diameter of the grinding wheel

16 [°]
89 [mm]

Correction data for resharpening of generator milling
cutter for worm gear

N° of starts on worm
Modules
Diameter of the worm reference cylinder
Diameter of the tool reference cylinder
Addendum cylinder diameter of the tool
Backing angle of the tool
Value of the step in direction of the diameter

[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]

[°]
[mm]

1
4.500

72.600
74.050
84.850
8.000
0.100

Figure 4.38a Design of Archimedian type worm gear generator milling
cutter; input data
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Sizes of tooth in normal section

Radius
[mm(Rsz)

31.625
32.125
32.625
33.125
33.625
34.125
34.625
35.125
35.625
36.125
36.625
37.125
37.625
38.125
38.625
39.125
39.625
40.125
40.625
41.125
41.625
42.125

Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Face Width
[mm](Ssz)

10.002
9.639
9.276
8.913
8.549
8.186
7.823
7.459
7.096
6.733
6.369
6.006
5.643
5.280
4.916
4.553
4.190
3.826
3.463
3.100
2.736
2.373

Addendum
cylinder diameter

(d01)[mm]
84.850
84.750
84.650
84.550
84.450
84.350
84.250
84.150
84.050
83.950
83.850
83.750
83.650
83.550
83.450
83.350
83.250
83.150
83.050
82.950

Reference cylinder
diameter

(do1) [mm]

74.050
73.950
73.850
73.750
73.650
73.550
73.450
73.350
73.250
73.150
73.050
72.950
72.850
72.750
72.650
72.550
72.450
72.350
72.250
72.150

Changing in centre
distance

(Δa)[mm]
0.725
0.675
0.625
0.575
0.525
0.475
0.425
0.375
0.325
0.275
0.225
0.175

0.125
0.075
0.025
-0.025
-0.075
-0.125
-0.175
-0.225

Value of angle correction(Δγ)
[grade-minute-second]

0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad
0 grad

4'
3'
3'
3'
3'
2'
2'
2'
1'
1'
1'
1'
o'
0'
o'
0'
o'
0'
r
1'

9"
53"
36"
19"
2"
45"

. 27"
10"
53"
36"
18"
1'

44"
26"
9"
9"
26"
44"
2"
19"

Figure 4.38b Calculation of the milling cutter according to block diagram;

output data
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Figure 4.39 Generator worm milling cutter

Figure 4.40 Grinding of the generator worm milling cutter for worm having
circular profile in axial section
m = 6.25 mm; K = 40 mm; ρnx =25 mm

'
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Figure 4.41 Grinding of the generator milling cutter for worm having
circular profile in axial section

m = 12.5 mm; K = 59 mm; ρnx = 50 mm

Figure 4.42a Checking after resharpening of the generator milling cutter
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Figure 4.42b, c Profiles calculated after the resharpening
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Figure 4.43a Geometry of the generator milling cutter for spiroid gear 

Figure 4.43b Relief by p’nding of the generator milling cutter for spiroid 
gear 
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Figure 4.44a, b, c Group of manufactured tools and driving elements
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Figure 4.45 Contact curve and its enlarged detail with the calculated values
in polar coordinates
(The contact curve presents the points of contact for grinding of the ZK2 type
worm (according to Figure 4.4e))
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Figure 4.46 Coordinates of the profile points in the axial section of the ZK2
type worm (according to Figure 4.4e)



GRINDING WHEEL 
PROFILING DEVICES 

The exact mathematical investigations of geometric problems can 
only achieve their aims if they can be validated in practice in the 
manufacturing process. 

During the past decades several different grinding wheel profil- 
ing devices (regulators) for manufacturing helicoidal surfaces were 
developed. We shall now summarize the features of these in order 
that they may be differentiated according to the principle of regu- 
lation, either as mechanical generators equipped by rigid 
programming or as numerically controlled CNC equipment. 

Though both types of devices serve the same purpose, they o p  
erate basically on different principles. These two principles are: 

1. Principle of backward generation: The tool imitating the theoreti- 
cal surface of the worm with the vertex point of a diamond 
regulates the grinding wheel profile. This is the working princi- 
ple of traditionally used additional grinding wheel profile 
generating devices (as in ruled surface worms) which, positioned 
in place of the worm and joined into the kinematical chain of the 
machine tool, imitate the geometric shape of real worm. 

Assuming that diamond is used as the engineering material 
for the helicoidal surface, the grinding wheel is ground to a cor- 
rect profile within the kinematical chain, in the actual position 
of the mated worm. 

2. Principle of enveloping: This principle differs from the princi- 
ple of backward generation in that the grinding wheel profile 
to be generated or the worm profile to be developed is deter- 
mined by calculations assuming that the tool and worm mutually 
envelop each other. 

5
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This principle can be applied far more widely than the pre- 
vious one. Suitable software can be applied for arbitrarily-mated 
tool helicoid surfaces. The principle of enveloping involves theo- 
retical kinematical considerations while the principle of 
backward generation requires more practical treatment. 

5.1 DEVICES OPERATED ACCORDING TO 
MECHANICAL PRINCIPLE 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The most used mechanically operated or rigid program holder de- 
vices can be classified into the following groups: 

The control program is embodied in the thread-copying gauge 
(eg device regulation in axial section of the grinding wheel de- 
veloped by the firm Klingelnberg) . 
Copying by pantograph (eg the ‘Diaform’ equipment) 
(Klingelnberg) . 
Devices realizing ‘control by generation’ in the axial section of 
helicoidal surfaces applicable to ruled surfaces (‘matrix’ proce- 
dure) (Csibi, 1990). 
Devices to regulate the wheel along its arc on grinding wheels 
for arched profile worms (Niemann, Litvin method) 
(Patentschrift, Deutsches Patentamt, Nos 905444 47h 3/855527 
27h; Russian Patent No. 139.531). 
Device to regulate the wheel in preparation of its profile for 
precise grinding in the axial sections of the circular profile 
worm. This device has been developed and used by the author 
(Dud&, 1973; Dud& et al, 1983). 

Of the solutions enumerated above, the author’s own research work 
(5) will be described. The structure of this device and principle of 
its operation will be summarized briefly. The other important shape- 
correcting grinding processes have already been reviewed in 
Chapter 2. There it was noted that the problems of worms with cir- 
cular profiles are related to problems of worms having ruled 
surfaces. This is important because the shape of a grinding wheel, 
and whether it is precise enough, determines the distortion in the 
worm, especially for high leads. This fact is emphasized in the lit- 
erature (Niemann and Weber, 1954). 

Therefore, determination of the profile of the wheel so that no 
distortion of the worm surface could occur either in axial or in 
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normal section, and thus keep the required (the prescribed) pro-
file, was the aim of the work.

The essence of the operational principle of the device designed
by the author is that the radius ρax of the generator circle of the
worm to be ground is moved into a well-defined position, making
it possible for it to roll down before the grinding wheel (Dudas,
1986a). The grinding wheel should be turned away by angle y (gen-
erally the mean lead angle on the workpiece to get it in working
position) while the regulating device should be positioned into the
centre line of the main spindle (this is the centre line of worm)
(Dudas, 1973; Dudas, Csermely and Varga, 1994).

The regulating device (Figure 5.2) is centred (Ill-Ill axis) through
its driving fork joined to the main spindle, and the kinematic chain
Q of the machine tool manages its axial displacement in accordance
with the parameter p and it turns parallel to the grinding wheel as
well as the worm to be machined.

The wheel is regulated by turning it grade by grade up to com-
pletion; the diamond, together with the generating regulator, roll
out to leave the wheel surface. In Figure 5.1 diamond No 1 shapes
up the addendum circle of the wheel while diamond No 2 manu-
factures the working surface of it (pax ).

Figure 5.3 shows the process of wheel generation in practice. The
diamond No 2 vertex point (Figures 5.1 and 5.3) is joined to the
guiding arm so that its centre of rotation is distance K from the
worm axis. The profile of the wheel obtained by generating regu-
lation was compared with the wheel profiles obtained without
regulation. The result is shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 shows that by generation, the details (addendum) of
the wheel that cause the profile distortion of the worm in normal
section during machining carried out during roll in and out are
removed.

Profile distortion caused by change of the wheel size (Hoschek,
1965; Niemann and Weber, 1954) when applying the new generat-
ing method does not occur. That is, the helicoidal surface obtained
by machining is independent of wheel diameter, because the wheel
profile was obtained by backward generation from the worm in
every case of re-regulation (Dudas, 1980; Dudas and Ankli, 1978).

This principle is important because the tool required to gener-
ate the worm gear can be manufactured corresponding to the worm
with which it will be mated.
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Figure 5.1 Principle of operation of the generating regulator device (Dudas
type)
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5.2 ADVANCED VERSION OF THE WHEEL-
REGULATING DEVICE OPERATING ON THE
MECHANICAL PRINCIPLE

For mass-production manufacturing it is necessary to develop a
wheel-regulating device suitable for universal use over a wide range
of sizes. In previous versions, separate bridles were necessary for the
different sizes with parameters being changed; this implies addi-
tional manufacturing capacity. To avoid these difficulties the device
shown in Figure 5.5 was developed. Its operation is described below
(Dudas and Ankli, 1978).

Body 14 is linked to the centres so that the device is connected
into the Q kinematical chain. Element 12 is to be shifted (after loos-
ening bolts 17) to adjust the centre of the circular arc guiding the
diamond point through distance K. The parameter pax can be ad-
justed by choosing the centre of rotation for the teethed stirrup
frame 8 and by shifting axially the diamond 2. For smaller sizes of
pax it is better to use the point 18 on body 12, for the centre of ro-
tation to apply a suitable size stirrup frame. Mating the involute
worm having two starts with the helical gear produces the generat-
ing movement. The spindle 6 is mated with gear 7, which is mated
to the helical teethed stirrup frame 8.

Figure 5.2 Sketch of operation of the regulated generator device (Dudas,
1976)
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The adjustment limits are K = 50-100 mm and pax = 20-60 mm.
This device has been used in a significant number of worm gear

drives produced recently. Practical experience has testified to its ease
of use, its excellent precision and the improvement in quality in
surface roughness of worm acheived.

The diamond point (2) runs through several generator lines situ-
ated side by side on the thread side of the worm and regulates the
grinding wheel profile correctly from a kinematic point of view. The
diamond point (2) is joined to the grinding arm so that its centre
of rotation is distance K from the axis of the worm. The value of the
circular profile (pax) in the axial section of worm can be precisely
adjusted in the device. The grinding wheel regulated by this method
for the grinding of the worm generates a kinematically correct
worm profile.

The profile of the wheel obtained by generating regulation has
been compared with the profiles of wheels obtained without use of
generating regulation. The difference between them can be seen in
Figure 5.6.

A finer finishing wheel can be generated by shifting the eccen-
tric arm into a 1:2 gearing ratio position and the movements can
be produced by position 9, 6, 7 and 8 connections. Otherwise, the
operation of this device is the equivalent of that previously described
(see Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.3 Principle of regulation by wheel generation (Dudas, 1973)
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Figure 5.4 Wheel profiles obtained by regulated generator and without
regulation

Figure 5.5 Operation of the advanced version of the wheel-generating device
(Dudas and Ankli, 1978)
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Figure 5.6 Actual wheel profiles obtained using generating regulation (2) and
without generating regulation (1) (a = 200 mm, z1 = 3, m = 12.5 mm)

Figure 5.7 Generation of the wheel at the end of generation in the rolling
out position of the profiling device (test manufacturing) (Dudas, 1973,
Dudas et al, 1983)
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Figure 5.9 The advanced version of the wheel profiling device at 
t - o m m e n m t  ofgeneration (Dad& and Ankli, 1978) 
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Figure 5.10 Practical realization of grinding

5.3 CNC-CONTROLLED GRINDING WHEEL PROFILING
EQUIPMENT FOR GENERAL USE

In this section the equipment and the procedure that make possi-
ble the profiling of grinding wheels suitable for machining
geometrically correct planes and axisymmetrical and helicoidal sur-
faces are discussed.

For worm gear drives transferring high power and of high gear-
ing ratio, it is necessary to shape up the contact surfaces to facilitate
high load-carrying capacity and allow the build-up of hydrodynamic
conditions of lubrication. These contact surfaces are characterized
by the fact that the majority of momentary contact curves are in-
clined by at about 90° to the relative velocities within the field of
engagement (Niemann and Weber, 1942).
Besides the better conditions of engagement brought about by de-
veloping geometrically correct grinding technology it should be
possible that changes in diameter of the grinding wheel, after each
re-regulation, do not influence the shape of the worm but allow it
to always generate the same helicoidal surface. It is important that
the grinding of the tool, which will be used for generation of the
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worm gear, can also used to prepare the equivalent worm with
which it will be mated.

To fulfil the above requirements so that:

• removal of workpiece from the machine, necessary for regula-
tion of the wheel, and then clamping it again, is avoided;

• it is possible that the grinding of the wheel with changing pro-
file be regulated with at least the precision determined by the
precision limit (during operation);

• the process is able to fit or to integrate into a highly automated
manufacturing system;

it is best to use a device controlled by CNC.
The aim of the CNC device is to avoid the mistakes and shortfalls

of traditional procedures and machine tools, to reach better engage-
ment conditions than at present and to create worm gear drives of
high efficiency. Such a device, owing to its numerical control being
able to be integrated into computer aided manufacturing systems,
operates with high precision and easily compensates for profile dis-
tortions automatically. It is equally suitable both for time-to-time and
for continuous profiling. The profiling device, being independent
equipment, can be linked to existing traditional or to numerically-
controlled grinding machine tools or it can be built into the unit.
To realize these aims, the principle of enveloping instead of the
principle of backward generation should be used. Both principles
were discussed at the beginning of this chapter.

The grinding wheel, regulated by this equipment, can be re-
garded as backward generated from the worm to be ground.
Because the profile of the grinding wheel is determined as an en-
veloping of that to be machined using the mathematical method,
the wheel will be profiled after that. Both the mathematical and the
numerical algorithms developed make possible the determination
of tool profiles suitable for machining arbitrary cylindrical or coni-
cal helicoidal surfaces.

The calculations should be repeated or suitable corrections made
when the centre distance of the grinding wheel and machined sur-
face has changed.

The wheel-regulating device can be built as one of several con-
structional variants. For one of these constructions (see Figure 5.15)
the grinding wheel regulating device operates by angular displace-
ment of the diamond tool (pencil) round axis Bl (perpendicular
to the surface) and will dress the wheel controlled along two axes
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Figures 5.11 - 5.12 Wheel regulation (suitable for grinding of spiroid
worm) of cubic boron-nitride wheel
(E63 150x10x32x12x2, LO 63/50 C2 K)
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to produce the required shape. This solution requires NC control
along three axes (Su and Dudas, 1966).

Another possible grinding wheel regulation device (Figure 5.16)
is shaped up so that the diamond disc, of machining grinding wheel
profile, rotates round its own axis while it is controlled, according
to the required profile, along the two axes (x1 - z1).

This type, the regulating roller device, is suitable for controlling
the 2D path parallel to the correction of the tool radius.

It is suggested that by turning the wheel round axis B2, in accord-
ance with Figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18, the field of the application
of this device would be widened.

In Figure 5.17 the two-roller regulating devices can be seen. In
the device shown in Figures, 5.16 and 5.17, the CNC axes (suffixes
2) give the directions of relative displacement between the grinding
wheel and the CNC-controlled grinding machine tool.

It was planned to develop a device meeting several aims (Figure
5.18). The advantage of this solution is that both sides of the grind-
ing wheel can be profiled by using the same tool. One possible
variant is a construction using a single wheel.

It provides the possibility of formation using a simpler construc-
tion. The control system is similar to that applied in conventional
NC lathe turning machines.

It differs basically from all existing devices in that, when adjust-
ing it to an optimal angle (aopt), one side of the wheel is kept
constant during machining, both sides of the grinding wheel being
continuously regulated with the same roller and it being turned
round axis B2. (The value of the turning angle during machining
will be optimized by calculation.) Applying this method, it is possi-
ble to manufacture a workpiece with arbitrary profile with minimum
wear of the wheel.

By continuous turning it round axis B2 (round axis x2), it can be
guaranteed that, by minimal re-regulation of the wheel, owing to its
continuous regulation, the result will be a geometrically correct
profile. The maximum value of turn, (B2) max, is the value of an-
gle corresponding to difference Δz2 (see Figure 3.33).

This device can be applied in two versions, partly as an additional
automation unit for existing machines (Figure 5.19), and partly as a
unit of a newly constructed thread grinding CNC machine (Figure
5.20). Continuous regulation is only possible in the second situation.
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The symbols, applied in previous figures, are:

SZB - regulating device
TE - power electronics unit
NC - numerical controlling unit
ka - data supply manual or it is solved by auxiliary data bank
vj - controlling signal
ej - reference signal
INT - interface unit
PC - personal computer
MO - screen unit
TU - keyboard unit
HT - (magnetic) auxiliary data bank
PR - printer unit
NC/PC - numerical control or personal computer
NCK - numerical control unit of the grinding machine
TEK - power electronics unit to grinding machine
KG - grinding machine

The block diagram related to generation of CNC control statements
and profiles of grinding wheel can be seen in Figure 3.32.

Figure 5.13 Grinding of KI type spiroid worm using grinding wheel having
superhard grains
(m = 5, z1 = 1, a = 100 mm, rD = 6 mm (Dudas, 1986d)
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Figure 5.14 Grinding of KI type spiroid worm using grinding wheel having
superhard grains
(E63 150x10x32x12x2 LO 63/50 C2 K)

Figure 5.15 Principle of the 2L + 1R type regulating device (Dudas, 1988a)
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Figure 5.16 Principle of the 2D (2L) type regulating device (Dudas, 1988a)

Figure 5.17 One possible variant of two-roller 2D regulating device (Dudas,
1988a)
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Figure 5.19 Block schemes of the two possible variants to apply periodical
wheel-regulating device

Figure 5.20 Block scheme of the continuous wheel-regulating device (Dudas,
1988a)



QUALITY CONTROL OF
WORMS

The assessment of worm gear drives is a many-sided task, including
the checking of the geometric sizes of the mated elements, the
analysis of their meshing conditions and investigation of their op-
erational characteristics. Expert evaluation of a worm gear drive is
only possible after completing a series of tasks and evaluating their
results.

Assessment should cover the following areas:

• checking geometry of the worm;
• investigation of the meshing conditions (see Chapter 8);
• checking the more important characteristics of the operation

(see Chapter 8).

6.1 CHECKING THE GEOMETRY OF WORMS

Geometric checking should include:

• deviation in axial pitch fp1;
• deviation in cumulative lead f ;
• deviations of worm profile ffr;
• radial runout of the worm thread line Frlr.rlr

The teeth of the worm can be checked using a special checking
device made for the checking of hobs, by using a universal device
for the complex checking of worm gear drives or by using univer-
sal measuring instruments or devices providing measurement of
worm thread lines.

6
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The advantage of the special device for checking modular hobs
is to make quick and simple checking possible. Its disadvantage is
that it can only be used for worm checking. To check the worm and
the worm gear separately as well as to check the drive during the
operation can only be carried out using universal measuring devices.

The checking of the above-mentioned parameters of the worm
gear drive was carried out using a PSR-750 type (Klingelnberg made)
complex worm gear drive checking device. All the measurements
carried out are not reviewed here but in the section dealing with
measurements of profile deviations of the worm. Because it is closely
connected with manufacture and inspection of geometrically coupled
worm-worm gear it may be carried out as suggested in Chapter 2.

The main characteristics of the worms manufactured by the
author are summarized in the table shown in Figure 4.6.

6.1.1 Determination of worm profile deviation

The deviation of a worm profile is the perpendicular distance (ffr)
between two theoretically correct tooth profiles spanning upper and
lower extremities of the actual profile of the worm within the work-
ing range (Figure 6.1). The precise solution in the case of a circular
profile can be found in (6.1).

The theoretical bases of this investigation are presented in Figures
6.1 and 6.2. Measurement of profile deviation should be carried out
in the axial section of the worm, ie the plane of the nominal circu-
lar profile. The deviations of the theoretical and the actual profiles
from line a-a should be determined; the differences of the value of
profile deviation can then be determined. The line a-a is a chord
perpendicular to normal at the point of the theoretical profile fit-
ted on the reference cylinder.

The difference between theoretical and actual profiles is:

(6.1)
where:

h' is arc depth on actual profile (as determined by measurement),
h is arc depth on theoretical profile (as determined by

calculation).

The value of profile deviation is determined by the sum of the
absolute values of the upper limit deviation (plus) and lower limit
deviation (minus), that is:
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The actual value of this deviation should be less than the toler-
ance of profile deviation ff (MSZ 05.5502-75).

The distance hi. between the theoretical profile and line a-a can
be calculated using Figure 6.2.

The equation giving the correlation between arc height h. and
chord length Si based on Figure 6.2. is:

where i = 0, 1, 2, 3 ...
Using equation (6.3) to obtain the arbitrary a-a line, the theo-

retical values of ±si/2 and the arc height hi. can be calculated.
After completing the calculations, values of h' can be determined

by measurement, guiding the preceptor along line a-a. Then the
value of the worm profile deviation can be obtained. The theoreti-
cal layout of the measurement is given in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.1 Interpretation of worm profile deviation
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Figure 6.2 Mathematical bases of worm profile deviation measurements

During measurement (following the steps in Figure 6.3) the meas-
uring head 8 has to be rotated round point O2 by angle δax with the
help of adjusting pin 9 and by applying a set of calibrated measur-
ing plates 5. The angle δax refers to the perpendicular to the worm
axis, at position δax = 0.

Then the preceptor 9 should be set on the reference cylinder line
and the indicator 4 should be set to zero for indication displace-
ment ±si/2 and, at the same time, indicator 3 should be set to zero
as well. The accuracy of these indicators is 1/1000 mm.

The feeler of the original system of the device (PSR-750) cannot
be used because of chord height (8 = 50 mm and δax2 = 58.5 mm).
A new feeler was manufactured to measure the profile deviation for
use within the total range of the tooth flank.

The feeler deflection hi. which accords to actual profile can be
measured as a function of the axial displacement ± Si/2 by adjusting
screw 6.

In the example tabulated in Figure 6.4 are shown the results of
the measurement carried out on a worm with gearing ratio i =
11.67. The table contains both theoretical and measured values,
their differences and the allowable deviations within the tolerance
(fr).

The maximum profile deviation calculated from the values shown
in the table is:
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Direction of ± according to Fig. 6.2.

Figure 6.3 Sketch of the profile deviation measurement

Based on the tabulated values (Figure 6.4) it can be seen that the
worm was manufactured well within the tolerance allowed (0.08 mm).

The results confirm that, with the circular generator curve of the
worm tooth positioned in its axial section, together with use of the
generating method to shape up profile of the disc grinding wheel
and the generator hob, as was discussed in Chapter 2, the method
proved to be satisfactory.

6.2 CHECKING OF HELICOIDAL SURFACES ON 3D
MEASURING MACHINES

Distortion and shape deviations of helicoid surfaces during machin-
ing can occur owing to wear and re-sharpening of the tool
employed, together with limited accuracy in the setting of the tool.

The geometrical checking methods used for helicoidal surfaces have
changed during the years; they have been updated and are now becom-
ing more accurate. Master gauges previously used to check profiles, the
go and no go gauges, made possible the assessment of surfaces on a
subjective basis and could only be used for helicoid surfaces with well-
defined geometric characteristics. Up-to-date devices, employing
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Figure 6.4 Profile deviations as defined in Figure 6.2

Figure 6.5: Measurement of worm profile shape deviation using
Klingelnberg PSR-750 type measuring device
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high-precision measurement gauges, can now provide assessment on a
more objective basis, with 0.01 - 0.001 mm accuracy.

The basic problem of the traditional geometrical checking meth-
ods is to handle helicoidal surfaces as two-dimensional plane figures
and to evaluate the cumulating effects of different directional de-
viations as planar effects (eg axial pitch, effect of the radial runout
in face plane, profile deviation in axial section etc).

The problem is particularly outstanding in the evaluation of the
profile deviations of helicoidal surfaces.

ISO 1328-1975 defines profile deviation as: 'The perpendicular dis-
tance between two neighbouring nominal profiles limiting the actual
profile on two sides at a given section
along the working profile'.

The limits of this definition in the case of the circular profile worm
(between two arcs erected from different centre points, to define the
perpendicular distance) are especially problematical (Figure 6.1).

Therefore it is essential that there is a theoretically laid basis for
the checking method for worm surfaces as three-dimensional blocks,
their detailed working out and use in practice.

To answer this demand, the application of computer techniques
to measurement has made it possible to handle a database efficiently
by connecting coordinate measuring devices to computers. These
three coordinate measuring devices have already been applied to
several levels of automation.

Efforts have been made within recent years to carry out the geo-
metric checking of helicoidal surfaces with high precision using
three coordinate measuring devices. To make them suitable to this
task they are equipped with NO or CNC-controlled high-precision
ancillary equipment (eg indexing attachments, mechanized meas-
uring heads, etc) and with respect to their construction can be
regarded as single-purpose equipment. For this reason their use can
only be regarded as economic for mass production. Leading manu-
facturers strive to integrate the three-dimensional measuring systems
into manufacturing the line.

6.2.1 Use of 3D measuring machines

The system of conditions for the operation of a measuring system
is determined basically by the characteristics of the machine in ques-
tion. The important characteristics are presented in Figure 6.6.
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• Manual equipment: hand-operated and controlled;
• motor-driven equipment: hand-controlled with servo-driven

movement transmitters. Protected against overload of stylus;
CNC equipment: controlled by microprocessors so the complete
process of measurement can be automated.

The level of automation of the measuring equipment determines to
a great extent the methods of checking for different surfaces, and
the design of the software handling the data measured.

6.2.1.1 CNC-controlled equipment supplied with circular table

An additional unit situated on the measuring table, in practice a
circular table, guarantees high-precision positioning. The master-
piece is fixed on the circular table and by touching it with the
surface of the stylus, this master-piece, using a 'teaching program',
generates in the memory of the computer the path performed by
the feeler point, which is a surface of equal distance to the surface

Figure 6.6 Classification of measuring machines according to level of
automation
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of the master-piece. Then the workpiece to be checked has to be
placed in the same position, so that the measuring head can be di-
rected into known points and their deviation from measured points
can be determined. Using statistics to evaluate the deviations, the
helicoidal surface can be assessed (using a large number of points).
In the case of small-scale manufacturing it is not worth manufactur-
ing a master-piece; instead, a separate program can be used to
determine coordinates of the points to be checked, in the form of
the vector control facing in the direction of the surface normal.

6,2.1.2 CNC-controlled equipment supplied with non-circular basic table

This method does not require the fixing of the workpiece to be
checked in a defined position on the measuring table. The 'scan-
ning' technique is most frequently used to define the surface to be
measured. The essence of this method is that the measuring head
is controlled in two directions of the coordinate system, while in the
third direction the automated stylus follows the surface. The surface
determined by the centre point of the spherical end of the stylus in
well-defined pitches will be determined, so any arbitrary surface can
be surveyed by the system. To determine the actual surface from the
surface described by the centre point of the spherical stylus is only
possible approximately. An approximate determination of the actual
surface points can be carried out as follows:

Figure 6.7 Determination of real tangential points
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1. First, the equalizing curves or an equalizing surface will be fit-
ted to the set of points determined by the spherical stylus (see
Kyusojin et al 1986).

2. Second, along the normal vectors of the equalizing surface the
points of the actual surface can be defined as points situated at
distance r, the radius of the spherical stylus used.

The approximate nature of this procedure comes partly from the
approximate character of the equalizing surface, and partly from the
fact that the point on the actual surface is determined on the nor-
mal vector of the previous, equalizing surface (Figure 6.7b), though
the centre point of the spherical stylus is situated along the normal
vector of the real surface (Figure 6.7a).

6.3 CHECKING OF HELICOIDAL SURFACES BY
APPLICATION OF 3D MEASURING DEVICE PREPARED
FOR GENERAL USE (WITHOUT CIRCULAR TABLE,
CNC-CONTROLLED)

As with helicoidal surfaces, these are always manufactured, except
in specialist manufacturing firms, in small or medium size quanti-
ties, the capacity required for checking them being less than the
capacity of the measuring machines. The automated measurement
of helicoidal surfaces, taking into account new developments, could
be used with, for example, a commercial 3D measuring device.

Following is a description of a method of potential general use
for the checking of the geometry of helicoidal surfaces. This takes
into account the characteristics of coordinate measuring devices (eg
Mitutoyo, DEA, Johanson, etc types) (Banyai, 1977).

The own-program system of the general measuring device is suit-
able for coordinate transformations, so the helicoidal surface can
be measured in its own coordinate system and the checking by
measurement can be carried out in that coordinate system. Using
a ruby sphere as a stylus, the counter of the measuring device, at the
point of contact of the stylus and the surface, will register the co-
ordinates x, y, z of the spherical stylus centre (Figure 6.8). The
coordinates of the contact point would be determined by calcula-
tions that influence the precision of the measurement.

In developing the measurement program it should be an aim that
the geometric checking is carried out at uniform points independent
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of the type of helicoidal surface. To fulfil this requirement the
equations of the different types of helicoidal surfaces ( r l F ) should be
formulated in common bases as in Chapter 3.

By appropriate selection of the parameters of helicoidal surfaces
the possibility arises to detect the origin of errors shown up in the
geometric checking. From a practical point of view it is useful to
choose as a parameter for the helicoidal surface one of the coordi-
nates determining the generator curve (edge of the tool, contact
curve etc) of the helicoid surface (η).

It can therefore be concluded, and as seen in Chapter 3, the
equations for different types of helicoid surfaces can be determined
from the data. In the general case it can be written as:

It is known that the normal vector at the contact point of a sphere
and any oblique surface should fit on to the centre point of the
sphere. This can be used to determine the contact point of the theo-
retical and actual helicoidal surfaces as well as their inclination (into
the direction of the normal vector). To solve this problem the nor-
mal vector of the theoretical helicoidal surface should be known in
accordance with equation (3.73). Utilizing the fact that the line of
the normal vector should fit on the centre point of the spherical
stylus rt(x,y,z) the contact point of the theoretical helicoid surface
can be determined.

This point is the piercing point of the line on the above-men-
tioned normal vector n and the theoretical helicoidal surface, and
would be given by simultaneous solution of the two equations:

This system of equations, taking into consideration the deductions
drawn in previous chapters, is a transcendental function with respect
to parameter & but it can be solved by applying a numerical
algorithm. The coordinates of the contact points of the theoretical
helicoidal surface (XIF, y1F, ZIF) can be obtained by substituting the
parameters 77 and 9, tied to each other, into the equation of the
investigated helicoidal surface.
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The real contact point can be determined as shown in Figure 6.8
and sits on the sphere of the stylus so it is at distance r from the
centre point of that sphere. The components of this normal dis-
tance, in the direction of the coordinate axes, are Δ x, Δy, Δz, varying
according to the position of the contact point. The coordinates of
these points are:

The deviation between the theoretical and measured points is:

It is to be expected that the result of mathematical calculations
should differ from those using the actual contact points and devia-
tions, so the actual helicoidal surface would differ from the

Figure 6.8 Determination of the contact point
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theoretical one. The position of the centre point of the spherical
stylus is determined by the fact that it is in the contact point posi-
tion that had been calculated using the theoretical helicoidal
surface. This is why the first approximation of the coordinates of the
contact points was inaccurate. The calculations to determine the
contact points should be repeated using the actual helicoidal surface
parameters in stages, resulting in more precise evaluation of the
contact points.

The most efficient way to increase the accuracy of calculated
corrections is to modify the lead parameter p, because the theoretical
helicoidal surface calculated using the measured value of the lead
parameter gives the smallest difference compared with the actual
surface. The normal vector of the theoretical helicoidal surface is
determined by using its original parameters placed on point (1); Pt

pierces the helicoid surface at the point Pe (Figure 6.10). The piercing
point Pe', determined by the modified helicoidal surface, is far more
precise than the actual contact point Pv placed on the surface of the

Figure 6.9 Effect of lead error
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spherical stylus. The corrections and the program developed during the
processing of measured values are carried out automatically.

The component coordinates of the distance between the contact
point and the centre point of the spherical stylus are:

Using these values the actual contact points can be found, to-
gether with their deviations from the theoretical points.

The correction coefficients (XK, yk, ZK), for the Archimedian

helicoidal surface, for the direction of the normal vector (|h|) are:

The deviation due to the lead difference is shown in Figure 6.9.
The lead difference on the helicoidal surface causes greater error
in the calculation of the theoretical contact point as Figure 6.10
shows.

The lead difference is determined as follows: the lead, by defini-
tion, is determined on the thread curve on the reference cylinder
of the helicoidal surface and the (measured) contact points do not
usually fit on the reference cylinder, so they should be moved on
this surface along the theoretical axial profile (Figure 6.11).

For the 'u' points transferred on the reference cylinder, (assum-
ing) Pe'=Pv, a regression line as the function of parameter 3 can be
determined, giving the lead (p2) characterizing the helicoidal sur-
face as described by the points measured (Figure 6.12).

Variations in the starting theoretical value leads to lead variations.
When the lead deviation exceeds the tolerance provided by
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Figure 6.10 The normal vectors are ue, the theoretical one used at the
beginning of the calculations, and ue, the one corrected using the lead
inclination

precision measurement, the program repeats the calculation, taking
into account the new lead parameter of the contact points.

The calculations of actual contact points can cause mistakes if the
theoretical helicoidal surface is not situated where it was supposed
to be, in other words, if the coordinate systems of the theoretical
helicoidal surface and the chosen one do not coincide (Figure
6.13).

The elimination of the calculation error owing to the difference
between the coordinate systems, the theoretical (belonging to a
'proper' helicoidal surface) and the chosen one, is easier than elimi-
nation of that caused by the lead error, because it is a regular
deviation along the helicoidal surface. By investigating the errors in
the x, y, z direction for the theoretical and actual contact points, this
mistake can be overcome.

The previously corrected measurement points (pzv and the x', y',
z' according to Figure 6.13) can be used to evaluate a helicoidal
surface by mathematical calculation.

It would be useful to work out standards for three-dimensional
surfaces. As the standards in use have prescribed characteristics, they
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Figure 6.11 Transformation of points measured on reference cylinder
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Figure 6.12 Determination of the leads, the theoretical,ppx
p , based on measurement
P vz,

and calculated,

Figure 6.13 Correlation between coordinate systems; theoretical helicoidal
surface and one chosen for measurement
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have to be determined in different ways and so, to evaluate them,
the points measured have to be transferred in different ways.

To evaluate the axial pitch and axial section, the profile contact
points should be transferred into the y1F_z1F plane along the helicoidal
surface.

The value of radial runout should be determined in plane X1F, y1p.
The deviation of the thread curve on the helicoid surface is defined
in the reference cylinder so it should be transformed there.

The theoretical block scheme of the 3D measurement and calcu-
lation is shown in Figure 6.14. The outputted program can present
all the characteristics of the measurement program that traditional
measurements provided before. An example is given in Figure 6.18.

The use of 3D coordinate measuring devices make it possible for
the surfaces ground by the wheels profiled from calculated values to
be assessed from a geometric point of view. During machining, the
deviations caused by the deformations of the workpiece, of the device,
of the machine, and of the tool (WFMT system) (Magyar, 1960) as
well as the changes thus caused, can be numerically characterized so
that the wheel-profiling CNC program can be corrected to obtain a
wheel profile suitable for machine finishing of minimum error.

6.4 RESULTS OF MEASUREMENT OF HELICOIDAL
SURFACES

The most frequently used and traditional method of measurement
and of assessment of helicoidal surfaces in workshop practice em-
ploys the Klingelnberg PSR type measuring equipment, as shown for
a cylindrical arched profile worm in Figure 6.5 and for a spiroid
worm in Figure 6.15.

The measurement using an up-to-date 3D measuring device
(Mitutoyo B320 type) is illustrated in Figure 6.16. It can be seen that
the worm without any positioning is situated on the measuring ta-
ble. The two V-blocks keep the worm safe from displacement.

The data measured and calculated for the worm in Figure 6.16,
together with their evaluation, are tabulated in Figure 6.18.

From the data the effects of the applied corrections can be de-
duced. The seven qualifying characteristics (using several points
selected) are shown opposite the traditional measuring method
where each characteristic is determined by separate measurement.

The example presented is an Archimedian worm measurement
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but the method worked out can be used for assessing other types
of helicoidal surfaces as well.

Figure 6.14 Block schematic of 3D measurement and calculation
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Figure 6.15 Checking of spiroid worm using Klingelnberg PS 12 type
measuring device

Figure 6.16 Checking of arched profile worm using Mitutoyo measuring
device (without circular table)



Figure 6.17 Choosing the worm coordinate system on a 3D measuring device
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Figure 6.18 Result of checking Archimedian worm using Mitutoyo
measuring device



MANUFACTURE OF
HELICOIDAL SURFACES

IN MODERN
INTELLIGENT

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

At each stage in the process of production of worm gear drives,
during design, manufacture and assembly, faults can occur. Modern
intelligent integrated systems (ISS) (Su and Jambunatthan, 1994)
can handle manufacturing in a versatile and flexible way; they can
be efficiently utilized both in design and at the different phases of
manufacture to improve product quality. Artificial intelligence and
expert systems can now be used in the production of worm gear
drives.

7.1 APPLICATION OF EXPERT SYSTEMS TO THE
MANUFACTURE OF HELICOIDAL SURFACES

In the early phases of industrial development (up to the 19th cen-
tury) machines and their components were manufactured,
assembled, checked and assessed to a standard determined by the
state of technology at the time. Present-day technology can provide
more precision in design and manufacturing methods and the nec-
essary tools and measuring devices.

Traditional manufacture relied on the engineer or craftsman who

77
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knew both the construction and the way of manufacturing the prod-
uct (the technology) as well as the requirements of the product
itself. The checking of products was based on professional experi-
ence, by touch and by use of operational tests. So from engineering
feedback from the workpiece, corrections were generated manually
and used to improve the manufacturing process.

Nowadays computer-aided design and manufacture using CNC
machines, and checking and assessment using CNC devices, pro-
vides the possibility of correction at an advanced level given proper
networking.

Today, intelligent CIM systems (dynamical systems) and advanced
level automation (the process), including the possible use of com-
puters, allow the use of feedback modelling into what previously was
the domain of human intelligence.

The advances in artificial intelligence make possible the application
of expert systems to the design and manufacture of helicoidal drives.

Expert systems are one of the central elements in modern intel-
ligent integrated systems making it possible to help the human
operator direct the process, and in some cases to replace him.

In this chapter we review modern intelligent integrated systems
and the possibilities for application of expert systems to the design
and manufacture of helicoidal surfaces.

7.1.1 Problems of manufacturing worm gear drives

Grinding guarantees high gear efficiency, high load-carrying capac-
ity and low noise of operation of worm gear drives. This is achieved
by fine tolerance control leading to near perfect running conditions
and good-quality gear tooth surface finish.

The basic problem is to define the identity of surfaces enveloped
with cutting edges of generating milling cutters for worms and
worm gears (Figure 3.41). The basic problem in the grinding of
helicoidal surfaces is created by the change of diameter of the gear
teeth which is directly related to wear of the grinding wheel, so to
generate the same helicoidal surface another wheel profile is re-
quired. The other important source of error is the mis-adjustment
of tools used both for worm and worm gear machining. The geo-
metric checking of both elements using CNC measuring devices and
the evaluation of the results of measurement make it possible to
detect the origin of the mistakes or errors and to feed them back
into the manufacturing process.
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Expert systems evaluate these deviations in an intelligent inte- 
grated system (ISS) having its own appropriate subroutine database. 

This is advantageous, especially in the case of conical worms 
(spiroids) because to produce exact finishing of conical helicoids in 
an axial direction point-by-point, different grinding wheel profiles 
would be necessary (Figure 3.33). 

7.1.2 Structure of the system 

In previous chapters we have reviewed a method suitable for the 
design, manufacture and assessment of helicoid drives from a geo- 
metric precision point of view, and how it can specify the basis to 
build up different types of software for an expert system. The es- 
sence of this can help to create an expert system. 

The following activities should be integrated into the system: 

rn 

checking, measurements. 

These elements can be classified into five grades (the basic func- 
tional units): 

rn knowledge base; 
rn numerical calculations; 

databases, data handling; 
rn graphical presentation, drawing; 
rn 
The knowledge base is handled and used by the expert system and 
the associated neural network. Its structure is shown in Figure 7.1. 
The expert system coordinates the other elements. 

conceptual design: the design process itself, results of specifica- 
tions, etc; 
detailed design: analysis, choice of engineering material, draw- 
ings, etc; 
manufacture: tools, CNC programming, etc; 

control of all devices used (machines driving units, etc). 

7.1.3 The full process 

The intelligent integrated system (for worm gear drives) provides 
the following: 

rn design specifications (conceptual design): the user has to give 
the specifications for input shaft speed velocity, kinematic 
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Figure 7.1 Structure of expert system for design and manufacture of worm
gear drives
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gearing ratio, power transmitted, relative position of shafts,
centre distance etc. Using the above specification, the program
offers different variations: module, teeth numbers etc;
detailed design: choice of engineering material (from data-
base), determination of basic geometric data (Figure 7.2) and
stress-state analysis (applying finite elements method) (Figure
7.12), workshop drawings of worm and of worm gear;
checking of documentation: when any result is not satisfactory
it should be modified;
preparing GAD drawings: the CAD drawings of worm and of
worm gear drawn from calculated values; the drawings should
be saved in database;

Figure 7.2 CAD drawing of a spiroid drive (GM)
I = 30, m = 1.33 mm, a = 35 mm, z1 = 2, z2 = 60
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• manufacture: selection of tools for worm and for worm gear ma-
chining, generation of CNC program, determination of grinding
wheel profile (generation method of the CNC program), other
data (eg data of the necessary adjustments for worm gear milling);

• measurements: checking with CNC device the surface deter-
mined using basic data, analysis of the deviations and feeding
them back into manufacturing process (eg wheel profile, ma-
chine and tool adjustments, etc).

7.2 INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION OF DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE OF WORM GEAR DRIVES

The design and manufacture of high-power transmitting worm gear
drives have always raised problems. Subsequent to the development
of spur cylindrical gear drives, there has been an increasing demand
for different types of drive with:

• kinematic drives (both for intersecting and for skew axes);
• ever-increasing transmission power capability;
• reduction of noise level between the interacting surfaces.

Some of these requirements demand changes in construction and
others, in manufacturing technology used to lubricate gears.

The above-mentioned operational characteristics (geometry, pre-
cise manufacture and assembly) are closely related to each other
and engineers, both designers and production planning specialists,
require a high level of expertise. Much of this expertise is realized
in the actual manufacturing process (eg worm grinding) and assem-
bly (eg adjusting the proximity of the active contact surface) because
most of the required operational characteristics can be attained
during manufacture and assembly (see Chapter 8).

Because of the special character of the manufacturing of pared
driving elements, a special, individual machine tool has been devel-
oped by machine tool manufacturers for each type of gear form to
be generated. This is because universally applicable machines in this
field cannot be used (eg Oerlikon, Gleason bevel gear generators,
the Pfauter worm gear cutter, the Klingelnberg grinder for helicoi-
dal surfaces, etc).

Complicated design and manufacturing are the reasons that this
field (manufacturing elements of worm gear drives in intelligent
systems) was retarded in spite of the fact that all machine tools
generating different kinds of teeth are automated.
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For these reasons, industrial and production design and, all the
other functions, are best carried out in the framework of intelligent
automation systems (Figure 7.3) (Dudas and Banyai, 1994; Su and
Dudas, 1996) .

The field of application of intelligent automation is based on the
control of automated processes (visual identification, measurement,
analysis, inching, etc). Therefore, the use in manufacturing of in-
telligent devices is necessary to effect communication between the
various process elements.

Although it is impossible to separate off parts of the complete
design process, a few elements of it should be discussed from the
point of view of creating intelligent automation.

Within the complete design process we can include:

marketing;
specification of industrial design;
conceptual design;
detailed design;
manufacturing;
sales.

In the following section, certain elements of conceptual design and
manufacturing will be discussed. These elements will be discussed
only with regard to cylindrical and conical worm drives. More de-
tailed information on expert systems can be found in the literature
(Breitung, 1993).

In conceptual design, the geometric characteristics first investi-
gated are those that basically determine the actual contact area that
primarily influences operational characteristics as well as the possi-
bility of simulation of the operation. In manufacture, the finishing
operation in machining which guarantees the quality of the prod-
uct, ie the grinding, will be investigated as well as the quality control
during manufacture of the product; all of this from the point of view
of intelligent automation.

7.2.1 Conceptual design of helicoidal driving mates

7.2.1.1 Determination of the geometric characteristics influencing the
actual contact area

The operational characteristics of worm gear drives are influenced
by, among many other factors, the oil film wedge developed
between contact surfaces. The manufacturing process should ensure
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Figure 7.3 Production of helicoidal surfaces in CIM system (Dudas, 1988a,
1988b)
(University of Miskolc, Department of Production Engineering)
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that such contact surfaces conform to being within the zone of
mesh; characterized as when 40 per cent of the contact curve
inclines 70°-90° to the direction of the relative velocities (Figure
7.5). These surfaces have a high load-carrying capacity and are able
to provide suitable hydrodynamic conditions and sometimes
hydroelastic conditions for oil lubrication. To improve contact
conditions and to increase load-carrying capacity, one possibility is
to keep the actual contact area within the appropriate range (Dudas
et al, 1983). One way of reaching this condition is to choose
geometric data so that they ensure existence of a localized 'actual
contact area'. Coordinated geometric sizes are closely connected to
the operational characteristics of the worm gear drive.

The different operational characteristics (efficiency, noise level,
operational temperature, power transferred, service life, etc) of all
drives are basically determined by local gear tooth contact condi-
tions. Of the different meshing conditions the following should be
mentioned (they are characteristic of mating elements):

• total length of contact curves;
• position and geometric shape of the contact curves;
• the relative angular difference between contact curves and rela-

tive velocity;
• the position of contact area.

Though the type of mating elements (the geometry) determines the
limits of these characteristics, by optimizing the parameters, the
drive can be maximized from several points of view. It should be
noted that determination of the above-mentioned characteristics by
computer calculation can only be reached by keeping the param-
eters constant (within the limits of the investigated range, the
chosen steps and other uninvestigated parameters) to obtain results
useful for the assessment of different solutions.

The equation of the contact curve according to the law of
meshing is:

For given values of the movement parameter φ1,, the parameter cou-
ples n(u) and 9 (u) conform to each other and fulfilling equation
(7.1) can be determined.

So the contact curves characterizing the mesh are available and
represent different characters using different parameters.
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The drive is assessed in the light of the following three charac-
teristics:

1. Total length of co-existing contact curves

The total length of co-existing contact curves, from equation (7.1),

where:

k is the running suffix of the contact curves,
m is the number of the investigated contact curves,
ujr is the parameter u belonging to dedendum cylinder,
ujt is the parameter u belonging to addendum cylinder.

The chosen criterion, eg load-carrying capacity, fixes the maximum
of the equation (7.1):

where:

L. is the values of L at different investigated versions,
Lo is the optimum of L,
j is the running suffix of the investigated version (j = l,2,...z),
z is the number of the investigated versions.

It should be noted that this value provides the point for evaluation
at the optimal solution according to point b.

2. Relative positions of contact curves and relative velocities

The most advantageous situation from this point of view is when
the angle of inclination between the relative velocity vector ( V1F )
and the tangent of the contact curve (E) is the closest possible to
90°:
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where:

v1F is the relative velocity vector,
i is the suffix of the investigated points along one contact curve,
k is the suffix of the investigated contact curve;
Hz is the values of H at different investigated versions.

Input data for investigation of
contact area:

axial lead pax

radius of the circular profile pax

distance between worm axis
and centre point of the circular
profile K

axial shifts of coordinate
system in direction of
the axes a,b,c

angular displacements of]
coordinate system around
the axes α,β,γ

diameter of the dedendum
cylinder dn

diameter of the addendum
cylinder dal

coefficient of the profile
displacement x2

wrapping parameter φ1,

gearing ratio i21

direction of the thread (j/b)

Output data of contact area
investigation

length of contact curves L0

location of mating nodes Ka;kB

angle of mating nodes β

percentage of contact curves
optimum from the point of
lubrication H0

Figure 7.4 Determination of contact curve
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To evaluate, search for the most advantageous value:

where:

z is the number of the investigated versions,
H. is the values of H at different investigated versions,
Ho is the optimum for H,
k is the suffix of the investigated contact curves,
j is the running suffix of the investigated contact curves (j = l,2,...z).

This in an important characteristic expressing the formation and
load-carrying capacity of the oil film.

3. Arrangement of the contact curves

The third evaluation serves to modify the maximum and minimum
values obtained from consideration of the previous two points. In
this evaluation we assess the arrangement of the contact curves and
the position of the meshing modes from the point of view of the
efficiency of the drive. This method, according to the block sche-
matic shown in Figure 7.4, can be used to determine, for a given
type of drive, those optimum geometric parameters that guarantee
the ideal position of the contact area (Figure 7.5).

Figure 7.5a Interpretation of the effect of geometric parameters on contact
curves and their positions (for ZTA worm gear drive)
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The effect of geometric parameter changes on the position of
contact curves, shown in Figure 7.5, proves the assumption in the
case of the example shown.

For running in, the value of percentage αjo represents the percent-
age of those values that fall in the range ε =70°-90° of the angle e
belonging to all the points investigated.

The effect of the increase of the profile displacement coefficient
(x2) is to:

• significantly reduce the total length of the contact curves;
• reduce the distance XB (the distance XA too);
• reduce the angle β;
• increase the angle ε.

The effect of the increase of pax is to:
P ax

• have no significant effect on the total length of contact curves;
• affect XB as a function of the profile displacement coefficient

(x2).

The effect of the increase of the value K is to:

• reduce total length of the contact curves;
• generally reduce the length xB;
• significantly reduce the angle 6;
• increase the angle ε as consequently lubrication is worse?

In a worm designed and ground in the way described above, such
a helicoidal surface will be generated that produces a common
point (KB) of the contact network which is positioned along the line
connected, at about 1/6 B from the main contact point C (B is the
face width of the worm gear). In this case, the so-called lubricating
wedge between the mating surfaces is formed as well as the limited
field for teeth contact. The range for profile displacement guaran-
teed by the above condition is xz= 0.8÷1.5.

Using this method, worm gear drives of higher efficiency than
similar cylindrical drives manufactured by the traditional method
can be obtained.

Using this program, worm gear drives having any arbitrary param-
eter, given the same conditions, could be evaluated, and the
parameters, necessary to optimal meshing, can be chosen.

By harmonization and optimization of the radius of the surface
curve (pax), the profile displacement coefficient (x2) and the
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Figure 7.5b The effect of changes in pax ( ZTA worm gear drive)

position of the centre of surface curve (K), a better and more
limited contact field can be obtained.

The literature (Krivenko, 1967) supports well the result obtained,
namely that the distance between KA and KB and their positions can
be guaranteed by suitable selection of geometric parameters, that is:
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Figure 7.5c The effect of changes in K (ZTA worm gear drive)

In this section, the positions of contact curves of spiroid drives were
examined. From Figure 7.5e it can be seen that in the case of defi-
nite mating of teeth, the contact curve is perpendicular to the
relative velocity vector, so the spiroid drives are more efficient from
the point of view of lubricating conditions as well.
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7.2.1.2 Investigation by simulation of worm gear drive of given geometric
parameters

During manufacture, the aim is to obtain results as near to the ap-
proximate theoretical values as possible. But practical conditions
always differ from the theoretical ones and the deviations during
operation change, the designed character and characteristics of
meshing.

Figure 7.5d The effect of changes in x2,, (case of ZTA worm gear drive)
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To make possible investigation and design of the actual meshing
(without actually manufacturing and investigating a number of actu-
ally manufactured elements), the optimal values of the geometrical
parameters and the actual mating conditions are determined in a
theoretical way, taking into account the stochastic characteristics of
the individual parameters (ie the surface conditions). These effects
can be investigated by modelling or by simulation.

Geometric deviations can cause errors in the characteristics of the
drive (position of the contact curves, shape, the position of the com-
mon points of the contact network at meshing, the extent and the
position of the contact area, etc). The origin of geometric deviations
can be classified as:

• manufacturing errors: all the errors occurring during manufac-
ture, both with worm and worm gears, such as errors in tool
size, in tool adjustment, errors due to kinematic deviations in
the machine tool, the important parameters (eg lead of thread,
the profile, the pitch, etc) show scattering round a nominal
value within the stated tolerance;

• setting errors: manufacturing errors in the drive housing influ-
ence the meshing of the mated elements, because the relative
position of worm and worm gear (centre distance, angle of in-
clination between axes, position of axial section, etc) can only
be adjusted allowing limited error and the cylindrical worm gear
drive is extremely sensitive to these mistakes (Figure 4.6);

Figure 7.5e Spiroid worm: position of contact curves
(m = 5 mm, dj = 64 mm, βj = 10°, βb = 30°)
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• elastic deformations: the elastic deformation of the elements of
the drive during power transmission compared with that in theo-
retical meshing causes geometric deviations in the vicinity of the
meshing as neither the worm nor the worm gear are ideal rigid
bodies (Figure 7.9);

• thermal load: though its extent is not significant, heat expansion
causes deviations compared with the theoretical values due to
differences in temperature between those during manufacturing
and checking and those during operation; these can be signifi-
cant when operating at high speed;

• surface roughness: can be regarded as a collection of micro-geo-
metric deviations because surfaces are not ideally smooth and
cause asperity contact instead of line contact.

It is impossible to appreciate the full actualities of the practical situ-
ation when operating an economic and easy-to-handle simulation
program, so some flexibility is needed in the theoretical correlation
to make the simulation suitable for handling.

The following have to be taken into account:

• the two surfaces envelop with each other (conjugated surfaces)
and the worm and the hob tool for the worm gear are differ-
ent because the generated surface differs, owing to
manufacturing errors, from the surface that meshes with the
worm; this fact must be taken into account when considering the
laws of theoretical meshing;

• the surfaces are not ideal ones; the actual points of the surfaces
show scatter;

• the contact curve does not follow a line contour but, in the vi-
cinity of the loading is a more point-like contact and this point
wanders continuously;

• the effect of the oil film during the investigation of the mesh-
ing is ignored as its thickness is only a few μm, equal in scale to
the actual surface roughness; it is only of significance because
the plastic deformations are also of this scale of dimension.

These conditions have to be applied for contact points in the vicinity
of the contact curve, as was mentioned above. First of all, the con-
tact curves should be determined for the circular profile in axial
section (ZTA) of the worm gear drive, taking into consideration the
variability of different parameters (Figure 7.8).
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The mating worm and worm gear carry significant load. This load
will spread the area of contact in an ellipse-like instead of a point-
like area of contact. The measure of the actual contact ellipse
depends on the principal curves of the mated surfaces and their
orientation (Litvin, 1972).

The shape of the contact area depends in particular on the con-
tact curves over the tooth flank, their position and dimensional area.
The above characteristics are basically influenced by the design of
the constructional and the machine-adjustment parameters, to-
gether with assembly error (Figure 7.8).

With regard to contact problems, it is necessary to generally de-
termine the following:

• position of contact domain;
• distribution of contact pressure;
• the ideal 'rigid like' approach of teeth contact.

Figure 7.6 Assembly of worm gear drives; typical mistakes
(a - centre distance, Δa - deviation of centre distance, Δc - error of position
of the worm axis, Δa - error in angle of rotation of the worm gear,
Δy - angle error of adjustment of the worm)
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Investigation by simulation: input
data

axial lead pax

radius of the circular profile pax

distance of the centre of circular
profile from worm axis K

axial shifts of the coordinate
system a,b,c

angular displacements of
the coordinate system α,β,γ

diameter of the dedendum
cylinder df1

diameter of the addendum
cylinder da1

coefficient of profile
displacement

wrapping parameter

gearing ratio

direction of thread inclination (r/1)

centre distance a

Deviation of the centre distance Δa

Inclination of the worm
axis position Ac

adjusting mistake of the
worm gear Δa

adjusting mistake of the worm
gear Ay

Figure 7.7 Investigation by simulation

There are several theories relating to contact conditions, and of
them, the Hertz theory contains too many simplifying
approximations so is only suitable for analysis of simpler problems.
These days, with the development of computer techniques,
numerical methods which employ significantly fewer simplifying
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assumptions are available to solve more complicated problems. The
appropriate method is solution by finite elements, whose application
to solve contact problems will now be considered.

The Hertz theory is the basis for several complicated contact
theories, some interactive, others using the theory of variables. An-
other applies an effect-matrix to determine the actual contact
conditions.

Returning to the actual contact area in worm gear drives, it
should be noted that it plays a key role in correct operation and in
load-carrying capacity. The principle is summarized and results
shown for the new procedure for the evaluation of the stress analy-
sis in Figures 7.11 and 7.12.

a) a - deviation of the centre
distance

Δb) Ac - error of the worm axis

c) Aa - error of the angle of
rotation at the worm gear

d) Ay - angle error of the
adjustment of the worm

Figure 7.8 Effect of adjustment of mistakes on bearing pattern
(ZTA worm gear drive)
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For the determination of the contact curves belonging to the
flanks of worm and worm gear for a given angular displacement φ1,

a computer program based on the kinematic method has been de-
veloped. The program for a given worm geometry calculates the
theoretical contact curves and fits on them a envelope surface. This
enveloping surface, after it is transferred into a system joined to the
worm gear, makes it possible to generate the geometric model of
the mated elements suitable for a finite elements program. Further,
it determines the direction of the contact pressure at the points of
the contact curve that are necessary to calculate the load perpen-
dicular to the tooth flank.

Figure 7.9 Block schematic of FEM
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Figure 7.10 3D image of GM spiroid drive

The aim was to simulate the loads during meshing to evaluate the
damage, the site and value of the deformation as well as to study the
stress state.

Using the I-DEAS computer program, a corresponding module
was used to carry out the finite element investigations.

The meshing elements (worm and worm gear) were evaluated,
following Boolean algebraic rules in the 3D system.

The figures reproduced represent the simple case when the worm
is clamped in an ideal rigid way and a single concentrated force is
the load. It is rare in practice for a generally distributed load to be
taken into account (Figure 7.11) (Simon, 1996).

Setting the clamping and the load, the system generates automati-
cally the finite element mesh by building in the chosen spatial
element on the basis of the adjusted values. Arched spatial elements
were used in the example.

Figure 7.12, which emerged after post-processing, provides infor-
mation on site and value of the deformation; the stress state can be
judged by the scale on the right.

The numerical results of I-DEAS system calculations are displayed
on the upper left part of Figure 7.12.
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7.2.2 Manufacture of worms and worm gears

7 . 2 . 2 . 1 Structure of the manufacturing system

The function and correlation of the elements that take part in the
manufacturing process are presented here as if they would constitute
an elastic manufacturing cell and, regardless of their connection and
function with the other elements of the system, manufacture and
evaluation through measurements of helicoid surfaces only will be
discussed. The structure of the system can be seen in Figure 7.13.

The functions of the elements with regard to their informational
relations are as follows:

1. Central computer:

• to generate the equation of the theoretical surface using the
actual parameters of the mathematical model;

• to carry out preliminary data processing for control of the
thread grinding machine tool, control of the wheel-truing de-
vice, control of 3D measurement unit, to provide data for CCD
camera as another type of measuring unit;

• to optimize movement of the thread grinding machine tool and
the surface generator milling machine tool by minimizing the
truing of grinding wheel;

• to process data obtained from the 3D measuring machine and
measuring unit which, in case of need, carries out corrections
to control machine tools for grinding and for generating;

• to carry out necessary documentation.

2. Control unit of the thread grinding:

• using data obtained from central computer, it controls move-
ments of the grinding machine and controlling device;

• to compare information obtained from wear checking on the
grinding wheel and the data served by central computer and, in
case of errors, achieves correction.

3. Control unit for measuring machine:

• control the stylus at necessary points using data obtained from
the central computer (the theoretical surface);

• after preliminary data processing, results of measurements will
be provided for the central computer.
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These main functions in important cases require application of in-
telligent devices. Naturally, in the preliminary data processing
carried out by the central computer, the processing of results can
in part be transferred towards the other control units provided their
intelligence is adequate.

7.2.2.2 Grinding of helicoid surfaces

Basically, two problems arise with the finishing by grinding wheel of
a conical helicoid surface, which make the formation of the geo-
metrically correct profile practically impossible. These are:

• the wear of the wheel during grinding causes change in both the
profile and the diameter of the wheel; this is the reason why the
worm profile becomes distorted compared to the theoretical
profile and even to the original profile at the start of finishing
(see Chapter 4);

• the change of the diameter along the axial section of the coni-
cal helicoid surface itself causes the continuous change in the
worm profile (in case of constant wheel profile) (see Chapter 3).

The first problem occurs in practice during grinding of cylindrical
helicoid surfaces as the worm profile depends on the centre dis-
tance of the worm and the wheel in the case of constant wheel
profile (Figure 4.8), and precise grinding can only be obtained by
using a superhard grinding wheel or by frequent wheel dressing and
the result of its being fed back from the worm.

The second problem is generated by the geometry of the coni-
cal helicoidal surface itself and depends on both the centre distance
and the changes of diameters of the worm and the grinding wheel.
This causes a change in ratio of the diameters, which is independ-
ent of wear of the wheel, along the centre line of the worm,
resulting in step-by-step profile distortion (Figure 7.14).

The possible benefits of conical worm grinding vary from exact
machining geometry to economic working, appropriate to practical
requirements. In practice, compromises are made to find appropri-
ate solutions for a given task (see Chapter 5).

The following three possibilities present themselves. They have al-
ready been discussed in previous chapters, but it is now necessary
to reintroduce them, from the point of view of operation of the sys-
tem as a whole.
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Figure 7.11 Finite element mesh: clamping

1. Continuous truing of the wheel

The worm and the grinding wheel, when in relative motion, envelop
each other. The conical worm surface needs to be guaranteed when
there is a continuous change of the wheel profile. From Figure 7.14
it can be seen that, during the wheel movement from position 1 to
position 2, continuous correction is necessary in order to achieve
a 'distortion free' wheel profile, owing to continuous changes of the
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Figure 7.12 Final result of the finite element analysis

Figure 7.13 Structure of the system
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Figure 7.14 The changes necessary of wheel profile as a function of conical
worm diameter for a given conical worm profile
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centre distance and ratio of diameters a. To achieve this, a program
package for a CNC-controlled wheel-regulating device is required,
which is able to bring about truing of the wheel on the actual pro-
file necessary for the axial position of the wheel. This program
package makes available the necessary mathematics for meshing
and, therefore, a controlled wheel truing device (Dudas, 1988a).

The advantage of this method is that it provides theoretically pre-
cise machining; its disadvantage is that continuous truing causes
substantial material wastage of the wheel material, enough to render
the machining uneconomical. Another disadvantage of this method
is that regulating the pencil-shaped tool generates a spiral surface
on the grinding wheel, resulting in inaccuracy which varies with the
shaft speed.

The sketch representing the operation of the CNC wheel-truing
device can be seen in Figure 7.14.

2. Optimizing the wheel profile

This method provides the precision needed to meet practical re-
quirements to keep the wear of the wheel to a minimum. This is
what controls the wheel profile, so a precise worm profile at one
place somewhere between the maximum and minimum diameters
of the worm is generated, but the profile distortion at both ends
remains within the prescribed tolerances. That is, the optimal value
of the movement parameter (φ) is determined, which assigns to the
tool profile used during machining the absolute value of the mini-
mum deviation from the theoretical value for the whole worm
surface. In practice, it means that the parameter value determines
a medium wheel profile, between the two profiles assigned by the
two extreme diameters of the conical worm. As change in wheel
profile as a function of the movement parameter is not linear, the
optimal value is not the mean diameter along the axis of the thread
surface but is a value of φlopt fulfilling the requirement:

This is presented in Figure 7.15. The advantage of the method is
that it is easy to carry out and the wheel consumption is small.

It is a disadvantage that, depending on sizes of the worm, the
machining does not always guarantee precision within the tolerance
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prescribed. When dividing the surface into several parts, a discon-
tinuity can be experienced at the extremities.

3. Kinematical truing of the grinding wheel

This method brings together the advantages of the previously dis-
cussed two methods (precise machining, minimum wheel truing)
but the truing process is very difficult and can only be carried out
by application of an intelligent automated system.

The essence of this is that precise profile shaping is achieved not
only by truing of the wheel profile but by kinematic adjustment of
the wheel so that by moving the grinding wheel it may be positioned
precisely enough from the point of view of enveloping the
workpiece.

To realize this it is necessary to bring together the total capacity
of the manufacturing system, ie:

• the facilities of the measuring unit regarding wheel profile;
• the momentary positions and the adjusted position of the CNC

thread grinding machining;
• applying to the theory of meshing, the values that are monitored

by a program segment, the points of the worm profile calculated
using the central computer;

• the continuous readiness of the control unit of the wheel truing
CNC facility.

7.3 MEASUREMENT AND CHECKING OF HELICOIDAL
SURFACES IN AN INTELLIGENT SYSTEM

Recently, technological process design procedure is governed by use
of variable manufacturing systems and within this CAD/CAM field,
CAQ systems have gained ground as the need increases for quick,
precise and automated manufacturing and checking of differently
shaped components.

The manufacture of helicoidal surfaces within a variable manu-
facturing system makes it possible, since both the geometry and the
applied technology depend on their dimensions, that they can be
machined on the same machine tool, so representing a family of
components.

But for manufacture of each helicoidal surface, even for the
smallest dimensional error, separate grinding wheels are necessary,
making every workpiece an individually manufactured one.



Figure 7.15 Generation of the optimal wheel profile
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This problem can only be solved by detailed analysis of machin-
ing geometry.

The widespread adoption of the coordinate measurement
method and its close connection to computer techniques requires
that variable manufacturing systems, mainly used for machining
helicoidal surfaces, should be developed further by carrying out
geometric measurements and checking using CNC-controlled coor-
dinate-measuring machines.

During the analysis of machining geometry, a mathematical
model was built that is suitable for working out such a method of
measurement (Chapter 6) which provides the possibility to check
the geometry of arbitrary helicoidal surfaces in general using a
three-coordinate measuring machine (Banyai, 1977; Lotze, Rauth
and Ertl, 1996). The software system worked out on the basis of this
measuring method provides the possibility to investigate the effect
of the manufacturing parameters on shape deviation of the helicoi-
dal surface as well as to analyse these effects and to facilitate the
evaluation of the measurement results. It also makes possible
the intervention into the manufacturing process of feedback. At the
same time, the profile of machine tools for worm gears, using
the profile points determined by the computer program, can eas-
ily be designed.

7.3.1 Checking of geometry using coordinate measuring
machine

There are two methods available for the geometric checking of com-
plicated spatial surfaces (either with or without direct contact):

1. The equation of the surface using a given coordinate system can
be determined, and the coordinates of the measured point de-
rived from the equation calculated, and then their deviations
from the coordinates of the theoretical points have to be deter-
mined. Checking a few measured points can provide verification
of the surface geometry using these methods.

2. When the surface is too complicated, ie it cannot be described
by an equation in any coordinate system, this type of surface is
represented theoretically by a set of points situated in a
stochastic way in the majority of cases without a reference sys-
tem. Then, the measurement involves surveying of the surface
and, by fitting it on the theoretical surface, the deviations can
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be determined. The surveying of the surface requires measure-
ment of a large number of points and the treatment of the
results is lengthy (eg surface regression).

The following basic requirements should be taken into considera-
tion when preparing the measurement program:

• the time needed for the measurement, from beginning to the
end of the evaluation of the results, should be less than the
manufacturing timescale;

• precision of evaluation should be within the recommended
manufacturing tolerance;

• the results of evaluation make possible the determination of the
technological parameters missed.

Taking into consideration the above requirements for measurement
of helicoidal surfaces, method 1. was chosen. The theoretical block
schematic can be seen in Figure 6.14 (Banyai, 1977).

START

Read the input data

• Data of the spiroid worm based on
drawing
Diameter of grinding wheel

• Data for adjustment

Determination of the wheel profile
belonging to optimal diameter

Determination of the contact curves

at min. diameter
at max. diameter

Generating NC program to produce
optimal wheel profile

Determination of the position to
optimal wheel truing

Generation of wheel profile using the
NC program

STOP

Figure 7.16 Generation of optimum grinding wheel profile
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7.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIVERSAL THREAD-
GRINDING MACHINE

There are many available methods for the grinding of thread sur-
faces. Depending on whether the threads are used as joining
elements or whether they are kinematic ones, the dominant require-
ment being the dimension or precision, they differ from each other
by a significant measure. The geometric requirements basically in-
fluence the manufacturing process.

This book primarily deals with the development of concepts of
thread-grinding machines for the manufacture of kinematic thread
surfaces of high precision.

This problem is a real one because, according to present knowl-
edge, no thread-grinding machine tool commercially available is
suitable for the universal finishing of the newly developed worm
gear drives (eg spiroid, globoid).

Most up-to-date CNC-controlled thread-grinding machines are
suitable for manufacturing a given type of thread surface within a
well-defined range of dimensions. The target is to develop a thread-
grinding machine suitable for universal adoption.

7.4.1 Review of thread surfaces from the point of view of
thread-grinding machines

Previously mentioned thread surfaces with constant lead can be clas-
sified into three groups as:

• thread surfaces for joining elements;
• kinematic thread surfaces;
• tool surfaces.

Additional types of thread surfaces are not discussed in detail here
(eg worms of extrusion). Here, the grinding of kinematic thread
surfaces is discussed (cylindrical and conical worms, ball-thread spin-
dles, feed spindles, etc). These require a high level of finishing
precision. They are summed up in Figure 7.17.

7.4.2 Manufacturing problems of thread surfaces

The grinding of thread surfaces raises two basic problems: produc-
tivity (eg double conical and threaded grinding wheels etc) and
precision (eg finger-like grinding tool etc).
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Figure 7.18 The structure developed
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The two problems are not mutually exclusive, but they can be
dealt with by the use of appropriate technology and machine tools.

The basic problem that arises when grinding thread surfaces is
that the contact curve of the thread surface and a surface of rota-
tion is a function of the respective diameters or a ratio of them.
(Naturally the given profile should be taken into consideration.)

The problem is even more complicated in the case of a non-cylin-
drical surface, eg a conical (spiroid) worm that should be ground. In
this case not only is the wear of grinding wheel manifested in a
change in its diameter causing distortion of the thread surface (for
constant profile), but the change in the conical worm diameter along
its axis (change in lead angle) also requires changes of the grinding
wheel profile from place to place (Figure 7.14). Here it should be
noted that with the use of a conical grinding tool, the distortions are
reduced but then the productivity is significantly less; therefore this
solution is mainly applied in manufacture of the tool (eg the machin-
ing of the back surfaces of generating milling cutters).

At the same time, the tool necessary to produce the worm gear
has to be manufactured. The grinding of the back and side surfaces
of the hob cutter and the re-sharpening of its flank requires the
solution of serious geometric problems too; otherwise, it has to be
carried out on a machine tool. But traditional thread-grinding ma-
chine tools are not always suitable for exact manufacture of the tool.
In the case of a conical worm hob, the grinding of the back of the
side (or the back) surface with the necessary constant lead, the
problem is more complicated because its teeth are positioned over
a conical surface.

For the machining of a back surface generated by radial back-
machining, it is most advantageous to use a CNC-equipped grinding
machine connected to a wheel control appliance; when continuous
wheel control is not used, the wheel can be optimized on the back
surfaces of the teeth on the hob as part-surfaces of the domain of
conical surfaces (Dudas, 1988c, 1991; Dudas, L., 1991).

7.4.3 Requirements of the thread-grinding machine

Regarding control requirements, there is expense involved both in
the employment of the number of controlled shafts and in the ex-
pense of introducing control itself, which is increasingly progressive
(eg the cost of controlling a five-shaft system can be much more
than the cost of controlling 3+2 shafts).
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But the cost of control can be reduced to a fraction of the origi-
nal by application of correct function analysis.

Nevertheless, the machining, geometric and manufacturing re-
quirements must be kept in mind.

The universal thread-grinding machine should be suitable for the
machining of thread surface as shown in Figure 7.17. To achieve
this, the following should be controlled:

• speed of the object spindle either as a function of coordinates
or of time;

• the radial displacement of the grinding wheel housing in rela-
tion to the axis of the workpiece;

• horizontal swivelling of the grinding wheel head round a given
axis;

• vertical displacement of the wheel truing device.

In the case of controlling five shafts, the types of thread surfaces
shown in Figure 7.17 can be ground.

To grind a thread surface of varying lead, it is useful to control
the movement of the object table lengthwise. For five-shaft control,
the work can be divided into: control of three shafts for kinematic
generation of the thread surface, and control of two shafts for truing
of the grinding wheel profile.

All the other tasks that arise during generation of all the thread
surfaces can be solved by use of simple control and operational
commands.

7.4.4 Development of a possible version

To take into consideration the kinematic and control tasks enumer-
ated above in the present state of development of the universal
thread-grinding machine is the aim of our team. The structure of
the project can be seen in Figure 7.18.

Control has been achieved with partial success by applying this
structure, CNC control having provided fulfilment of basic functions
or cycles.

The condition for exact, geometrically precise manufacture is a
proper wheel profile, for which a licensed version is available, built
in the form of a wheel truing CNC device technically equipped with
proper software (Dudas, 1988b; Dudas and Csermely, 1993). This
will not be discussed in detail here.

After realizing in practice the tasks involved in control problems,
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the universal thread-grinding machine will be suitable for machin-
ing to the exact geometry using the software system intended for
control for all types of thread surfaces enumerated in Figure 7.17.

7.5 CONCLUSIONS

The intelligent automation of the manufacture of worm gear drives
has come about because of the requirements of modern manufac-
turing. In the present state of manufacturing only some of these
requirements have been fufilled because a comprehensive system
has not been built at present.

In this chapter, the structure of an overall system was described
as well as the considerations and methods relating to some elements
of it. Some elements of the system (CNC wheel truing, measuring
program and conceptual design programs) have already been real-
ized. The working out of others (eg the thread-grinding machine)
and incorporating them into the system is the most important
theme for our team as a research activity. We estimate that both the
theoretical bases and methods and the up-to-date available tools will
improve both the productivity and the quality of products.



MAIN OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS AND
QUALITY ASSESSMENT

OF WORM GEAR DRIVES

Quality tests include:

• checking the geometry of the worm (Chapter 6);
• testing the meshing of the mated elements;
• checking the main operational characteristics of the drive.

8.1 TESTING THE MESHING OF THE MATED
ELEMENTS

Following the checking of the geometry of elements, their meshing
conditions were tested for the nominal centre distance a. In the
manufacturing precision of the mating elements, the deviations of
the housing, especially of centre distance Aa and the perpendicular-
ity A of the axes, influence the shape and position of the contact
area of mating teeth of the built-in couple. For this reason the in-
vestigation should be carried out in two stages, before and after
build.

The meshing conditions of the mating elements before build
were investigated on Maag and Klingelnberg testing devices. To
adjust the contact area, the worm surface is smeared with Parisian
blue and then, by braking the gear, it is rotated. On the flank of the

8
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worm gear teeth, the contact area becomes visible and can be in-
vestigated.

When the contact area proved to be adequate the elements were
built within the housing and the second test started.

8.1.1 Building in the mating elements

After completion of the geometric investigation, the mating elements
were built into their own housing. Satisfactory operation of compo-
nents requires keeping to precise housing dimensions. The bearing
supports on the shafts of the elements are shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

During assembly or alternatively at change of bearings, to avoid
damage occuring on the tooth flanks, no axial pressure can be ap-
plied on the teeth elements either during assembly or removal of
the rolling bearings. To avoid these problems, the shafts in both
cases (assembly or removal of bearings) should be axially supported.
Another important consideration is to guarantee clean conditions
when mounting the bearings.

The rim of the worm gear of high-power drives is typically manu-
factured from tin bronze. Care should be taken with the method of
fixing the rim on the body of the worm gear, so it is advisable that
the load pressures the rim against its supporting shoulder and never
allows the connecting bolts to transfer the load between the rim and
the body of worm gear.

As the housing is split at the symmetry plane of the worm (Fig-
ure 8.1), both below and above, it is suggested that self-aligning
spherical roller bearings be included; also, care should be taken not
to choose too small a distance between the bearing supports of the
worm gear shaft in order to avoid or to reduce the side-swing of the
worm gear resulting from contact forces on the mating teeth. The
bearing support should be at clearance minimum in the axial direc-
tion in order to retain the adjusted contact area.

The housing should be designed to be rigid enough to guaran-
tee proper meshing of the teeth, and to allow sufficient space for
lubricating oil to penetrate (Dudley, 1984).

Removing bolts 11 and 12 can facilitate the oil change. The lower
bearings are protected from solid contamination in the oil by oil-
splash rings.

To adjust the contact area on the teeth, the lower bearing is fit-
ted in a separate bearing housing 8 which, with the help of distance
plates 9, can be adjusted and, with bolts 10, can be secured.
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A proper bearing construction of the worm shaft requires the
smallest possible distance should be taken between bearing supports
to keep the bending deformation of the worm to the minimum
possible value (Figure 8.2). This ensures that the contact conditions
are near optimal.

The distance tube 4 can be used to adjust the axial clearance of
the shaft, the axial size of it being determined on assembly.

8.1.2 Adjustment and position checking of contact area

Following assembly, the first task is to adjust for the correct con-
tact area. For successful adjustment, the elements should be
manufactured according to dimensions provided in the workshop
drawing so that the tolerances are maintained. First, the axis of
worm gear has to be positioned so that maximum clearance is left
between mating teeth. Then the axis of the worm gear should be
lowered by a small amount (this adjustment depends on the direc-
tion of rotation and on the value of lead). Having carried out
these adjustments, the first checking of the contact area can com-
mence.

Through the hole of the oil-level indicator (Figure 8.1) three
teeth of the worm gear should be painted with Parisian blue (it is
important to apply a paint of quality that forms a very thin layer but
results in a good painting effect). To obtain a really thin layer of
paint it is advisable to distribute the paint more or less equally over
the flank surface using a piece of cloth. Then the worm gear, in the
direction of operation, has to be rotated by a complete revolution
by braking it slightly in the last quarter of the revolution so that the
mated teeth press each other sufficiently. Having completed the
revolution, the worm gear contact area can be seen through the
checking hole. The position of the axis, starting in one direction in
steps of 0.2 mm maximum, should be lowered or lifted. Experience
shows that significant changes in the contact area results from a 0.1
mm change in the position of the axis.

The adjustment into the correct position of the contact area and
the fixing of the worm gear axis is such an important task that the
lower bearing is in-built and adjustable using a bolt in a separate
bearing housing (Figure 8.1, item 8).

For each positional adjustment of the axis position it is always
necessary to check the parallelism of the axial contact surface of the
separate bearing housing the face surface of the complete worm
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gear housing. The checking of this is equally important during
adjustment and fixing.

Having completed the contact area adjustment, the position of
the worm gear should be fixed by selecting and fitting a set of plates
of proper thickness (Figure 8.1, item 9).

During manufacture of the distance plates, it is necessary to en-
sure that the plates being used for a particular worm gear have been
ground together while clamped. Having attained the correct con-
tact area it is suggested that the remaining paint be removed from
the worm gear and, by repeating the process, it is possible to
recheck it. Rechecking is necessary also after assembling the final
pack of distance plates and fixing the position of the axis.

Figure 8.1 Gearing support on worm gear shaft
(Type DHG-550 wire drawing machine (DIGEP) Hungary)
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Because of normal manufacturing inaccuracies, the correct con-
tact area cannot form on the contact surfaces and the probability
of uniformity of worm gear drives manufactured in series is reduced.
Apart from this and taking into consideration all the possible vari-
ants of inaccuracies, the contact area can be adjusted to be optimal.
The contact area can be regarded as optimal if the axis of the worm
gear can only be shifted a minimum distance in any direction, and
the contact area will be worse than the adjusted optimal. Taking this
into consideration, the general rule remains valid that the contact
area should be shifted a little off-side to the worm gear teeth and
it should extend to the largest possible area. The contact area of a
newly manufactured unit is not normally a continuous area and it
is rare for it to be extended to a really large area.

Figure 8.2 Worm shaft as installed
(Type DHG-550 wire drawing machine (DIGEP) Hungary)
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In the case where a contact area over a worm gear flank surface
is a narrow trapezium or a triangular area, it is better that the higher
face width of this area is situated towards the step as this improves
the lubrication.

It should be mentioned that the opposite is disadvantageous with
respect to lubrication. The different positions of the contact area,
including the correct one, can be seen in Figure 8.3.

Regarding the symbols used in the figure, it should be noted that
the arrows facing in the same direction represent the meshing di-
rection of rotation. Two different worm gears mated with the same
worm are symbolized by different direction of hatching lines. In the
case of left-hand teeth, the adjustment of elements should plainly
be carried out as a mirror view of that shown in Figure 8.3.

After adjustment that followed six to eight hours of idle running,
several smaller areas begin to appear, eventually combining into one
larger area, as the gear remains under load.

The final contact area, experience shows, appears after about 35
hours' running in. In the case of a wrongly adjusted contact area,
a typical one is formed after a significantly longer period.

It should be noted that contact area of drives, working alternately
in both directions, should be adjusted symmetrically at the midpoint.

Figure 8.3 Right-hand teething; adjustment of correct contact area
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Figure 8.4 The contact area obtained on the tested, i = 4.8, worm gear drive
before running in (The contact area is the black spot made by the black paint
applied)

The axial clearance of the worm gear shaft should be checked to
keep the contact area in the previously adjusted position under load.

The worm shaft should have axial clearance because heat expan-
sion during operation causes changes of size. For the same reason,
preparation of clearance-free teeth is not recommended and the
worm shaft may be fixed only at one end (Figure 8.2) in power-
transmitting worm gear drives.

The most important and clearest precision-indicating character-
istic of the power-transmitting worm gear drive is the contact area.
The correct contact area is expressed as a percentage of the worm
flank after running in, taking into consideration the manufacturing
precision of the housing, because its tolerances highly influence the
contact area formed.

The more precise the manufactured teeth, the bigger the contact
area.

For the case of a localized contact area, apart from its extent, its
position on the tooth flank is also important from the point of view
of lubrication.
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Figure 8.5 The contact area obtained on the above tested worm gear drive
after running in

Figure 8.6 The contact area obtained on the tested, i =11.67, worm gear
drive before running in
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Figure 8.7 The contact area obtained on the above tested worm gear drive
after running in

Figure 8.8 The contact area obtained on the tested, i = 11.67, worm gear
drive before running in (The photo was taken from the imprint of the image
presented in Figure 8.6)
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Figure 8.9 The contact area obtained on the tested, i = 11.67, worm gear
drive after running in (The photo was taken from the imprint of the image
shown in Figure 8.7)

Figure 8.10a The contact area on worm gear manufactured by fly-blade
having thread-face surface (before running in) (m = 6 mm; a = 125 mm;
Z1 = 1; H= 18.849 mm)
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Under nominal power transmission conditions, the contact area
is shifted slightly towards the step-out side of the worm.

In the following figure, the contact areas obtained in tests are
shown. Imprints were taken from contact areas making it possible
to determine their value as a percentage, as summed up in Figure
8.10b(l). As a basis for comparison, in Figure 8.10b(2) the mini-
mum value of the contact area cited in the literature (Krivenko,
1967) is also given.

Comparing the data in Figure 8.10b, it can be seen that the
tested worm gear drives manufactured by the method developed
here are satisfactory compared with the data from the literature
or that from the CAVEX manufactured drives. The deviation for
i = 4.8 drive originated from the fact that the face width of the
worm gear tested was too large (b2 = 130 mm), while for a similar
drive it is only b2 = 90 mm.

Measure of contact area obtained in test 1

Type of
worm

Arched profile
worm gear drive

No starts
on worm

Z1

Z1 = 5
i = 4.8

Z1 = 3
i = 11.67

Percentage of contact area

Tooth length
h (%)

48

85.5

Tooth length
h (%)

90

90

Minimum required contact area according to 2 (Krivenko, 1967)

Type of
worm

In case of IT 7
accuracy

No starts
on worm

z1

Z1 = 4

Z1 = 3

Percentage of contact area

Tooth length
h (%)

45

50

Tooth length
h (%)

60

60

Figure 8.10b Contact areas during manufactured test drives and the
minimum required contact area according to data cited in the literature
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8.2 CHECKING THE IMPORTANT OPERATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF WORM GEAR DRIVES

In this section we review the following operational tests:

running in of the drive;
determination of optimal level of oil;
checking heat generation within the drives;
determination of efficiency of the drives;
determination of the noise level of the drives.

The measurements provided assessment of both worm gear drives
with i = 4.8 and i = 11.67 on complete worm gear drives. To obtain
comparable results, both drives were built into the same housing
and the test conditions were kept constant.

For better comparison, the parameters were determined under
the same conditions for the test drive with i = 11.67 for convolute
worm, as well for i = 41 (spiroid worm) and for i = 39 (ZK2 worm)
(Figure 8.26).

8.2.1 Running in of the drives

Having adjusted the contact area before loading the drive, it is nec-
essary to run it in. It should be continually operated at idle running
speed filled up to the required level with properly selected oil for
a few hours. For running in, the prescription of the firm CAVEX was
followed together with the results of previous experience gained,
so the process as a whole was divided into four periods.

Period one, after eight hours' idle running, was followed by the
second period of 10 hours with the operation under one-third of
load. The third period lasted 15 hours under two-thirds load (in this
case it is 26.4 kW) and the last period for another 15 hours under
whole load (35 kW).

During the running in process, the following data were noted:
shaft speed of the driving motor (nm [s-1]); shaft speed of the worm
(n1 [s-1]); temperature of the house (TH [°C]); and the ambient tem-
perature (Tk [°C]).

During running in, small metal fragments are separated from the
surface of the worm gear and settle into the oil. When creating the
contact area during running in under load, significantly more heat
is generated than during normal operation. During running at
AT = 60°C, 'over-warming' can be allowed. In practice it is advisable
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to keep a safety limit on temperature and ensure that it does not
exceed AT = 70-80°C (temperature (TH)). Under such circum-
stances it is necessary to start again with the oil temperature reduced
to 50°C.

When the drive becomes heated beyond the higher than permit-
ted temperature, a systematic check by measurement of all possible
sources of overheating should be made.

Having completed running in, the temperature of the drained oil
will be reduced to the operational temperature. After the oil is
drained, both the bearings and the housing should be carefully
washed with clean oil and replaced by oil of the same quality as has
been used before.

In special cases it can happen that running in with full load oc-
curs. Then, it is necessary to have about 20 hours' idle running after
final build. During the first 50 hours under load, operations should
be stopped to check the temperature and only continued after the
system cools to 50°C.

For wire drawing, neither hour-to-hour stopping nor frequent
checking is possible so wire drawing stages can only be transferred
from the manufacturer to the place of use after running in under
load has been carried out. Careful running in is crucial to the long
service life of the drive. The time required for running in depends
on the size of the drive and on operational conditions. In principle,
running in should be continued until the contact area exhibits a
joined-up image that reaches the prescribed percentage. Experience
shows that running in increases the contact area and increases the
efficiency.

The necessary checking by observation of the contact area of the
worm gear can be done through the oil-level indicator window.

8.2.1.1 Review of the running in device

For the investigation of operational characteristics, the device shown
in Figure 8.11 was designed and proved to be suitable for running
in and could be used to determine efficiency of the drive.

The device shown in Figure 8.11 consists basically of the asynchro-
nous electric motor 5 fixed on base frame 1 which drives the worm
shaft 2, built in the drive investigated, by the variable Vee-belt drive
(iel). The direct current electric motor 4 plays the role of an elec-
tric generator, as a useful load. Between the output shaft (worm gear
shaft) of the drive and the generator, a two-step accelerating Vee-
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belt drive is built in (ie2, ie3). By changing the value iel, different in-
put shaft speeds for the worm shaft n1 can be realized.

8.2.2 Determination of optimal oil level

According to the literature, for up to a peripheral worm speed of
V1 = 10 mpsec, it is suggested that oil bath lubrication is used. To
choose a suitable oil viscosity, the tables found in the literature
(Niemann, 1965) were employed.

To determine the idle running power consumption as a function
of oil level, several measurements were carried out at constant op-
erational temperature (at about 50°C) and at the most frequently
used input shaft speed (nl = 24.5 rpsec). The literature provides
recommendations on oil level for both lower and upper worm
drives. The results of the measurements used to determine optimal
oil level are presented in Figures 8.12 and 8.13. The optimal oil level
for drive i = 4.8, according to Figure 5.1, falls into the range Δl =
40-50 mm, for drive i = 12, according to Figure 5.2, fits into the
range Δl = 35-45 mm.

The decrease in idle running power P0 with further reduction of
the oil level is steep, but as lubricating conditions deteriorate, the
noise level increases. It is important to keep the oil at a level to at
least reach the dedendum cylinder of the worm. Excessive submer-
gence increases the waste of energy, leads to oil turbulence and
reduces the efficiency (Niemann, 1965).

8.2.3 Investigation of warming up of the drives

Only a part of the input power Pin, supplied through the worm shaft
can be utilized as output power Pout, owing to the efficiency n of the
drive. The difference is explained by the wasted energy Pw which is
converted into heat. Its value is:

the drive having efficiency n for input power Pin.

A further reduction of the oil level generates a heat flow rate:
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2

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Figure 8.12 Determination of the optimal oil level (Δl) for drive i = 4.8

Figure 8.13 Determination of the optimal oil level (Dl) for drive i = 11.67
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The heat flow rate generated increases the temperature of the drive
TH compared with the ambient temperature TK. The part of the heat
flow rate transferred into the ambient air can be expressed as:

where:

THF is the allowable maximum operational temperature of the drive

TK is the ambient temperature (°C),
u is the coefficient of heat transfer of the house (W/m2 °C),
A is the surface area of the housing (m2).

It is not recommended to exceed the upper limit value of the hous-
ing temperature THF, because experience indicates that, as the
viscosity of the lubricating oil with increasing temperature decreases
steeply, the danger of seizing of the teeth is great. This is because
lubricant protection decreases with decreasing viscosity.

For a temperature difference AT = (THF- TK), the literature gives
different values for ambient temperature TK= 20°C. For a tempera-
ture difference Szeniczei (1961) suggests 40 to 50°C, Niemann
(1965) mentions 60°C, while Krivenko (1967) thought 60-64°C an
allowable value. But it is still not agreed at which point of the hous-
ing the temperature TH should be interpreted.

To determine the load-carrying capacity, the ratio of the gener-
ated (Q°f ) and conducted away (Q°e) heat flow rates should be
investigated; this is an indicator by which to judge the efficiency of
the drive. When the heat conducted away, Q°e, is equal to heat gen-
erated, Q°f, the construction is good. If the situation is the opposite,
the arrangement is not a good one and a different approach to
cooling is necessary to dispose of the heat excess Q°H = Q°f-Q° e. There
are several well-known solutions, like cooling by ventilation or to
build cooling tubes into the oil bath .

For higher oil flow rate application, the use of an oil cooler both
for submerged and oil-spraying lubrication can achieve increased
heat conduction (and sometimes) a higher load-carrying capacity
can also be achieved. The upper limit of load-carrying capacity is
the power transmittable at the maximum operational temperature
THF

.

The maximum operational temperature THF according to differ-
ent authors is: Szeniczei 70°C, Niemann 90°C, the CAVEX catalogue
cites 90°C and Krivenko 90-100°C.
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The value of TH at different points of the housing can be differ-
ent. According to safety measurements, the peak value was taken at
the bearing housing (Figure 8.1, TH measuring point).

As well as measuring TH, the ambient temperature TK was meas-
ured as a function of operational time at quarter, half and one-hour
periods up to stabilization of the temperature of the house, ie when
THF = Tstac, at the balanced heat state. During the tests, how the drives
meet the requirements of designed, real operational conditions was
investigated as well.

The values of TH for given input shaft speeds nl and input pow-
ers P1 were investigated to ascertain whether the drives can fulfil
their task with the parameters used for design.

The input shaft speeds were nl = 13.5, 24.5, 18.8 rpsec, and the
input power varied in the range P1 = 16...25 kW. It was found that
low input shaft speed was not critical from the point of view of heat
generation so its detailed investigation was not necessary. At every
critical shaft speed, the transferable power limit belonging to the
temperature limit value THF, which is itself characteristic of the drive,
can be determined. In Figure 8.14 the curve shown is obtained for
measured temperatures TH and TK to reach the heat balance for the
drive i = 11.67 at constant input shaft speed n1 = 24.5 rpsec and at
idle running power Po.

Figure 8.14 shows that heat balance (TH = Tstac ) occurred at 51.5°C(TH = Tstac)

with ambient temperature of TK
= 20°C within about four hours of

operation. The temperature of the housing TH (and the oil tempera-
ture) increases with time and the heat balance can only be reached
after several hours' operation, so the operation at heat-limit power
can last only for a short period, or in the case of frequently inter-
rupted operation, the time period is significantly longer than for
continuous operation. The heating curve is characterized by the
long-lasting temperature difference (AT). The results of other meas-
urements are summarized in Figure 8.26.

8.2.4 Investigation of efficiency of drives

The last check on the power-transmitting worm gear drive is the
determination of mechanical efficiency nwgd. The measurements can
be carried out on a test stand after running in the worm gear's own
housing.

During these measurements, the experimental drive with i = 11.67,
as well as the ruled surface (convolutes) drive with i = 11.67, were
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Figure 8.14 The changes of housing temperature TH as a function of time
(t) at idle running

Figure 8.15 Efficiency of the drive as a function of power P1 supplied by
the driving motor. The drive was built with arched profile in axial section
of worm-worm gear. (Technical data: i = 4.8, a = 280 mm, m = 16 mm,
n1 = 24.5 rpsec; DHG-550 wire drawing stage, DIGEP, Hungary)
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investigated and their efficiencies measured under equal conditions.
To determine the efficiencies, the equipment shown in Figure 8.11
was used (Drobni, 1968). The values measured were the input and
output electrical powers and the waste dissipated by individual units
calculated.

The calculation method is as follows. The electrical power con-
sumption of the driving machine was measured and the mechanical
power is:

The power supplied through the input shaft into the generator was
calculated from the electric power measured and efficiency of the
generator:

The total efficiency of the unit is:

The total efficiency of the measuring system depends on losses in
the Vee belt drive between the shafts and motor and of the worm (ie
η el), the waste of the drive and its bearings (efficiencies ηec and ηe3)
and the waste of the bearings on the power-transmitting shaft

(ηpower transmitting shaft).

The catalogues of drive manufacturers contain the efficiency char-
acteristics of the drive, including the built-in rolling bearings, so the
losses of the bearings on the determination of the efficiency of the
drive ηwgd will not be taken into account (except the bearings on the
power-transmitting shaft) so the efficiency characteristics of the drive
on the basis of measured and chosen data can be determined. Tak-
ing into consideration the waste, the total efficiency of the worm
gear drive is:

where:
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After substitution we obtain:

The various efficiencies are:

ηm = 92.5% Asynchronous electric motors (based on catalogue data),
ηg = 90% Special AC engines (based on catalogue data),
ηg = 96% ten Bosch, M.: Maschinen Elemente,
ηpower transmitting shaft = 99.82%; this value was determined from bearing
loads and shaft speeds and from calculated waste.

Substituting these values in equation (8.10) we obtain:

Using the equation and knowing the measured values, the efficiency
of the drive can be simply determined. For example, using the
measurement data: at i = 4.8 gearing ratio, input shaft speed a1 =
24.5 rpsec and P1 = 37 kW input power with Pelectric motor= 23.72 kW
measured for the electric generator, the following value of efficiency
can be calculated using equation (8.11):

The efficiency curve based on measurement is shown in Figure 8.15.

8.2.5 Investigation of noise level of drives

The need to reduce workplace noise has led, worldwide, to the in-
troduction of safety codes related to permissible noise levels. Noise
assessment is carried out with reference to the so-called N curves.
These curves express the sound level in decibels (dB) as a function of
frequency. In accordance with this criterion, continuous active noise
measured in each octave range cannot exceed the ISO standard N-
80 curve, which represents the value of the limit of hearing loss
throughout an eight-hour shift.

The measurements can only be carried out under actual working
conditions, so the measurements are usually disturbed by significant
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Figure 8.16 Sound level, measured for different frequency bands, for
operation of a circular profile in an axial section worm gear drive
(I = 11.67, a = 280 mm, n1 = 24.5 rpsec, P1 = 32 kW)

background noise. Therefore, for each frequency band, beside the
common (resultant) noise level, the level of background noise
should be measured too. The noise level of the investigated unit can
be determined by knowing from measurement the two component
noise levels. The measurements were carried out at a height of 1.5
m at a distance of 1m from the unit operated under idle running
and with full load. The diagram in Figure 8.16 refers to measure-
ments taken for i = 4.8, n1 = 13.5 rpsec and Pl = 35 kW.

In Figure 8.16, the continuous lines denote the sound level of the
drive while the dashed lines are the background sound level. The
diagram shows that the drives investigated, from the point of view
of sound level, fulfil the necessary requirements.
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Figure 8.17 Dry wire drawing machine, Barcro system, driven by the worm
gear drive designed and manufactured by DIGEP

Figure 8.18 The Barcro system dry wire drawing machine with worm gear
drive and additional gearbox
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Figure 8.19 Kinematical scheme of the Barcro system dry wire drawing
machine driven by worm gear
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Figure 8.20 Manufacturing tolerances of the drive housing
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Figure 8.21 Checking the contact area of arched profile worm gear drives
(m = 9 mm; a = 280 mm; i - 25.5)

Figure 8.22 Manufacturing of spiroid gear (KI type). Engineering material:
Bzo 12
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Figure 8.23 The manufactured spiroid drive: a Archimedian (plastic
wheel); 9 convolute (cast iron wheel); c involute (bronze wheel) and
generating milling cutters
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Figure 8.24 Investigation of the contact area of a spiroid drive on
PSR-750 type equipment before running in

Figure 8.25 Investigation of the contact area of the drive after running in
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Diameter
of the

reference
circle

d01

(mm)

152

97.5

104

58.5

56

Shaft
speed
of the
worm

n
l

(s-1)

13.5

24.5

13.5
24.5

24.25

20.83

20.83

Characteristic measured
idle running

PO

(kW)

3.8

4.6

-
4.11

4.2

-

-

T
(°C)

19

26

-
33

25.3

-

-

Noise
level

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate
Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Characteristic at load
transmission

P1T
(kW)

26.6
35

26.4
30
35
19
16
28
32

22

760

550

T
(°C)

34.4
43
55
56
54
41

51.5
58.5
61.5

36

60

-

Noise
level

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Adequate

Contact area (%)

Efficiency

87.14

86.44

82.65

73.52

80/70
E/H**

68

Face
width of
teething

b2 (mm)

130

90

90

40

35

Lh

(%)

48

85.5

-

90

45

hk
(%)

90

90

-

90

45

*Data from literature (Hegyhati; 1985, 1988).
**E = concave-convex surfaces in contact;
H = convex-convex surfaces in contact.

Figure 8.26 Operational characteristics of drives designed and manufactured by us



SUMMARY OF RESULTS
OF RESEARCH WORK

In summarizing the analytical and numerical results of the theoreti-
cal investigations and the experience drawn from the manufacturing
and assessment processes, one can come to the following conclusions:

1. Applying the newly developed method, the grinding wheel pro-
file is appropriate to back generation from the worm-generated
profile. This guarantees independence from wheel truing (diam-
eter changes) that in equivalent helicoid surfaces results from
wrapping. This method eliminates the faults and difficulties that
arise in previously used processes. This type of grinding wheel
profiling was first used in the machining technology of arched
profile worm gear drives.

Independence from the effect of wheel diameter changes as
is present in all equivalent helicoid surfaces is obtained with the
worm as a result. The equations of the contact curve of the
grinding wheel and the worm during machining and the surface
of the grinding wheel have been determined.

2. During grinding of the worm gear tool, the author used the
back generation from worm method as well, so the worm and
worm gear formed conjugated surfaces. The equations of the
other element of the mating pair, the worm gear generating tool
(face plane, back surface, cutting edge), were determined both
for fly cutter tool with a plane faced surface and the thread face
surface tool which, in practice, is a generator worm gear mill-
ing cutter.

This tool, necessary for machining, was made in the way de-
scribed in this book and the results obtained testified to its
effectiveness.

9
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In the following cases, both the tools and the elements were 
manufactured 

a = 125 mm, m = 7.5 mm, zl= 1 
a = 280 mm, m = 12.5 mm, z i =  3 
a = 80 mm, m = 16 mm, z , =  5 
a = 280 mm, m = 9 mm, z , =  2 

Twenty worm gears were investigated for the effects of distortion 
caused by re-sharpening using radial grinding-backward of the 
tool cutting edge. Our experiences show that deviations due to 
removing the total re-sharpening reserve remain within the al- 
lowable tolerance. So the geometric shape of the tool can be 
regarded as that required. 

The author designed a CNGcontrolled grinding wheelgener- 
ating device that made it possible to generate an helicoidal 
surface of arbitrary profile. The essence of operation of this 
universal device was to generate an appropriate wheel profile. 
A computer-aided design workplace was created that was capa- 
ble of producing a twevariable function, the tool surface, using 
proper software, starting from the generator curve of the 
workpiece, the lead on it and the number of starts (the direct 
method) as well as for generation of the input data necessary for 
tool manufacture on CNC wheel truing equipment. In this way 
CAD/CAM integration of the design and manufacture was cre- 
ated and a CAQ phase could be combined with it. 

The design workplace in the CAD phase is able to solve prob- 
lems when given the surface or generator curve of the 
generating tool for the worm to be designed and, by applying 
the principle of double meshing, the surface of the workpiece 
as a two-variable h c t i o n  has to be created (indirect method). 

At the least the CNC grinding wheel generating device is the 
key element of the CAD/CAM/CAQ integration which creates 
the future possibility of a grinding manufacturing cell to com- 
bine into a CIM system. The theoretical structure of this scheme 
is shown in Chapter 6. Patenting of this CNC device has been 
carried out. 

3. The mechanically operated device developed for wheel truing 
can be applied with advantage in mass production too. Using 
the device the cutting edge radius (Sn and K parameters) can 
be manufactured within the usual range of mechanical 
engineering. 
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No special devices are required for checking geometric sizes
of worms, because employing conventional measuring devices
(eg Klingelnberg) the measurement in axial section can be car-
ried out. The precision of geometric sizes of the designed and
manufactured driving elements (worm and worm gear) prove
that this machining technology is suitable for use in industry.
The shape deviations of manufactured components proved to be
a fraction of the allowable tolerance (Dudas, 1988a).

4. Results of measurement indicate that manufactured driving el-
ements compared to other type drives of similar size, regarding
efficiency and power transmitted at heat limit, are better than
the others. For i = 4.8, the drive characteristics are similar to
drive i = 5.8 while for i = 11.67 drive, it is better.

5. The efficiency of the manufactured drives is significantly better
than the drive with ruled convolute surface. This has an impor-
tant bearing on energy conservation.

6. The parameters of the contact area, for the drives investigated,
are better than those quoted in the literature, so their size is
satisfactory. At the same time, their position shows that the con-
tact area is localized, and the creation of the pressure in the
lubricating material is advantageous from the point of view of
efficiency. The contact area of this drive is satisfactory.

7. The shape and position of the contact area, improved as a result
of running in under gradually increased load for an appropriate
time before taking them into use, improved as required.

8. According to the diagrams, sound level of the drives remains
below the value of the N-80 hearing loss limit, so they meet the
requirements of environment protection.

9. The drives manufactured and tested according to the method
described in this book have advantageous operational character-
istics as are summarized in Figure 8.26.

10. The various drives manufactured for the Metallurgical Works
at Salgotarjan in 1974, which are still working, were built into
the drive system of dry wire drawing stands. The DIGEP com-
pany manufactures these types of drives and they were
designed and manufactured with worm drives with arched pro-
files of different scale for different factories. For example, the
drives of pulverisers manufactured by the milling machine
manufacturers in Jaszberen, the drives of metal plate blanking
machines at the light metal works at Szekesfehervar, the drives
of conveyors of the Agricultural Machines Development
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Centre at Monor. All of these drives operate with good opera-
tional characteristics.

11. Both the manufacturing and the mechanically operated wheel
profiling equipment from Hungary have been patented in sev-
eral countries.

12. The manufactured drives and tools have been exhibited in 1978
at the BNV (Budapest International Fair), in 1985 at the SZASZ,
in 1988 in the exhibition at the Heavy Industrial University of
Miskolc (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering), as well as in June
1988 at Graz at the scientific exhibition.

13. The method for measurement and testing of geometric sizes of
helicoidal surfaces is suitable for application in any firm
equipped with a three-dimensional (3D) measuring machine.
On the basis of the general mathematical model (Chapter 4) it
has become possible to check helicoids on three-dimensional
measuring machines. The test confirmed that measuring ma-
chines designed and manufactured for universal use equipped
with proper software can be adapted for correct assessment of
helicoidal surfaces without special, additional equipment (Chap-
ters 6 and 8).

14. It is suggested, from the results obtained, that in 'clearance-less'
drives (by simple axial displacement of the worm) spiroid drives
can be employed.

15. The machining geometric characteristics of conical (spiroid)
drives were investigated in detail using the so-called kinematic
method to detect the possibility of manufacturing geometrically
exact surfaces using continuous grinding wheel truing. Math-
ematical equations were derived that make it possible to
calculate the position of contact curves during machining and
to determine characteristic parameters also. The software devel-
oped, besides facilitating the calculations of the machining
geometry, assists determination of the quasi-optimal technologi-
cal parameter in an interactive way.

16. The mathematical model developed from the point of view of
general validity and its general capacity has the following char-
acteristics:

• it can be used to investigate the manufacturing geometry of
the elements of both cylindrical and conical worm gear
drives independent of whether their surface is a ruled or
non-ruled one;
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• it is suitable for the analysis of machining geometry of cylin-
drical and conical tools;

• using the model, both cylindrical and conical helicoidal sur-
faces of arbitrary profile can be treated using a common
mathematical tool.

Finally, and most important, the relative positions and displacement
of the coordinate systems, with correct choice of parameters, are
capable of modelling different worm gear drives independent of
their profile or basic form (cylindrical, conical, globoid or helicon).

When modelling them, the contact curves can be determined and
the mesh can be evaluated. So by changing the parameters it is
possible to determine the optimal operational and meshing
conditions.
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